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Abstract 
Computing systems are becoming more and more complex and are assuming more 
and more responsibilities in all sectors of human activity. Science and technology in- 
formation present a rich resource, essential for managing research and development 
programs. Many of today's applications are built as distribution systems. The In- 
ternet is one of the best-known distribution systems and is used by nearly everyone 
today. With a great deal of available data on the net in different languages, it is 
essential to use efficient methods to extract useful information from the data. Fortu- 
nately, the parallel growth of information and of analytical tools offer the promise of 
advanced decision aids to support research and development more effectively. Data 
mining, information retrieval and other information-based technologies especially 
nowadays, are receiving increased attention. 
The importance of English is well established iii every field. Likewise, Arabic is also 
a major natural language, spoken by over 250 millions people in 21 Arab countries 
as the first language, and in Islamic countries it is used as a second language. It 
is one of the languages of the Semitic family and thus preserves the complexity of 
this group. Arabic is highly derivated, as well as being an inflected language, so 
it requires good stemming for effective text mining. Yet no standard approach to 
stemming has emerged. This work investigates some of the issues involved in achiev- 
ing bilingual text mining from large bodies of electronic Arabic-English datasets. 
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The main aim of this thesis is to address the above issues and provide the best 
framework. To address this aim, this thesis evaluates the current proposed pre- 
processing and SOM clustering algorithms. Our proposed MLTextMAES approach 
has the ability to perform the four main stages of standard text mining, taking into 
account pre-processing, clustering (via SOM) and test of quality. Thus we have 
employed SOM as a tool for the clustering of documents into groups with similar 
categories. 
To the author's knowledge there is no significant literature available regarding the 
SOM technique applied to Arabic-English text mining. The model is found to be 
useful in strategic decision-making settings. The results indicate that SOM is a fea- 
sible tool for multilingual languages, and presents several advantages over current 
methods. Our experimental results show improved clustering performance when 
using Arabic-English language documents for our datasets. 
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Chapter I 
Introduction 
Objectives 
9 The motivation behind multilingual text mining. 
9 To identify the research questions. 
9 To illustrate the aims and objectives of the thesis and highlight original con- 
tribution. 
1.1 Background 
Information Technology (IT) has created many changes in all our lives. With the 
development of online technology, such as the Internet, a wide variety of transac- 
tions can be made globally. 
Technological development has become so visible in all fields that it is now crucial 
to take it into consideration in every situation. Such development has resulted in 
the great amount of information that exists nowadays, and one frequently hears the 
1 
Ph. D. Thesis 1.1 Background 
expression "the information revolution". Today's world is facing the problem of an 
abundance of information to a point where it is becoming very difficult to utilize 
the information in a constructive manner. 
Text mining, also known as text data mining or knowledge discovery from textual 
databases has a very high commercial value [3). Text data mining is the process of 
discovering useful or interesting patterns or trends from within unstructured text. It 
is also used to describe the application of data mining techniques to automated dis- 
covery of knowledge from text [4]. However, text mining is a more complex task than 
numerical data mining, which deals with a fix set of features for all analyzed items 
in a straightforward manner and is very close to machine language (binary)(e. g. 
age, income, gender, etc. ), while the extracted information from text ("string" in 
computing language), needs to be sorted, compare, manipulate and then also to 
translate them into machine language. Data mining usually deals with structured 
data, while text mining is usually fairly unstructured that needs preprocessing stage 
to clean the text. 
Today, the use of methods able to mine sensible linguistic elements from multilin- 
gual text collections, with vast amounts of high dimensional data, is a key element 
in a wide range of applications. In this thesis, we present a new framework for mul- 
tilingual text mining, based on the SOM for Arabic-English textual data. Through 
our modified algorithms, we intend to improve upon current multilingual text min- 
ing approaches, and to reveal more effectively the patterns arid connections that 
lie within text data. We have used Matlab 5 [5], as the software package used for 
training the SOM technique. 
2 
Ph. D. Thesis 1.2 Problem Statement 
1.2 Problem Statement 
The Arabic language belongs to the Semitic family of languages. The words in such 
languages may be formed by modifying the root itself internally and not simply by 
the concatenatioli of affixes and roots as occurs in an inflecting (such as Latin), 
agglutinating (such as Turkish and Japanese), or incorporating languages (Green- 
landic Eskimo and Chinese) [6,7]. This type of processing is known as morphology. 
Arabic morphology has a great impact on word formation and may appear in a 
text in different morphological variations. Using morphological analysis to support 
text mining in Arabic has lead to some different points of view. The root performs 
well or better than the stem at low recall levels, and definitely better at high recall 
levels, as Al-kharashi mentioned [8]. Moreover, Abu salem [9] repeated Alkharashi's 
experiment and found that the root retrieval method performs significantly better 
than the stem method. Furthermore, Hmeidi [10] confirmed that the performance 
of the root method is more effective than the words method. He justifies his view 
by stating that Arabic is a derivative language, and therefore the system should 
be based on the root of the word. Suppose that the user wants to search for the 
word (AktetAb, ytýrl), if the system is based on word search only (See an example 
Section 4.3.1) then it will retrieve the word as it is entered, but if the user enters an 
incorrect spelling, tben the system cannot retrieve the word. However, if the system 
is based on root searching, then it will retrieve all forms of the root (ktb, 
Unfortunately, neither group offered clear evidence for their claims. As mentioned 
above, the support for the root method was only based on giving examples in Chap- 
ter 4. As far as academic research is concerned, it is not enough to say that the root 
method functions better or worse than other methods without any proof to support 
or reject that belief. However, the work of some other researchers, such as that 
of Al-kharashi [8], Abu salem [9), and Hmeidi [10], offer a number of experiments 
investigating the retrieval performance of word, stem, and root methods. 
3 
Ph. D. Thesis 1.3 Research Questions 
The underlying motivation driving the research is to create a text-mining framework 
that can extract non-trivial information from an Arabic-English corpus. This re- 
search will focus on the text clustering process. One of the key contributions of this 
thesis is the integration of a new multilingual text clustering method. In the past 
few years, the Arab world has witnessed a number of attempts to develop Arabic 
text mining systems, and the current study is one of these attempts. However, since 
the computer was introduced to the Arabic text and text mining environment, a 
number of problems have arisen (for example, language issues such as morphology, 
and processing of very large datasets for text mining). Some of these problems have 
been solved such as infix and broken plurals, while others rernain unsolved as a 
computational linguistics such as two letters word (nom, , kol, 
J1. 
We have placed the focus on text mining bilingual Arabic and English text data, and 
the reason for this lies in modern history. The countries of the Arabian Gulf have de- 
veloped enormously since the discovery of oil in the1930s, and this has dramatically 
affected the lives of the millions of people living there in terms of lifestyle, commerce 
and even security. The discovery of oil has introduced the English language as a new 
paradigm, linking it to Arabic in many ways. For example, fiscal reports are written 
in both languages, even goods labels are written in the same way. Nowadays, the 
world is suffering from terror as a global challenge. Therefore, reports sent between 
Arab and non-Arab countries need to be written in both languages, Arabic and 
English. This thesis focuses on multilingual text mining where the Arabic language 
is the target language. This, of course, will lead to many challenges and these are 
discussed in Chapter 2. 
1.3 Research Questions 
Information on the net is available multi-lingually, but unfortunately the traditional 
search engines retrieve information from monolingual database in response to the 
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user query. Although in some instances, results in other languages are produced but 
most oftenly are not related to the user query. 
In this context we propose to address the overall research question that tackles each 
of the underlying issues. 
R"11. How can we improve the quality of search results looking into pages from M-Z 
different languages? 
RQ2. Does the morphological complexity of the Arabic language have adverse effects 
on mining performance? 
1.4 Aim and Objectives 
Similar to English, a large amount of unstructured data is available on the net in the 
Arabic language, but text mining tools and techniques are mostly English language 
oriented. There is therefore a lack of efficient text mining tools to cover both Arabic 
and English simultaneously. Thus our aim in this thesis is to provide a multilingual 
text mining framework to be applicable to Arabic-English bilingual text mining 
problems. Our approach towards the development of the framework is composed of 
the four main stages of text mining viz: pre-processing, clustering (SOM), test of 
quality and graphical user interface. An overview of these four stages of text mining 
are defined in Figure 1.1 below. In order to achieve the above mentioned aim the 
following objectives are identified. 
1. To develop a novel morphological analysis for Arabic roots. 
2. To develop a language-independent approach for the discovery of indirect 
knowledge from bilingual information sources. 
I To investigate the potential of using SOM in the process of investigating large 
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Figure LI: Text Mining General Framework 
amount of Arabic and English documents. SOM is an efficient tool capable of 
processing monolingual and multilingual corpora. Since it is based on neural 
network algorithms, it can be easily implemented in an unsupervised mode to 
create clusters. It is best suited for visual outcomes as it actually reduces a 
multi-dimensional input vector to a two-dimensional output. 
1.4.1 Contributions of the Thesis 
While there is a growing interest in the general topic of text mining, there are few 
working systems or detailed experimental evaluations. The contributions that this 
thesis makes to research in the field of multilingual text mining is briefly summarized 
below: 
9 Most earlier work on text mining focused on the monolingual. The primary 
contribution of this thesis introduces MLTextMAES, a new framework for 
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multilingual text mining based on a SOM for Arabic-English corpora. 
To address the Arabic morphological problem, we developed a code: AraMorph, 
for stemming the suffixes, prefixes and infixes. With encouraging results from 
experiments in several domains, we show how these approaches can produce 
accurate results despite the Arabic morphological complexity. 
Clustering is often performed using the unsupervised learning mechanism. 
This thesis extends the use of unsupervised clustering technique (SOM) to 
perform the clustering in specified domains. An algorithm is proposed which 
combines adaptation and modification to the existing SOM algorithm. The 
purpose of this work is to investigate the suitability of this technique to clas- 
sify documents in data text mining, based on the generally accepted guidelines 
from the literature. 
Conclusions concerning technical construction, such as pre-processing issues, are 
made. The model is evaluated through a number of experiments into the subject 
matter. The results show that the MLTextMAES model is efficient and fairly accu- 
rate when compared with human performance discussed (see Chapter 7). Based on 
the results achieved, a number of conclusions and recommendations for building a 
prototype for more extensive testing are presented. 
1.5 Organization of the Thesis 
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. In this chapter, an introduction to the 
thesis has been provided. The aims and the objectives of the research have been 
defined. 
In Chapter 2, the literature in the area of text mining and multilingual text min- 
ing is reviewed. The basic components, applications and challenges of text mining 
are described. A formal definition of text inining and a brief overview of currently 
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available text mining methods is also presented. This overviews the current state of 
the discipline. 
In Chapter 3, neural networks, especially SOM, are discussed. Firstly, the back- 
ground and definition of neural networks are given. Then, the SOM is presented in 
detail, how it works, how we prepare our output to be evaluated by it, and how this 
system is implemented. 
Chapter 4 describes the structure of the Arabic language. This chapter also discusses 
natural language processing (NLP) in Arabic and English, and it also contains a de- 
scription of some morphological analysers for both languages and presents a brief 
review of them. 
Chapter 5 presents our methodology for the proposed text mining framework 
Chapter 6 describes how text is classified and how the implementation of ML- 
TextMAES, data generated from our framework is presented. Firstly, properties 
of the data, and the required pre-processing, are discussed. Then, the training pro- 
cess of the model is explained, and finally the identification of the clusters on the 
map are illustrated. 
Chapter 7 presents the corpus evaluation methodology used to test our system, and 
results are discussed. 
Finally, Chapter 8 concludes the thesis and gives directions for future research. 
An overview of the chapters in this thesis is illustrated in Figure 1.2 below. 
1.6 Training Package 
The Training Package has software specification requirements, and these are specified 
in detail below. The Operating System employed the following: 
9 Windows XP Professional Edition. 
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The Hardware Minimum Specification: 
9 Pentium III workstation, 500 MHz. 
9 512 MBytes of RAM. 
The Software required: 
" Java Environment. 
" Matlab. 
" SOM Package. 
" The Data. 
The Software required can be downloaded from [51, as can the data preparation 
packages attached to this thesis. A Java package can be downloaded from [11]. Ap- 
pendix E includes the code of the data preparation packages and training developed 
for the specifications, and is explained in the MLTextMAES inodel Chapter 5. 
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Text Mining 
Objectives 
9 To int. roduce text mining and its applications. 
* To review formal approaches of multilingual text mining. 
9 To discuss our observations. 
2.1 Introduction 
With recent advances in technology, increasing quantities of data are being stored 
electronically and a great deal of this is in the form of text. Indeed, as much as 80% of 
a typical company's database is text documents [12]. The possibilities of exploiting 
such databases for commercial gain is well recognized but the foucs of this research 
is specifically on the ability to mine the text-based data. Text mining uses niodified 
forms of data mining techniques in order to reveal information inherent within large 
bodies of text in such a way that it is usable to the researcher. These techniques 
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are information retrieval, information extraction, data pre-processing, text analy- 
sis, text visualization [13] and classification ( k-means, Expectation-Maximization), 
decision tree(C4.5), Boostexter by Schapire, and Rule induction (RIPPER/IREP). 
More broadly most research employs natural language processing and database tech- 
nology [14]. 
Text Mining methods have been widely used in many different areas such as hom 0-- 
land security and intelligence, health care, law enforcement, public safety and bio- 
infomatics [15,16]. 
Text mining tools focused primely on processing monolingual documents (particu- 
larly English documents) but researchers have paid little attention to applying the 
techniques for handling the documents in multilingual information sources [17]. 
We will give an overview of the ways in which these methods are applied to text 
mining. We focus on these techniques because in our current research we primarily 
rely oil these fields for text mining. 
2.2 Definitions and Rationale 
Several different operational definitions of text and data mining have been proposed 
and we list some of them below: 
Mladenic and Grobelnik [181 have defined text mining as follows: "The objective 
of Text Mining is to exploit information contained in textual documents in various 
ways, including discovery of patterns and trends in data, associations among enti- 
ties, predictive rules, etc. " 
Tan [121 h, %s defined text mining as: " Refers generally to the process of extracting 
interesting and non-trivial patterns or knowledge from unstructured text documents. 
It can be viewed as an extension of data mining or knowledge discovery from (struc- 
tured) databases". 
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Dzeroski and Dzeroski and Wrobel [19] have defined data inining as follows: " is the 
multi- dis ciplinary field dealing with knowledge discovery from relational databases 
consisting of multiple tables". 
Thabtah and Cowling and Peng [20) have defined data inining as: " The process of 
discovering hidden information from data sets for the purpose of prediction. ". 
The core difference between data and text mining is the retrieval of information 
from structured and unstructured databases, respectively. 
We will give a different definition of text mining, which is motivated by the specific 
perspective of the area. 
Definition 2-1: Text mining may be seen as operution that identifies useful knowl- 
edge and extracts non-trivial patterns from unstructured documents. 
Text mining is extremely useful since it enables us to analyse and classify large 
amounts of textual data and to reveal the knowledge buried in it. Neri [21], asserted 
that text mining can be used as an intelligent and powerful search engine. Below 
are some points showing how important text mining is, and how it can help business 
[22]. 
* It allows users to access documents by their topics. 
9 It transforms huge volumes of data into detailed information, providing an 
overview of its contents. 
9 It helps users to discover either hidden and meaningful similarities among 
documents or any related information. 
9 It explores how a market is evolving. 
9 It looks for new ideas or relations in topics. 
9 It identifies and solves problems 
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2.3 Text Mining background and Development 
Text mining is extraction of a non-trivial information that is relevant to the re- 
searcher. It gives an enquirer the ability to seek only the information he/she needs 
from within a mass of largely irrelevant information. Recently an Arabic-English 
corpora has emerged and it is the focus of this research to enable enquirers to mine 
information from such multilingual information sources. 
It is entirely possible that large bodies of text-based information contain knowledge 
that is unknown or hidden, and [23,24] view text mining as the opportunity to bring 
to light knowledge that hitherto would not have been possible. However, text mining 
is problematic as computational linguistics is a complicated field, and multilingual 
computational linguistics even more so. These matters are addressed by Hearst [3] 
in her work on the problems in data mining, information access, computational lin- 
guistics and text data mining. 
Nevertheless, steps are being taken forward and, [25] in his work on Arabic language 
text mining described new developments in increasing the rate at which information 
can be extracted through roots-based hierarchical indexing method. He was even 
able to demonstrate that gains in increased computational speeds of the range 50%- 
100% can be achieved for typicral queries. 
Hitherto, most the research into text mining technique has been into databases that 
are monolingual, and the majority of this has been alone on English language texts. 
However it would be revealing and profitable if one could mine multilingual texts, 
and it is the purpose of this thesis to include contributions such as the stemming, 
morphological analyser and modify monolingual text mining techniques for mining 
multilingual datasets. This shall be done with SOM and will concentrate on Arabic- 
English datasets. 
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This work is related to Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD), and [26) iden- 
tified this as "the nontrivial process of identifying valid, novel, potentially useful 
and ultimately understandable patterns in data". However, this is largely concerned 
with numeric data and text mining seeks meaningful patterns within unstructured 
textual data [271. 
2.3.1 Machine Learning 
An excellent survey has been given by Sebastiani on machine learning (ML) and 
text categorization (TC) [28]. According to him the mathematical definition of TC 
is that: 
"Text categorization is the task of assigning a Boolean value to each pair (dj , Cj) E 
DXC, where D is a domain of documents and C=f cl,..., cl,, } is a set of predefined 
categories. A value of T assigned to (dj , ci) indicates a decision to 
file dj under C', 
while a value of F indicates a decision not to file dj under ci 
The important applications of TC are given. For example, document organization 
which is indexing with a controlled vocabulary is an instance of the general problem 
of document base organization. For instance: 
"at the offices of a newspaper incoming 'classified' ads must be, prior to publica- 
tion, categorized under categories such as Personals, Cars for Sale, Real Estate, etc. 
Newspapers dealing with a high volume of classified ads would benefit from an auto- 
matic system that chooses the most suitable category for a given ad. Other possible 
applications are the organization of patents into categories for making their search 
easier". 
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The author has emphasis on proper usage of ML for: 
1. Text Filtering. 
The classification of documents, especially when it happens between a data 
provider and his client, is called 'text filtering'. Such filtering usually occurs 
between a news agency (provider) and a newspaper (client), where the filtering 
is designed to only allow the delivery of news that the client probably wants, 
for example filtering in order to only deliver sports news to a sports paper. 
Text filtering classifies documents into two separate categories, one which is of 
use to the client and another which is not. It is therefore a useful manifestation 
of single-label text categorization. 
2. Word Sense Disambiguation. 
Identifying correct word meanings can be fraught with difficulty, as polysemes 
and homonyms exist in every language. Word sense disambiguation is the 
task of overcoming this, for example determining the correct meaning within 
a given context of words such as 'invalid' (noun or complement) or 'get' (buy 
or receive). For instance, Everest may have (at least) two different senses in 
English, as in the Everest related to mountain or Everest of manufacturer. 
3. Hierarchical Categorization of Web Pages. 
Researchers are currently examining the possibilities of exploiting Text Cate- 
gorization for improving the performance of Web search engines. Hierarchical 
catalogues could constructed so that Web pages, or sites, could be auto- 
matically classified by an Internet portal. Thus when a query was entered into 
a search engine, the algorithm would firstly explore a more limited number of 
categories before seeking the document desired by the enquirer. 
Detailed section is devoted to the main ideas under highlighting the ML approach 
and TC. Initially, he compares the Knowledge Engineering (KE) techniques with 
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Machine Learning technique (ML), and he outweighs the KE by providing evidence 
in favor of ML, extract is given bellow: 
1. Knowledge acquisition well known as bottleneck from the expert systems. 
That is, the rules must be manually defined by a knowledge engineer with 
the aid of a domain expert (in this case, an expert in the membership of docu- 
ments in the chosen set of categories): if the set of categories is modified, then 
these two professionals must intervene again, and if the classifier is ported to a 
completely different domain (i. e., set of categories), the various domain expert 
requests to intervene and the job has to start from the beginning. 
2. The advantages of the ML approach over the KE approach are clear. The 
engineering effort goes in the direction of the construction not of a classifier, 
but of an automatic builder of classifiers (the learner). This means that if 
a learner is (as it often is) available off-the-shelf, all that is required is the 
effective, automatic construction of a classifier from a set of manually classified 
documents. The same happens if a classifier already exists and the original 
set of categories is updated, or if the classifier is ported to a wholly various 
domain. 
Approaches to TC is dealt in detail various indexing schemes are discussed, for ex- 
ample document indexing and the darmstadt indexing approach, another aspect of 
TC is the dimensionality reduction, two approaches of dimensionality reduction are 
explained that is term selection and term extraction. Also, the author tackles in 
detail inductive construction of text classifiers from a "training" set of pre-cassied 
documents. Text calssifiers are also evaluated of the basis of different statistical 
parameters, for example, (precision and recall, recall, accuracy, efficiency, etc. ) 
The survey supports our decision to tackle issue of Arabic-English documents clus- 
tering by using machine learning technique (SOM) and filtering approaches discussed 
in the section of pre-processing of our general framework in Chapter 5. 
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2.3.2 Information Retrieval (IR) 
Information retrieval is not only concerned with retrieving but also with organizing, 
storing and searching of information from within datasets. This is greatly aided by 
the employment of key words; which are found in the document and which can be 
used to represent it. This concept was first introduced by [29] and they called this 
idea is the Vector Space Model (VSM). In this model, any number of key words are 
grouped into a "vector" which then represents the document. The process of VSM 
model has three stages: document indexing, term. weighting, and computation of 
similarity coefficients. 
Stage 1, in document indexing, each document is represented as a vector in a high- 
dimensional space. Stop-words in a document do not describe the content, and 
included "an", "and" or "the". By removing non-significant (common) stop-words 
from the document vector, the vector represents only meaningful words. The size 
of the vector should be less than 40-50 percent of the total number of words in the 
document [29]. 
Stege 2, the weight of the indexed terms supports the retrieval of information which 
is relevant to the user query. Terms are weighted to indicate their importance for 
document representation. Most of the weighting using inverse document frequency 
or generated randomly. 
Stage 3, ranks the document with respect to the query according to a similarity 
measure. The similarity between any two documents reflects the a distance between 
documents in a high dimensional input space. The most popular similarity model 
for estimating the similarity between vectors uses correlation co-efficients (Cosine of 
the angle between vectors) (301. 
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2.3.3 Boolean Model for IR 
A query may be entered using Boolean parameters, and such a query is formulated 
with the classical operators AND, OR., and NOT. The query "ql AND q2" is satisfied 
by a given document D1 if and only if D1 contains both q1 and q2. Similarly, the 
query "qI OR, q2" is satisfied by D1 if and only if it contains q1 or q2 or both. 
The query "qI AND NOT q2" satisfies D1 if and only if it contains q1 and does not 
contain q2. More complex Boolean queries can be built up out of these operators and 
evaluated according to the classical rules of Boolean algebra, and result in a query 
being cither true or false i. e. a document either satisfies such a query (relevant) or 
does not satisfy it (non-relevant). 
The classical Boolean model does not use term (query) weights as such weights 
should be restricted to between 0 to 1. In a Boolean model, each coordinate of a 
document vector is zero (when the corresponding attribute is absent) or unity (when 
the corresponding attribute is present). There are many adaptations of the Boolean 
model, and the most common are term-weighting is a widely used refinement of 
Boolean models that takes into account the frequency of appearance of an attribute 
(such as keywords and key phrases) or location of appearance (e. g., keyword in the 
title, section header, abstract or texts) [31,32]. 
2.3.4 Probabilistic Model 
In IR it is often not possible to differentiate between probabilistic and statistical 
methods. Indeed, there are many similarities as probabilities are often calculated 
on the basis of statistical data. The literature shows that probabilistic IR results 
have most employed statistical data. Naturally, where various types of data are 
being used in a probabilistic model [33], the data is often collated and presented 
to the formula in a statistical manner. Because of the similarities between these 
models, the same data may be utilized, e. g., tf's and idf's weight schemes, or the 
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tf-idf (the probability that combines the 'within document-term' frequency with the 
inverse within the data) [34]. 
2.3.5 The TF-IDF Weight 
The term frequencyinverse document frequency (TF-IDF) weighting scheme is used 
to assign higher weights to distinguish terms in documents [29]. TF-IDF makes two 
assumptions about the importance of a term. First, the more a term appears in 
the document, the important it is (term frequency). Second, the more it appears 
through the entire collection of documents, the less important it is since it does not 
characterize the particular document well (inverse document frequency). Actually, 
TF-IDF works by determining the relative frequency of terms in a specific document 
compared to the inverse proportion of the total number of documents to which each 
term is assigned. This weighting scheme reflects the importance of a term occurs 
within the document itself and the corpus as a whole. We see that the importance of 
a term is not linearly proportional to the IDF. Indeed, terms that occur extremely 
rarely have very high IDF while common terms thus receive a very low TFIDF 
[29,35,3G]. The framework procedure of the inverse document frequency can work 
as follows. The TF-IDF is given by: 
tf - idf (i) = tf. log( 
Ndoc 
df (i) 
where i term, 
- Ndoc is the number of all documents in the collection. 
tf(i) is the term frequency ( number of word occurrences in a document ). 
df(i) is the document frequency ( number of documents containing the word 
tf-idf(i) is relative importance of the word in the document. 
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2.3.6 Information Extraction (IE) 
From a large unstructured database, a researcher seeks to take out specific infor- 
mation for analysis. This process is called information extraction and it stores this 
information as patterns. This process has two tasks: identifying the specific field 
to be extracted e. g. name, date, or address, and using natural language processing 
(NLP) technology to identify speech with the text [37]. 
Let us examine the following text to show that the main task is to extract parts 
of the text and identify specific attributes to it, for example to extract executive 
position changes from a news story: "Robert L. James, chairman and chief executive 
officer of McCann-Erickson, is going to retire on July 1st. He will be replaced by 
John J. Donner, Jr., the agency's chief operating officer". 
In this case we may identify the following information to be extracted: 
Organization name McCann-Erickson 
Position : chief executive officer 
Date of change July 1st 
Person leaving Robert L. James 
Person replacing John J. Donner Jr 
2.3.7 Data Preprocessing 
In order to ease the process of retrieving and analysing data, any database under 
consideration should be cleaned. This is called data pre-processing and involves the 
use of an algorithm that removes stop-words, common words, conjunction, pronoun, 
punctuations marks and html tags from the documents. This procedure also gener- 
ates the key words. The purpose of the above is to produce data that is comprised 
of word roots, i. e. text, that has no prefixes or suffixes. This is achieved through a 
"stemming" algorithm, and can produce sets of stem classifications. In Arabic, the 
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most fruitful methods have been "light" and "root-based" stemming algorithms, as 
reported by (381 in his overview of the subject. 
2.3.8 Text Analysis 
The above processes, including the creation of vectors, takes place in high-dimensional 
input space, but analysis requires a reduction in this dimensionality into only a two- 
dimensional output space. Such reduction necessitates the employment of cluster 
analysis. 
Cluster analysis is the process of grouping together items from within an data set 
that are similar in some way. The parameters for this are determined by the re- 
searcher but at the end the data is divided into a number of clusters. Each cluster is 
dissimilar in some specified way but contains data items (e. g., documents or terms) 
that are similar to each other [13]. Lately, the advent of World Wide Web search 
engines, and the concept of text data mining has led to a renewed interest in cluster- 
ing analysis. Effective clustering can be of great benefit to disciplines which handle 
large quantities of data. In the followings fields clustering techniques are highly 
beneficial: 
Gene identification / analysis: finding similar DNA over several condition or 
protein sequences [39]. 
9 Disease diagnoses: finding a virus similar - to a given one from a large virus 
dataset, or finding groups of viruses with certain common characteristics [40]. 
Social services: clustering to identify groups with particular requirements (e. g. 
the elderly) would economize on resources, and improve its allocation [411. 
Document retrieval: mining documents related to a given query into a map 
[42]. 
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City planning: identifying groups of houses and buildings according to type, 
use, architecture, value and location [43). 
9 World Wide Web: clustering or finding sets of related pages [4]. 
Marketing: helping market analysts identify distinct groups in their customer 
base, so that they can exploit this knowledge in the development of marketing 
strategies [43). 
Predication: is different from classification and estimation in that the objects 
are classified according to some predicted future behaviour or to some esti- 
mated future value. The SOM technique is applied to a data set and the 
results are clustered, based on the features of the objects that belong to these 
clusters. Accordingly, unknown objects can be classified into specified clusters 
based on their similarity to the clusters, and so useful knowledge related to 
the query can be extracted. For example, a cluster process is applied to a 
dataset concerning patients infected with the same disease. The result shows 
the number of clusters of patients, according to their reaction to drugs. Then, 
for any new patient, we can identify the cluster into which he can be classified, 
and thus determine any medication decisions that could be made [44,45,46]. 
2.3.9 Text Visualization 
A general goal of analysis is to detect meaningful underlying dimensions that allow 
the researcher to explain observed similarities or dissimilarities (distances) among 
the investigated objects. This is accomplished by solving a minimization problem 
such that the distances among points in the conceptual low-dimensional space match 
the given (dis) similarities as closely as possible. In factor analysis, the similarities 
among objects (e. g., terms) are expressed in the correlation matrix. With Multi- 
dimensional Scaling (MDS), one may analyze any kind of similarity or dissimilarity 
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matrix, in addition to correlation matrices. However, a major weakness of MDS 
is that there are no quick and fast rules to interpret the nature of the resulting 
dimensions. 
2.3.10 Self-Organizing Map (SOM) 
There is a number of clustering techniques, but this thesis will provide descrip- 
tion for the SOM algorithm that is most widely used in document clustering. The 
SOM algorithm is based on the idea that a winner, which after reducing the high- 
dimensional input space into low-dimensional output grid, can represent a cluster. 
The basic SOM algorithm for finding a winner cluster is presented below: 
1. Set initial parameters. 
2. Compute the distances of a winner. 
3. Assign the neighbourhood to the closes winner. 
4. Update the weight matrix of the winner and the neighbourhood. 
Repeat steps 3 and 4 until the weights do not change. 
One of the best-suited methods for text-mined data visualization is SOM. It em- 
ploys artificial neural networks that work with unsupervised learning [47,481. This 
important technique was invented by Kohonen to aid in the visualization of infor- 
mation [49,50]. SOM has two particular uses; as a statistical tool for multivariate 
analysis because it has the ability to reduce multi-dimensional data document into 
two-dimensions output space, and -, Ls a clustering tool because it very effectively 
group similar data points together. During the learning process, the algorithm used 
in SOM alters the weight vectors of each data item and presents them on a two- 
dimensional grid map. This facility is the reason that SOM is widely used for mining 
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text and for visualizing large dataset. Application fields include, image processing 
and speech recognition, process control, economic analysis, and diagnostics in in- 
dustry and in medicine. Details of SOM will be discussed in Chapter 3. 
Many other clustering techniques have been developed, which work well in par- 
ticular scenarios. The most commonly used algorithms are K-means, Expectation- 
Maximization, Decision tree (C4,5), Bosstexter and Rule induction (RIPPER/IREP). 
Below is an overview of these algorithms these algorithms where we explain why they 
may or may not be relevant to text mining. We shall not focus heavily on these 
algorithms because we are primarily concerned with text mining in our current re- 
search. 
2.3.11 X-Means Algorithm 
X-means algorithm developed in 1967 by MacQueen. It is an extremely popular 
partttional clustering Technique, and it has been utilized in a great many differ- 
ent disciplines; its clustering algorithms can be used in, for example, data mining 
and compression, probability density estimation. Nevertheless, it has a drawback in 
that the user must determine the value of k (number of clusters) for the k-means 
clustering algorithm. An optimal value for k is not always apparent, and selecting 
k through an automatic process is computationally difficult. High dimensionality 
makes the selection of the value of k even more problematic, even when the desired 
clu6ters are identifiable. 
Furthermore, the iterative process of this algorithm often terminates prematurely, 
and therefore a partial albeit efficacious result is sometimes realized. An additional 
problem lies in its random selection of initial centres, which often provides unstable 
results. This is because clustering is often applied on data where the end user is un- 
able to judge the clustering quality. The literature shows that many researchers have 
attempted to identify the key features of k-means clustering and any characteristics 
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that impact on the clustering analysis, and they have identified high diniensionality, 
the size of the data, the sparseness of the data, noise and outliers in the data, types 
of attributes and data sets, and scales of attributes [51,52,53]. This algorithm 
follows the four steps below: 
1. Select random initial k points into the space represented by the objects that 
are being clustered. 
2. Calculate the distance between each object and the group that has the closest 
centroid. 
3. When all objects have been assigned, recalculate the positions of the k cen- 
troids. 
4. Repeat Steps 2 and 3 until the centroids no longer move. 
2.3.12 Expectation-Maximization Algorithm (EM) 
EM is an iterative procedure that efficiently locates maximum likelihood estimate,;, 
even where there is missing or hidden data. The EM algorithm uses a probability 
distribution estimation in order to select the number of clusters, and the creates 
mixture models that describe the results through statistical distributions. This 
procedure is not unlike that of k-means as a set of pre-determined parameters are 
subjected to iterations until a desired clustering or convergence is obtained. The 
iterative procedure of the EM algorithm has two parts: the E-step, and the M- 
step. The first is the expectation step, where the observed data (or estimates of 
unknown parameters) are used to make estimations for any missing data. This step 
is performed through conditional expectation, hence E-step. In the second step, the 
likelihood function is maximized, hence M-step. This assumes that the missing data 
are known by substituting the missing values with the estimated missing ones that 
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were determined iii the E-step. The algoritlim is specifically designed to increase 
the likelihood of convergence at each iteration [54,55,561; its steps are as follows: 
1. Select an initial set of model parameters (randomly) 
2. Repeat. 
3. Expectation Step: For each object, calculate the probability that each object 
belongs to each distribution. 
4. Maximization Step: Given the probabilities from the expectation step, find 
the new estimates of the parameters that maximize the expected likelihood. 
5. Continue until the parameters do not change (or change below some threshold). 
However, in the practical example of the dialysis patient dataset, the distributions 
for the features are unknown, and therefore a computation of the probability for 
each data point is not possible. 
2.3.13 Decision Tree (C4.5) Algorithm 
In order to extract meaningful knowledge, a database inust be subjected to classifi- 
cation. Decision 'Rees use efficient, relatively easily understandable algorithms, and 
are therefore popular techniques for prediction in machine learning and data mining. 
Additionally, the models are easy to interpret so the C4.5 classification algorithm 
has been studied and employed a great deal. It builds decision trees by dividing 
and sub-dividing the data into any number of predetermined classes, and does so 
heuristically [57,58]. 
2.3.14 BoosTexter Algorithm 
Actually employs two slightly different algorithms together with a one-level deci- 
sion tree for base classification. Tile tree is a weak learner and is sometimes called a 
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decision stamp. The purpose of the first algorithm, called ADABOOST. NIH (or AD- 
ABOOST in Schapire) is to maximize the effectiveness of the micro-averaged data. 
The other, called ADABOOST. MR, is to minimize any ranking loss by assigning 
correct category rankings to every document in the dataset [28,59). 
2.3.15 Rule Induction (RIPPER/IREP) Algorithm 
[60,611 is a popular system where sets of rules are involved in learning. Rule sets are 
relatively easy to understand and use, and this system is often more effective than a 
decision tree. Additionally, some prior knowledge of the data can be included in the 
rule learning stage. The rule sets employ a first order system (prolog predicates), 
which researchers find both natural and familiar, as the learning of propositional rule 
sets can usually be widened to incorporate a first order system. Unfortunately, rule 
learning systems do not usually scale particularly well in accordance with sample 
sizes, and this is generally the case with noisy data. Two of the more commonly 
employed schemes for rule learning are C4.5 and RIPPER. The former is addressed 
above. The latter is based on Incremental Reduce Error Pruning (IREP), and is 
a fast rule learner, which divides the available training data into two sets (one for 
growing and one for pruning) before proceeding to the learning phase. Thus IREP 
can work with set-valued features, and has a 2-class approach that divides a data 
set into two subsets. The first one (positive set) constitutes example features of the 
desired class, whilst the other (negative set) is made up of samples of the rest of the 
data. 
2.3.16 Text Mining Applications 
Organizations can mine unstructured text from anywhere - from sources such as file 
servers, or from any place that keeps free text data. 
Common application areas of text mining are follows [62]: 
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Marketing: "text mining can be utilize as a state or property agent", ironically 
speaking if a customer wishes to buy a certain land or house, he/she should 
lay out preferences and then text mining works as an exact search engine that 
produces results that correspond only to the customer's preferences. 
@ Homeland Security and Intelligence, to put terrorist networks under deep in- 
vestigation in order to identify potential crimes and to detect their roots, 
hoping to prevent thern. 
9 Law Enforcement, to aid governmental agcncies to enforce law and order, by 
identifying previously unnoticed trends, links and patterns. 
Healthcare Scheme, the opinion of the patient is highly important, and to take 
this into account we need to analyse patients records and reports to obtain 
accurate facts and pertinent responses in order to enact the directives that 
have been laid down by the government. 
e Bio-infomatics, to obtain the best understanding through inining scientific 
journals for critical information associated with genes and proteins; e. g., genes 
and their associated functions, diseases, and tissues. 
9 Public and Insurance Safety; in order to develop and improve the performance 
of private and public departments incidents reports should be revised carefully 
in order to identify rout causes to prevent future errors. 
For more details refer to (16]. Specifically there are government research programs, 
such as Terrorism Information Awareness (TIA - originally Total Information Aware- 
ness) proposed by the US Department of Defense, which aim to analyse huge volumes 
of structured and unstructured data in order to detect patterns and predict and pre- 
vent terrorist attacks. 
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Because of political issues such programs are likely to be funded secretly by govern- 
ments. Text mining is already used by many companies and government agencies 
for specialized applications, and this use will increase over the next few years due 
to security concerns, as will the scope of text mining applications. 
An example of exploitation of text mining is "Homeland Security and Intelligence" 
in the United States. The U. S. Senate Committee on Intelligence [63] showed that 
before September 11,2001, the various intelligence agencies had collected a signifi- 
cant amount of data about the individuals who went on to attack the World Trade 
Center and the Pentagon, but they had been unable to connect the information in 
a meaningful way. Now text mining tools are being used by the Defense Intelligence 
Agency, the Department of Homeland Security and FBI to analyse different kinds of 
intelligence data such as e-mail messages, phone call transcripts, memos and foreign 
news stories. 
Text mining-based programs can work through thousands of documents using sta- 
tistical and mathematical analysis, to determine how words relate to each other. 
Text mining has become important in the detection and prevention of crimes on 
the Internet such as chat rooms. For example, an incident occurred in June of 2000 
John and Julie Smith (fake names Nvere given to protect their privacy as witnesses) 
contacted Child Net to ask for help and advice in dealing with a personal family 
tragedy: their 13 year old child had been contacted and sexually abused by an adult 
who met her through a teenage Internet chat room, they asked Child Net for help in 
alerting other parents to the dangers of chat rooms and ensure that those companies 
who run chat rooms provided clearer safety advice for children. The team worked 
closely with the family and child-welfare experts in developing the central aim of the 
site which is " to raise awareness among children and parents about the potential 
dangers of un-moderated Internet chat rooms, and to seek to put pressure on those 
companies providing chat to do more to protect children". For a successful text 
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mining system the following are needed [621: 
9A well-defilied linlited query- user query ( text based) 
9A source of textual documents 
*A text mining algorithm 
9 Pre-processing phase 
*A creation component to create new data resource 
9A choice of a good area (bio-information: genes, proteins, etc. ) to produce 
catalogues 
2.3.17 General Framework of Text Mining 
categorizitim 
intennediate fonn ViSlUtiDt'1011 
............. L 
Text Knowk-dge 
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Figure 2.1: Text Mining General Framework 
Figure 2.1 which is adapted from Tan [12], shows text mining to consist of two 
major phases: 
1. Text refining 
2. Knowledge Filtering 
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The general framework of text mining as illustrated by Figure 2.1, shows that in the 
initial phase text documents are classified into document or concept-based interme- 
diate forms (IF). By document-based we mean that each entity is presented as a 
document, whereas in concept-based each entity represents an object or "concept" 
of interests in a specific domain. A doculnent-based IF can easily be projected onto 
a concept-based one. In the next stage, patterns of knowledge can be deduced across 
documents if applied to document-based IF, and deduced across objects or concepts 
if applied to concept-based IF. Although this model looks at the text mining of 
monolingual situations, it can also be applied to bilingual text mining problems. 
Therefore, we are going to build upon previous work in order to improve the ef- 
fectiveness of mining Arabic-English documents, and this is reviewed in Chapter 
5. 
2.3.18 Text Mining Components 
From the author's perspective, there are three major components of text mining, 
which are as follow: [64]. 
1. Information Retrieval 
2. Information Processing 
3. Information Integration 
Information retrieval is the selection of relevant information from within an unstruc- 
tured source, or of text segments from a data source, for further processing. Let us 
examine the following example [65): 
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Database type: Unstructured 
Search mode: Coal-drive 
Atomic entity Document 
Information needed: "Halal restaurant in Birmingham that 
serves vegetarian food" 
Query "Find halal restaurant in Birmingham" or 
"Birmingham- Restaurant - Halal" 
Information processing is the application of bibliometric and computational linguis- 
tics and clustering techniques to the retrieved text to typically provide ordering, 
classification, and quantification for the formerly unstructured material. Informa- 
tion integration combines the computer output with human cognitive processes to 
produce a greater understanding of the technical areas of interest. 
2.3.19 Challenges of Text Mining 
Some of the challenges that face text mining are addressed by [651 and are listed 
below: 
1. The problem of data collection from free text: 
9 Natural language text contains ambiguities on many levels 
- the use of pronouns (he, she.. ) 
- the use of synonyms (escape, flee.. ) 
- the use of words with multiple meanings( Everest related to mountain 
or manufacturer) 
9 The data is not well-organized: 
- the language used in email, chat rooms. e. g. "r u well? ", IIplz c: me! " 
* Semi-structured (e. g. textbook contains table, graph, image, etc. ) 
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9 Unstructured (e. g. world wide web). 
2. Very high number of possible dimensions, all possible word and phrase types 
in the language 
3. Complex and subtle relationships between concepts in text: 
9 e. g. "AOL merges with Time-Warner", 
9 e. g. "Time-Warner is bought by AOL" 
4. Ambiguity and context sensitivity: 
9 e. g. Automobile = car = vehicle = Toyota 
9 e. g. Apple (the company) or apple (the fruit) 
Unstructured data mining: 
9 documents are not structurally identical. 
9 documents are not statistically independent. 
6. Finding efficient text mining techniques for multilingual corpus. 
2.4 Multilingual Text Mining Background and 
Development 
The text mining of multilingual documents has not been the subject of very much 
research, and therefore the considerable power of computational analysis has not 
been fully exploited in this field. As a consequence, problems that have been en- 
countered have been left unresolved [3,17,66]. Researchers in the past have paid 
a great data of attention to data sets that are "clean", that is of sufficiently high 
quality to facilitate scaling. Thus databases that are both large and contain many 
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dimensions have been analysed or clustered, improving knowledge in many fields. 
However, multilingual texts have not been so analysed and therefore problems have 
been created in this field [26]. 
The purpose of text mining is to reveal precisely the information that is being sought 
from within a large unstructured database according to a user query [67]. In our 
research we are building a tool that seeks out connections between documents in 
both Arabic and English. Our objective is to cluster such information and therefore 
it is important that we are able to reduce the dimensionality of the vector space. 
The most faithful method in this is to use artificial neural networks, and therefore 
to use SOM as one of the major unsupervised learning [681. 
2.4.1 Definition of Multilingual Text Mining (MTM) 
Although we do not have a common definition for MTM. a general description of 
its function given by Multilingual Information Discovery is defined as follows: 
Search keywords are entered in English and translated into the foreign language (e. g. 
Arabic). Then the system retrieves relevant documents across multiple languages, 
which are then presented as results to the user. 
2.4.2 Related work 
There has been much research in the literature addressing the problem of mining in 
English. In addition to the English language there has been research into European 
languages such as France and in Asian languages such as Chinese and Japanese. 
However, in Arabic language there has been no research using multilingual texts, 
but there have been some research using monolingual text mining. For multilingual 
text mining, for instance, the following are of particular interest: 
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Lee and Young [17) worked on multilingual text-based data and were able to ex- 
tract indirected information. They developed a technique that was independent of 
language to do so, but needed a natural-language technique in order to overcome 
problems in linguistics. Many researchers of text mining techniques have been fo- 
cused on monolingual text documents, particularly English text collections, and then 
they have applied those techniques to address documents in other languages such 
as Chinese. However, the Chinese language is unlike English in many ways and this 
effects the text mining techniques. For example, words in Chines usually consist of 
one, two, three, or four letters, sometimes more, but there are no spaces between 
words. The literature review above has shown the lack techniques available for han- 
dle the multilingual text databases, although a few researchers have expanded the 
text mining algorithm to support various aspects of multilingual text datasets. In 
light of this, Lee and Young developed a technique in order to address language dif- 
ficulties when uncovering indirect knowledge from a multilingual text dataset. They 
conducted several experiments based on a Chinese-English corpus, and some inter- 
esting results emerged from those experiments. The SOM was employed to reduce 
the high- dimensional input space of their textual data into two-dimensional output 
space by clustering the similar input data close to each other on the map [50,68). 
They used an SOM on a Chinese-English parallel text database and their work has 
been very useful in our research. 
Besancon and Rajman [69] applied the concept of vectors in their multilingual frame- 
work in order to identify semantic similarity between texts. They employed a stan- 
dard Vector Space model and more advance Distributional Semantics based Infor- 
mation Retrieval (DSIR) model and were able to show that vectors can be used for 
semantics across languages. 
Gaussier [66] also worked across languages and was able to mine multilingual bodies 
of text including clustering, categorizing and retrieving information. However the 
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success of his results seems to depend on the languages being analysed. The results 
are not particularly satisfactory. 
An adapted version of the M-LaSIE-II IE system was employed by Azzam, Humphreys, 
Gaizauskas and Wilks [70]. They addressed many aspects of multilingual informa- 
tion extraction but only analysed a relatively small parallel corpus of English-Frcnch 
newswire texts. 
Chua and Yeh [711 explored concept-based approach to mining multilingual corpora 
and were able to show that concepts in the desired information and in the needed 
information can indeed be matched. They also demonstrated this across languages 
and showed how a multi-agent system could aid concept-based cross-lingual text 
retrieval (CCTR) - 
Maa, Kanzakib, Zhangb, Muratab and Isahara [72] used visible SOM monolingual 
semantic maps in Chinese and Japanese, clustering words that were semantically 
similar. They successfully used SOMs and their output maps had clusters whose 
relative separating distances was a measure of their semantic similarity. They anal- 
ysed their Chinese and Japanese datasets, clustering co-occurring words that had 
grammatical similarities. The parameters set for defining those similarities were 
based on their own word-similarity computation but their results were evaluated 
numerically. They also used in their evaluations, recall, and the F-measure, and 
their own human subjective judgements. 
Neri and Raffaelli [73] have used the approach used by SYNTHEMA for Multilingual 
Text Mining, showing the classification results on around 600 breaking news written 
in English, Italian and French. Typically used three steps process; (the linguistic 
pre-processing extracts bilingual lexicons from comparable and parallel corpora, en- 
riching existing bilingual dictionaries and helping overcome the language barrier for 
cross-language information classification) with a text mining. The Classification of 
documents uses Unsupervised and Hierarchical Clustering. 
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Tao, and Zhai [74] have. exploited frequency correlations of words ill different lan- 
guages in the comparable corpora and discover mappings between words in dif- 
ferent languages. Also proposed combining four different methods for computing 
cross-lingual document similarity, including a baseline expected correlation method, 
an IDF-weighted correlation method, a TF-IDF method, and a translation model 
method. 
Denoyer et al. [75] developed a new model which allows to take simultaneously into 
account the structure and the content information of electronic documents. This 
model offers a natural framework for the integration of different information sources. 
It is based on a statistical framework: Bayesian networks are used to model the doc- 
uments and to combine the information present in the doxels. 
Montalvo et al. [76] have developed multilingual document clustering systems re- 
lated documents solution. The model can be classified in two main groups: the 
ones which use translation technologies, and the ones that transform the document 
into a language-independent representation. One of the crucial issues regarding the 
methods based on document or features translation is the correctness of the proper 
translation. Although word-sense disambiguation methods can be applied, these 
are not free of errors. On the other hand, methods based on language-independent 
representation. 
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Table 2.1: Comparative Table 
Techniques [17] [69] (66] [70] [711 [72] 
I 
SOM ,/ x V ,x x 
V, 
Text Mining x x x V x 
Vector Space V x x x x 
Information Retrieval x V x x x 
Information Extraction x x x V x x 
Semantic Space x x x x N/ N/ 
Translation V x V V V V 
Encoding x x x x x 
Frequency x x x x 
Root-Based x x x x x x 
Languages (Arabic/English) X x x x x x 
Table 2.1 above shows the different techniques used by various authors. Lee and 
Young go into great detail in the importance of identifying patterns within multi- 
lingual text-based data, and they were able to extract indirected information from 
unstructured dataset. This influences the proposed work in terms of how the results 
should be summarized. Additionally, they showed how the capturing of metrics is 
important in order to allow one to draw meaningful conclusions, and this too influ- 
ences our proposed work (see Chapter 5). 
This research will provide bilingual root dictionary in order to help other researchers 
determine the most appropriate scripting language solution for a stated problem. 
The focus of this research extends the work reviewed in this chapter by investigating 
language difficulties as they apply to text mining. The combination as used by Lee 
and Young is the best because they have combined the powers of SOM, text mining 
and vector space [17,71,72,15,77,69,27]. The successful application of this com- 
bination to an Chinese-English corpus encourages us to apply the same combination 
to Arabic-English corpus, and thereby to validate this approach. To evaluate the 
general framework it was applied to a small set of Arabic-English corpus, which 
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were then combining automatically into a single lexical knowledge base for use in 
the first stage of the framework. 
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2.5 Summary 
In this chapter, we have summarized various approaches in text mining system that 
have been employed by other researchers in this field. The problem is the processing 
of the very large datasets that are normal for text mining systems, and we have 
shown how others have addressed the problem of mining enormous qualities of tex- 
tual data. An essential requirement for these data models is the reduction of very 
high-dimensional data into two-dimensional data, without the loose of important 
data, but reducing data noise. There is still much research to be done to satisfy 
those requirements and to fully establish the suitability of SOM. This chapter also 
identified those researchers who have mined mono-, bi-, and multilingual databases. 
We identified the various stages of text mining, text categorization, information 
retrieval, Boolean model, Probabilistic model, term weighting schemes, informa- 
tion extraction, pre-processing (cleaning), text analysis, clustering, classification (k- 
means, Expectation-Maximization), decision tree (C4.5), Boostexter by Schapire, 
rule induction (RIPPER/IREP), and text visualization. Some of these algorithms 
are closely related to data mining rather than related to text mining but there are 
some important differences, for example, the reduction of dimensionality, the use of 
vectors, the importance of clustering, and overcoming difficulties in linguistics. 
Definitions and applications were identified and a general framework, addrcssing all 
the various stages, was drawn up. Its use was demonstrated in a small case study, 
the output of which is listed and explained. The process starts with retrieving the 
pertinent documents from the appropriate database. The last category is the vi- 
sualization of the output. According to Sebastiani, text categorization belongs to 
supervised learning. However, our work depends on the unsupervised method rather 
than on the supervised. 
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For the evaluation of the clustering we used the SOM cluster validity technique. As 
in data inining, so in text clustering it is difficult to measure the performance of a 
particular clustering algorithm. In the case of text mining this generally depends on 
the data and the pre-processing techniques applied. The large number of features 
required when representing documents in a collection affects almost every aspect of 
a text mining system's approach, design, and performance. 
In our experiments, we found that in general SOM is better at reducing dimension- 
ality and at preserving the topology of input data. However, the full complexity 
of real world text data cannot be completely captured by known statistical models, 
and dimension reduction efficiency depends on the nature of the documents. In 
this thesis we present an algorithm called SOMMUM that discovers appropriate 
clusters for Arabic-English texts. We describe examples and present experimental 
results that show that the new algorithm is successful. This technique is useful and 
applicable for many clustering algorithms other than SOM, but here we consider 
only the SOM algorithm for simplicity. This method for reducing dimensional is 
best applied with domain-specific knowledge and human intuition. The framework 
will be discussedin Chapter 5. 
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Self-Organizing Map Technique 
and Neural Networks 
Objectives 
9 To provide a background of Neural Network. 
so To present NN Architecture. 
9 To discuss why the Self-Organizing Map (SOM) technique is important?. 
9 To present the self-organizing map algorithm. 
* To apply an example on SOM. 
Introduction 
A neural network is an information-processing system based upon algorithms that 
seek to emulate the human brain's method of solving complex and large-scale prob- 
lems at very high speeds. These algorithms organize complex patterns and store 
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and retrieve very large amount of information [78]. The following sections deal with 
the concept of neural networks, with an emphasis on SOM. 
Alexander Bain (1818-1903), a famous British Utilitarian and early proponent of 
scientific psychology, first postulated the concept of a neural network in his descrip- 
tion of memory as a set of nerve in 1873. 
IV we suppose the sound of a bell striking the ear, and then ceasing, there is a cer- 
tain continuing impression of a feebler kind, the idea or memory of the note of the 
bell; and it would take some very good reason to deter us from the obvious inference 
that the continuing impression is the persisting (although reduced) nerve currents 
from the past, the remembrance of the for7ner sound of the bell" [79]. This asserted 
that abstract concepts such as memory could indeed be based upon physiological 
processes. and could therefore be reproduced if one had sufficiently high teelinolo6ry 
[80]. 
The artificial neural network consi6ts of interconnected neurons, and these may be 
organized into groups. This was first proposed by McCulloch and Pitts [81) who gave 
their name to such groupings, the parameters for which were based upon their idea 
of a "threshold logic" unit. Such a unit also has input pathways which, to varying 
degrees, can active the neural groups [81]. Threshold logic was expanded by adding 
several input lines. As the inputs are not necessarily binary, they determined that 
the output terminal should be analog, contrary to common practice at the time. In 
order to fully capitalize on this flexibility, they also proposed the concept of weighted 
connections, making their neural network the first to be adaptable [82,81]. 
Today's algorithms have a learning ability and this is originally due to Hebb, who 
in 1949 inodified the way that input and output data behaved through the addition 
of "learning law" [78]. This is the combination of all the above factors that made 
it possible models researchers to develop the first artificial neural networks for use 
during the 1950s and 60s. The networks within these models were then called 'per- 
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ceptrons' [82]. 
Rumelhart, Hinton and Williams then developed, in 1986, a "backpropagation" 
method for training the models, and this was successfully employed in solving prob- 
lenis in a great many diverse fields. Its mechanism is based on a multi-layered 
feed-forward net trained by backpropagation [83]. 
A further step forward was made by Prof. Teuve Kohonen [84) who hypothesized 
that memory may have holographic characteristics in that similar cells grouped to- 
gether in a fie1d respond to particular stimuli, although each individual cell within 
a field will respond in a subtly different manner [851. These groupings could be 
understood to be in layers and therefore could be described as maps, each one with 
its own basic characteristics but carrying within it a variety of cell types, grouped 
according to similarities [85]. Thus Kohonen invented a new approach, that of the 
SOM [86]. 
Ambiguity is inherent in language and many researchers have used a variety of 
unsupervised approaches to organizing words. However, they have all used only 
monolingual datasets [87], and this can be illustrated in the work conducted by 
Maa, Kanzakib, Zhangb, Muratab and Isahara [72] They mined newspapers and 
positional individual words on visible semantic SOM, where the distances between 
the words reflected their similarity, principally with respect to grammar. These 
monolingual maps were constructed for Japanese and for Chinese. 
Yang and Lee [88] also used Chinese news documents but they constructed two dis- 
tinctly different SOM, one which clustered words and another which clustered the 
news documents. In their work they categorized the word clusters and investigated 
the relationship between these categories and the centroids of clearly-defined clusters 
on the document SOM. If one accepts that each map represents a neuron, then they 
were investigating the connections between neurons or between layers in a network 
net. 
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Eyassu and Camback [89] have applied SOM monolingual classifying Amharic onto 
a collection of news text for the task of retrieving the documents matching a specific 
query, then they have investigated document clustering around user queries using 
SOM. 
Ping Li and Farkas [90) also worked bilingual language processing only on spoken 
Chinese and English data, were they present SOM model to learning the character- 
istics. In there work they can account for distinct patterns of the bilingual lexicon 
without the use of language nodes or language tags, it can develop meaningful 
lexical-semantic categories through self-organizing processes, and it can account for 
a variety of priming and interference effects based on associative pathways between 
phonology and semantics in the lexicon, and it can explain lexical representation in 
bilinguals with different levels of proficiency and working memory capacity. 
Nikolaos and Helen [91] applied SOM and Latent Semantic Indexing for fully auto- 
mated cross-language ( English-Greek corpus ) information retrieval which does not 
require any query translation. The clustering ability of SOM for the generation of 
multilingual semantic categories. 
3.2 NN Architecture 
A neural network (NN) is like a human brain, and is composed of a massive parallel 
collection of small and simple processing units where the interconnections form a 
large part of the network's intelligence. The human nervous system consists of a 
mass of neurons, interconnected by a network of synapses. The neurons can receive 
information from the outside world at several different points in the network. This 
information is called stimuli. The stimuli going through the network, then generat- 
ing different responses in different neurons, which in turn send them, or new internal 
signals to neighboring neurons. These signals can be of varying strengths, depend- 
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then smids pulses to the nervous system. These stininh pa. ýss ilirough the network, 
residHng in the order for the nenvs in the tongue to a wid the hot drink. However, 
the network function is determined largely by the connections betmen (Viii, ents [92]. 
See Figure 3.1 helow. 
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work, while the output layer displays the result of the network. The hidden layers 
are where the actual processing of the data takes place. The nodes in the different 
layers are connected by a series of connections, each assigned a different weight. 
A neural network (NN) is capable of learning and can make decisions. It is possible 
to differentiate between two major methods of NN: supervised and unsupervised. 
In the supervised learning method, a network learns with the help of training sam- 
ples provided by a "teacher" or a supervisor who presents a training set to the 
network. In the unsupervised method, learning is needed, nor are training samples, 
the network learns by detecting similarities in the different, input patterns (adapting 
without a teacher) i. e. a "reward function" [85]. Backpropagation learning is a 
supervised learning method [93]. 
Neural network models are the tools that support SOM. SOM is based on unsuper- 
vised artificial neural network models [17], and in the field of text mining. SOM 
employs automatic clustering techniques that have been specially adapted. They 
reduce high-dimensional input space vectors and reproduce the data onto a two- 
dimensional output space without eliminating any of the essential characteristics of 
the original data set. This project proposes that SOM can adapted for languages 
and faithfully utilized in Natural Language Processing (NLP), so that data can be 
mined from large bodies of text. 
The SOM is neural networks, and are one of the most important techniques used 
in this thesis, employing unsupervised leaxning. The network is presented with in- 
put data, and is then allowed to organize itself, depending upon patterns that it 
recognizes within the input data. SOM consists of a two-layer neural network; an 
input layer, and an output layer. The results will provide for cluster analysis by 
producing a "topographic map of the input patterns in which the spatial locations 
(i. e. co-ordinates) of the neurons in the lattice are indicative of intrinsic statistical 
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features contained in the input patterns" [94]. After appropriate training iterations, 
the SOM clusters the similar input items by grouping them spatially close to one 
another through calculating the Euclidean distances between the input vector and 
the weight matrix. Such unsupervised, SOM is also called competitive learning [95). 
The Kolionen SOM utilizes this approach, and it has been shown to be an effec- 
tive algorithm for multilingual problems. For more detailed of algorithm used for 
multilingual text ming see Chapter 5. 
3.2.1 Unsupervised Learning 
SOM is clustering tools, i. e. they create a map on which similar groups of records 
are grouped close to each other, and natural boundaries between these groups are 
defined. Unsupervised learning means that this does not require a teacher who knows 
the correct classification or cluster (output) for ail input pattern in the training set, 
and does not give class labels [96]. In the basic version, only one map node (winner) 
at a time is activated corresponding to each input. The goal typically is to generalize 
from specific examples presented from the past in order to learn for the future, giving 
more or less correct answers without intervention. Most simply stated, the goal is 
to find the natural structure inherent within the input data. There are a number of 
unsupervised learning schemes, including competitive learning and SOM, of which 
the most famous are the Kohonen networks, named after their inventor. SOM was 
further developed by Prof. Teuvo Kohonen in the 1980s and the first application of 
his SOM was speech recognition [97]. 
3.2.2 Supervised Learning 
V- Fued-forward backpropagation neural networks are classification tools and an exain- 
ple of supervised learning. In this technique both input and the output (target) have 
to be specified in order to derive results of interest. As with SOM, the feed-forward 
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backpropagation technique can yield clusters on the basis of degree of similarity 
between documents. The latter technique was also employed in our study in order 
to compare with SOM network. Figure 3.2 displays the successful outcome of the 
feed-forward back-propagation technique. The convergence of the training curve to 
the goal line is interpreted as the similarity between the two input documents, while 
divergence in Figure 3.3 means the documents under trial are dissimilar. Although 
the feed-forward backpropagation network successfully classify the input documents, 
the short coming is that in a single run (training and testing) it only compares two 
documents at a time. Thus testing a set of large number of documents make this 
technique highly inefficient compared to SOM network. On this basis the SOM 
techniques is perfected in our study. 
Tiahibig Two similar Doctimems 
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Figure 3.2: Illustrates the result achieved by feed-forward backpropagation network 
tested on a pair of bilingual similar documents. The maximum number of iterations 
(epochs) was set to 300 and with a learning rate of 0.1. The performance goal 
wa, s met successfully and convergence in 146 iterations indicates a good learning 
machine. 
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Figure 3.3; Same set of parameters as in Figure 3.2, but now employed on two 
dissimilar documents. Divergence is the indicator of dissimilarity between the two 
documents. 
3.2.3 Kohonen Networks (SOM) 
The objective of a network is that it provides a clear unambiguous result. However, 
it is possible that although all neurons in a net receive the same data input, the 
output classifications are duplicated 1. This is despite the training that commands 
the input data to be classified into only one category ,, and so 
the architecture of 
the network needs to be modified in order that it provides only clear, unambiguous 
responses [68,83). 
The nodes also have lateral competition and the one with most activity is the "win- 
ner" - This learning is based on the concept of winner neurons. An example of a 
network based on competitive learning is the SOM, as described below. 
If there exists an ordering between the neurons, i. e. the neurons are located on a dis- 
tinct grid, the SOM (the competitive learning algorithm) can be generalized. If not, 
'Thus an item may appear in more than one category. 
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only the winning neuron is used but it may also be necessary to update the weight 
vectors in the neighbourhood of the winning neuron on the grid, and to decrease 
the size of the neighbourhood. Neighbouring neurons will step by step specialize to 
represent similar inputs, and the representations will become ordered on the grid. 
So competitive learning has neurons that have spatial structure, but no neighbours 
and no geography, in contrast to Kohonen's SOM which has neurons with a spatial 
structure and neighbours that have a map distance between them; this is the core 
of the SOM algorithm [98]. 
3.2.4 Definition of SOM 
SOM, also known as Kohonen maps are defined by [99] as follows: "a data visu- 
alization technique which reduces the dimensions of data through the use of self- 
organizing neural networks", with the SOM algorithm arranging complex and very 
high-dimensional space onto a low-dimensional map grid. 
Definition 3.1 as follows: "SOM is a technique which is allowed to organize it- 
self, and reduces a high- dimensional input space into two-dimensional maps, through 
learning can visualize data as a two-dimensional output g7id". 
3.2.5 Components of SOM 
Data 
Organization of data is the heart of the SOM. This data may have numerous di- 
mensions. Therefore, in order for it to be analysed, two processes must firstly be 
completed: reduction of dimensions and presentation of similarities. This latter 
should have a clear visual representation. 
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Weights 
In relation to single dimension SOM places data in specific locations but it may also 
use weight vectors. Weight can also be thought of a neurons as they are integral to 
unsupervised networks, and so a "weight matri3e' depends on the number of input 
vectors and output clusters. Weight matrix can be initialized randomly [2], or using 
the normalization technique. 
3.2.6 Self-Organizing Map (SOM) 
The basic SOM can be visualized as a sheet-like neural-network array (see Figure 
3.4) consisting of an input layer and an output layer in which every input node is fully 
connected to each output node. The SOM is based on unsupervised, competitive 
learning [50], and provides a topology preserving mapping from high-dimensional 
space to map units. Neurons (nodes) usually form a two-dimensional grid and thus 
the mapping is reducing from high-dimensional space onto low-dimensional space. 
The property of topology preservation means that the mapping preserves the rel- 
ative distance between the points through learning processes. The nodes that are 
near each other in the input space are mapped in the same neuron in the SOM, 
which thus serves as a cluster analyzing tool of high-dimensional data. Also, the 
SOM has the capability to generalize, meaning that no teacher is needed to define 
the correct output, or for the node to recognize or characterize inputs it has never 
encountered before. A new input is assimilated with the map unit it is mapped 
to. Thus the network is presented with input data, and is then allowed to organize 
itself, depending upon patterns that it recognizes within the input data. 
The learning process, also called competitive learning, is distinguished by a compe- 
tition among the neurons. Unlike supervised learning, in which several nodes can 
fire at the same time, in unsupervised learning all the output neurons compete to 
be a single neuron, i. e. "the winner". After appropriate training iterations the in- 
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put patterns form groups of similar data. SOM techniques are a major example of 
applications that use unsupervised learning [94]. 
The mapping tries to preserve topological relations so that it can work on monolin- 
gual and multilingual languages. This clustering of data, provides a two-dimensional 
display of the input space that is easy to visualize, making this technique more ef- 
fective than others. A successful application of SOM is the example of [17] where 
this algorithm for has been applied to the Chinese and English languages. SOM 
performs well in clustering data, which is then easily evaluated for quality and for 
the strength of similarity between the objects [99]. 
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Figure 3.4: which is adapted from Honkela [11, shows the basic architecture of SOM. 
The input X=2.. ' XNdoc ) is fully connected to all 
('T11-Nword' Xl-Nword-I 4-Nword) 1-Nword 
nodes in two-dimensional 4X6 grid. Each node is visualized as a circle on the grid, 
the BMU (winner) is J. The neighbourhood of the BMU is Nj. Where Ndoc and 
Nword are number of documents used and number of words in the largest document 
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One of the significant outcomes of this study is that SOM can be a dynamic option 
to customary clustering techniques. Owing to the above, there are now four impor- 
tant reasons why SOM technique has been selected. Firstly, The SOM is popular 
among researches in a wide variety of fields. Secondly ,, 
SOM does not rely on any 
statements based upon statistical tests. Thirdly, the SOM is able to deal with data 
that do not have regular multivariate distributions whereas other statistical clus- 
tering methods need such distributions. Fourthly, the quality test decides whether 
more training is needed or if the clusters are acceptable. In problems related to text 
mining the scarcity of suitable tools for the analysis of large amounts of information 
is present. One possible tool for this purpose is the SOM, which has been applied 
to a wide range of problems, and in some cases, specifically to multilingual language 
problems [17]. Finally, the visualization of the results is a very strong attribute of 
the SOM, therefore, based on these advantages, SOM will be used for this work. 
On other words, using the SOM technique in order to test a set of large number 
of documents make this technique highly accurate, and proves the efficiency of the 
network. 
3.2.7 Self Organizing Map Algorithm 
SOM works on topological space, in which each input node (vector) xý %-]Vword Con- 
nected to the each output node (cluster). Input nodes (neurons) are connected to 
the output through the weight matrix wij. The weight matrix has Nword xm 
dimensions where m is the number of desired clusters. Usually each element of 
the weight matrix is initialized randomly. The grid formed by the input and the 
output nodes can be either rectangular or hexagonal in structure as can be seen 
in Figure 3.5. The column vector J (1 <= J <= m, BMU), from the rest of the 
constituent column on the basis that it mostly resembles with the input pattern 
(typically the square of the minimum of Euclidean distance). Not only the BMU 
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(b) Hexagonal grid (size 4x4) 
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Step 2 Select, lon of a, training iiil)iit data vector: data sct, c(AlSiStS Of (IltA n 
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vectors such as X. 
(Xi 2_ Ndoc 
1-Nword, Xl Nword ... i XZ-Nword) --i Xl-Nword) 
where i=1,2 ...... Nword 
Each node (neuron) in the map is associated with input vector such as wij: 
[Wil 
i Wi2 i ... I wij] 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
Step 3 Find the neuron j with the smallest Euclidean distance to the training data 
set x, ý, calculate as: 
Nword 
D k) =- Xý )2 (3.3) 
U 
(wij 
i-Nword 
j=1 ...... cluster, for each neuron 
Where Dik is the minimum value of Euclidean distance of all neurons. 
Step 4 Selection of points for the BMU V i. e. (minDjl) for each k. 
Step 5 The weight matrix is updated. The BMU and its topological neighbours 
are moved closer to input vectors in the output space. The update is according the 
formula: 
Wil(t) + a(t)[4-Nword - Wil(t)l 
for 1=f (R). 
(3.4) 
Step 6 Update the learning rate Q(t). Some of the common form of a(t) arc given 
below: [2mm] 
1. a(t + 1)=ae-bt, where b>0,0 <a<1 or 
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2. a(t + 1)=at -b , 
3. a(t + 1)=a(l - bt), 
4. a(t + 1)=ace(t), 
where b <= 1,0 <a<I or 
where 0<b< (maxt)-1, or 
where 0<a<1 
Also, reduce the neighbourhood function either considering R(a) or R(t). R can be 
considered as a neighbourhood, "function" i. e. R(a) or R(t). For example: 
In the beginning a large neighbourhood can be selected i. e. say R=3 but with the 
passage of discrete time t, R(t) reduces: 3,2,1,0. Similarly, R(a) changes with re- 
duction in a(t). The quality of the given map may also be determined through 
measuring be calculating the average quantization error (qe), given by [1): 
NdocNword 
qe = 
1: 1: 11 Xiý-Nword -j1 
k=l i=l 
(3.5) 
It simply gives the average distance of the difference of the BMU from set of input 
vectors xý i-Nword' 
Step 7 The training process ends by reaching a certain limit in weights or where 
the changes are stable, otherwise continue with a return to step 2. 
3.3 Applied Example 
Kohonen applied his SOM to a variety of interesting problems. This technique is 
also applied to solve the classic problem of the travelling salesman. Below is a simple 
application of SOM. 
Example: For illustration, we have applied the algorithm of Kohonen SOM on the 
set of following four input vectors to obtain only two clusters [831. 
X ý-- [X11'ý(lilAO); X2ý (O)O)Oil); X3ý (LOAO); X4--*ý (O)OJJ)1- 
Set the maximum number of clusters to be formed is m=2. 
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Suppose the learning rate is: 
a(O) = 0.6 
a(t + 1) = 0.5-a(t) 
With only two clusters available, the neighbourhood of node J is set so that only 
one cluster updates its weight at each step (i. e., R= 
Initial weight matrix: 
Step 1 Begin training 
.2 .8 
.6 .4 
.5 .7 
.9 .3 
Find the neuron with the smallest Euclidean distance to the training data set X, 
defined as: 
Dj is the winner neuron. 
Nword 
D" -= )2 (j) (Wij - 4-Nword 
Step 2 For each input vector xý i-Nword, perfonn Steps 2-4 
Step 3 Change the winner weights and the weights of neighbouring neurons until 
they are close to the input vector inthe output space. This learning process can be 
defined as: 
Wit (t+ 1) = Wit (t) +a (t) [4- Nword - Wit 
(t) I 
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Then it will repeat these steps by using the algorithm until all vectors are completed. 
Step 4 Finally the learning rate is reduced. 
. 5(0.6) = . 3. 
The adjustment procedure for the learning rate is modified so that it decreases 
geometrically from 0.6 to 0.01 over 100 iterations. In this case, after completing 
these iterations, then the weight matrices appear to be converging to the matrix as 
below: 
0.0 1.0 
0.0 0.5 
0.5 0.0 
1.0 0.0 
Mathematically, the first column is the average of the two vectors placed in Cluster[l] 
and the second column is the average of the two vectors placed in Cluster[2], i. e. 
vectors 2 and 4 are similar and placed in the same Cluster[l]. On the other hand, 
vectors 1 and 3 are similar and placed in the Cluster[2]. 
We can relate these vectors to physical entities for clarity. 
x, =(Apple, Banana, 0,0). 
X2 =(O, 0,0, Orange). 
X3 =(Apple, 0,0,0). 
X4 =(O , 0, Grape, Orange). 
Actually, after the network has been trained with the input descriptions, a grouping 
is made according to the similarity of vectors. Vectors (xi) and (x3) are similar to 
each other because they have "Apple" in common, so they are placed into Cluster[2). 
In contrast, the vectors (X2) and (X4) are similar to each other because they have 
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"Orange" in common, so in this case they are placed into Cluster(l). 
3.4 Data Visualization Using SOM 
The basic visualization of the SOM in freely specified coordinates, for example the 
input space (of course, in high-dimensional space). This function has many options 
and is extremely flexible. Needless to say, functions and their usage have already 
been introduced. Data visualization techniques using the SOM can be divided to 
three categories based on their goal: 
1. visualization of clusters and shape of the data: U-matrices and other distance 
matrices. 
2. visualization of components / variables: component planes, scatter plots. 
3. visualization of data projections: hit histograms, response surfaces. 
Prior to creating a SOM, it must be visualized in order to interpret it. Moreover, 
unified distance matrix, or U-matrix [102], is the most common way for visualizing 
SOM. U-matrix map is created by calculating the average of the distances of a 
reference vector in a node to that of its neighboring neurons, and store them in a 
matrix, that is, the output map, which then can be interpreted. This average is 
placed at the appropriate coordinate on the matrix. The shape of the matrix is 
dependent upon the neighbourhood topology, i. e. rectangular or hexagonal. The 
distance values are also displayed in color when the U-matrix: is visualized. Hence, 
with peaks and trough. Peaks, represent great distances between reference vectors, 
are displayed on the map, while trough areas indicate similarities among the neurons. 
Figure 3.6 displays U-matrix: maps in grayscale. 
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3.5 Application of Self-Organizing Maps 
Many studies have been applied on SOM. According to (103,104,105], fields rang- 
ing from engineering sciences to medicine, biology, NLP, and economics have been 
studied through the application of SOM, spanning a great many years. 
Researches have collected a comprehensive list of 5384 scientific papers that are re- 
lated to Kohonen's algorithms, and below is a short summary of the most common 
areas in which SOM have been applied: 
1. Speech recognition. 
2. Image processing. 
3. Engineering applications. 
4. Diagnostics in industry and medicine. 
5. Mathematical problems. 
6. Data processing (NLP). 
7. Financial analysis. 
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3.6 Summary 
The concepts of neural networks as maps that are ordered in layers was first pro- 
posed by Kohonen 2. His work built upon developments by McCulloch and Pitts 
who envisaged an artificial neural network of interconnected neurons. They saw that 
inputs could either excite or prevent a neuron or node from becoming active, and 
that the output need not necessarily be binary, it could be analog. 
The above processes are performed by algorithms but these need training to make 
them specifically appropriate to a task, and in this regard, the work of Hebb is 
significant. 
Network function is a product of neuron connections and the strengths of the signals 
that pass between them. These are organized so that the neurons lie in layers and 
the signals are weighted. These concepts support SOM, which are usually applied so 
that a researcher has only one input layer and one output layer. The clustering that 
takes place within the SOM reduces the dimensionality of the data. The position 
and number of output neurons on SOM is determined through competitive learning, 
where the "winners" are the neurons that most closely reflect the -topographical" 
features or patterns within the data. Depending on our objectives, the input vec- 
tors may be weighted and this manipulates the neighbourhood of a neuron so that 
learning rate and the neighbourhood radius are reduced, making the output more 
clearly defined. The visualization of the output is most commonly performed with 
a unified distance matrix. 
Learning can be either unsupervised or supervised and it is the former that is most 
often employed in SOMs; it does not need a teacher or class labels, and uses the 
competitive approach mentioned above. Supervised learning, on the other hand, uti- 
lizes feedforward and backpropagation methods where the input and output fields 
2 Where data is ordered or clustered in zones of shnilarity. His works enabled researchers to 
reveal the patterns inherent within large dataset as a visual representation on a SOM 
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this is only most practicable on small data are specified in advance. Unfortunately 
sets. 
We must set the parameters for the learning rate and the radius of the neighbour- 
hoods , and select an algorithm for training. The training process has several steps, 
these have been identified in this chapter. When, regardless of further iterations 
of the algorithm, no further changes in the output feature map are discernable, we 
may conclude that the patterns being sought are now fully revealed. Updating can 
be determined through Equation 3.4. 
The goal of this work is not to study or introduce the mathematical and statistical 
properties of the SOM. But, to consider SOM as a model for natural language inter- 
pretation, and its application using in natural language processing (NLP), especially 
in information retrieval and text data mining of large collections of documents. It 
does not require huge amount of memory, just the prototype vectors and the current 
training vector [106], as depict in chapter 5. 
In general, most research projects utilizing SOM has been concerned with numerical 
data, and indeed this research is also an investigation into the ability of SOM to 
efficiency identify statistical features, but within natural text. This is significant as 
the application of SOM in NLP task is principally the identification of nuinexical 
features. However, this chapter has also demonstrated how SOM is capable of clus- 
tering textual data that has been converted to numeric data making it of particular 
use to researchers in the mining of text data. Most researchers have used SOM on 
multilingual rather than monolingual datasets and there is no SOM research specif- 
ically available on the Arabic language. Indeed, to our knowledge, there are very 
few text-mining studies on Arabic specialised texts as there has been little academic 
research. Therefore our work should offer researchers an ever-widening range of 
applications. 
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Arabic Language 
Objectives 
Structure 
9 To provide a background to the Arabic language. 
9 To discuss the complexity of Arabic morphology. 
9 To present the stemming technique for the Arabic language. 
4.1 Introduction 
It is well known that. families have different groups and each group has it's, own 
branches, and to a greater or lesser extent, this is also true for languages. For ex- 
ample: "group of languages spoken in northern Africa and the Middle East that 
constitutes one of the branches of the Afro-Asiatic (formerly Harnito-Semitic) lan- 
guage family. (The other branches are Egyptian, Berber, Cushitic, and Chadic). 
The Semitic languages are divided into four groups: (1) Northern Peripheral, or 
Northeastern, with only one language, ancient Akkadian; (2) Northern Central, or 
Northwestern, including the ancient Canaanite, Amorite, Ugaritic, Phoenician and 
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Punic, and Aramaic languages as well as ancient and modern Syriac and Hebrew; 
(3) Southern Central, including Arabic and Maltese; and (4) Southern Peripheral, 
including South Arabic and the languages of northern Ethiopia" [107]. We have 
selected these languages in order to provide a context for the focus of this study, the 
Arabic language. The Arabic language is the mother tongue for over 250 millions 
people in the 21 Arab countries of North Africa and the Middle East. It is one of 
the Semitic languages and, although with significant differences, has many charac- 
teristics in common with other natural languages such as Indo-European languages. 
Furthermore, Arabic is used as a second language in Islamic countries 1. Although 
there is a single form called classical Arabic, there are many regional variations and 
dialects. 
This chapter examines the structure and lexis of the Arabic language, Natural Lan- 
guage Processing for Arabic, morphological analysers in general, and types of Arabic 
Morphological Analysers. 
Gennanic 
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Figure 4.1: Language Families of Which English and Arabic are Member 
Figure 4.1 shows that the English, German and French etc, are derived from Ger- 
manic groups. In contrast to English which is heavily influenced by "Latin". Arabic 
has itself been all influence many other languages, especially in the Islamic world 
'Therefore about 300 millions people understand Arabic [108,25) and so it is recognized as 
one of the six official languages of the United Nations. It is also of geo-political importance as 
approximately 65% of the world's oil reserves [109] are located within Arabic-speaking countries 
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and even some European languages. 
4.2 Comparison of Arabic and English Processing 
Arabic differs from English in various ways that affect text mining systems. In 
the context of this research, Arabic has many aspects in common with English, 
including syntax and the use of synonyms and homographs. Thus Arabic can be 
classified into familiar categories, principally noun ( el, < sm), verb ( J.;, fEl) 
and particle (j I:.., Hrf). However, further sub-divisions are possible, and in 
Arabic 
syntax, a single word can constitute a sentence; for example, (Akla, fl)(he ate) or 
even the same word with the pronoun (cj) as (Ak1to, c,, rl) (she ate), and therefore 
this research must first identify the Arabic under consideration. Arabic has three 
different forms: (1) Classical Arabic, which is the language of the Holy Qura'n; (2) 
Modern Standard Arabic (MSA), which is the language of the newspapers; and (3) 
Colloquial Arabic ( Al-Arnýh, L*W' 1), which is the language used everyday in oral 
communication. MSA is derived from classical Arabic and, being the language of the 
holy Qura'n, is understood across the Islamic world. MSA is widely employed in the 
media and so many people will listen to and read MSA but conduct conversations 
in local dialects. 
There has been relatively little computational linguistics research into Arabic and 
there are not many fully electronic databases. There are two probable reasons 
for this: the complexity of the language, the lack of computer tools and models. 
Therefore there has been too little computational data to improve upon the models 
already available for Arabic. 
Some researchers have used transliteration; converting Arabic characters to a Roman 
script allows researchers to use other computational models. In this regrad, the 
Unicode standard was employed by Gate [110,111] and Nooj [112]. Interest in 
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mining Arabic text increased particularly following the September 11/2001 attacks 
in USA. The reasons were twofold; to improve security and to build bridges through 
a better understanding of the Arabic world. 
4.3 Arabic Writing System 
Arabic letters, unlike Roman ones, can change their shape according to their posi- 
tion in a word: initial, medial or final. Additionally, they may be joined together or 
kept separate, depending on th preceding and succeeding characters. Furthermore, 
Arabic is written from right to left and carries no capital forms. 
The Arabic alphabet consists of 28 letters which are called (Hrwf AlHi A', s L-41 J3j; -) - 
Of the 28 letters, 25 represent consonants and there are three letters which appear 
in different shapes called (Hrwf AlElp, ZLJI j3 or long vowels (/i: /, /a: /, /u: /) 
[30], as shown in Table 4.1 below: 
Table 4.1: Different Shape of Characters 
Hamza 
Example 
Trans ite ation bhAa > Im < mAn bare'a shuwn EAIah 
Meaning beauty pain____l faith I innocen"t I affairs I familyA 
Alif Magsurah j 
Example L; ý-ý 
Transliteration shakwY shaxsy 
Meaning complaint personal 11, 
__j 
Arabic words are often organized in a Verb-Subject-Object (VSO) order while En- 
glish is organized in a Subject-Verb-Object (SVO) order. Most Arabic words mor- 
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phologically resulting from a list of roots, which are usually made up of three con- 
sonants. 
4.3.1 Complex Morphology 
In comparison to the English language, Arabic has rules for words from which var- 
ious other words can be derived eg. (hitting, Drba, y_r.;, )as shown in Table 4.2 - 
Table 4.2. - Complex Morphology 
L; Y-) L; 
ýj ýI 
-f%O --j . _r; 
21 
DAriba DArbAF DrbA yDrbu DrbA 
ýK-l LL4 UL4 uj 
muDAriby* muDArbw4 yuDArib I mDrab I muDAri 
Fully-formed words are derived from root words, as already mentioned only a few 
characters long. However, some derivations eliminate one or even two letters of the 
root word. This can make identification of the original root fairly ambiguous, as 
shown in Table 4.3 below. 
Table 4.3: Derivations of Word 
Arabic Translation Arabic Meaning Transliteration 
J-Xý my hand Ad hand yado 
my brother brother Axo 
my blood t. ) blood damo 
Arabic words consist of roots that obey certain patterns, and these patterns allow for 
a variety of stems. Arabic syntax permits the use of multiple prefixcs and suffixes, 
including articles, conjunctions and particles; up to four prefixes may be added, and 
as many as six suffixes, although they are mostly single characters. In contrast, 
roots are usually two to four characters, occasionally five [113]. Table 4.4 below 
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shows how these stern-to-root patterns, or templates, work for three-letter words 
[114]. 
- 001ý Table 4.4: Some templates for three letters from root (ktba, 
II I JL* Ij 
_ýý 
1 
41-14 LL4 Jr- 
IL 
Example Yy. 5:: 4 kýý , Z? " 
'Ransliteration ktba kAtib kitAb maktwh maktba hMkAtib mkiAtib 
Meaning write writer book letter library offices letters 
This ability to use prefixes and suffixes to niodiýv the meaning of a root is common 
to both Arabic and English, i. e. they are both concatenate languages. However 
Arabic root derivation is more complex and extensive, and it allows for greater flex- 
ibility in meaning. It is also allows for changes in the sequence of letters that make 
up the final word. This is not possible in English, which is a mainly concatenate 
language, as are German and Spanish. Thus the templates are central to Arabic as 
they control suffixes, prefixes, which together can change the appearance of a root 
to a: significant degree. 
Arabic and English are both inflective, i. e. words must agree in case, number, gen- 
der, person, tense etc. Nouns, verbs and adjectives are all subject to inflection 
although this does not alter the grammatical category of a word ( singular, mufrad, 
. 5, L4), (dual, muvnA, and (plural. jamE, Arabic is a rich language, due 
to it's cultural and religious background, but due to its emphasis on suffixes and 
prefixes, Arabic is a rule-based language. Arabic is more inflectivc than English and 
is a regular language in comparison to English. Thus, Arabic templates are richer 
and more complicated but regarding text mining it is governed by rules, that can 
be read by an algorithm. Thus Arabic is a challenging language for a number of 
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reasons [115,116,117,118]. 
4.3.2 Orthography with Diacritics 
Arabic orthography is highly variable. Orthographic signs, or diacritics, are the 
non-alphabetic characters added above or below the consonant letters to make the 
reading of the words less ambiguous and more phonetic; the form of certain letters in 
Arabic script allows for certain combinations of characters to be written in different 
ways and therefore orthographic signs add- clarity. For example, the Holly Qura'n 
is always fully "signed" to avoid any misreading [119]. 
4.3.3 Broken Plurals 
Broken plurals, analogous to irregular nouns in English plurals (e. g. "woman- 
women"), are very common in Arabic, except that they often do not resemble the 
singular form as closely as irregular plurals resemble the singular in English. Be- 
cause broken plurals do not obey normal morphological rules, they are not handled 
by existing sternmers such as the Buckwalter sternmer. Table 4.5 shows irregular 
plurals: 
Table 4-5: Broken Plurals 
Arabic Transliteration Translation 
Singular L4 mAdrsap school 
Plural 
kfjW mAdAris, schools 
Singular J. L6 tifil child 
Plural JLLw AtfAl children 
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4.3.4 Short Vowels 
Arabic language has distinctive vocal sound sYstem, which is highly different than 
English language. "It includes a number of distinctive guttural sounds (pharyngeal 
and uvular fricatives) and a series of velarized consonants (pronounced with an ac- 
companying constriction of the pharynx and raising of the back of the tongue)" 
[107]. The Arabic language has short and long vowels that change the pronunci- 
ation and sometimes change the meaning. There are three short and three long 
vowels (/a/, /i/, /u/ and /a/, /i/, /u/). Arabic words always start with a single 
consonant followed by a vowel, and long vowels are rarely followed by inore than a 
single consonant. Clusters containing more than two consonants do not occur in the 
language [1071; grammatically they are required but are omitted in written Arabic 
as shown in Table 4.6. 
Table 4.6: Short Vowels 
Word Meaning 
Pen 
qalma galm Tr; ansliteratiop-. 
4.3.5 Synonyms in Arabic 
As with English, good quality written styles of Arabic contain the use of synonyms, 
and there is a great variety of them. 
As a concatenate language. Conjunctions, articles, particles and pronouns, amongst 
others, are added as prefixes and suffixes in order to satisýy grammatical rules. 
Examples are shown in Table 4.8 below, adapted from [120]. 
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Table 4.7: Synonyms 
Arabic . rý5 
J. ý 
Transliteration whaba AEtA maHa bzla 
Meaning grant grant grant grant 
Table 4.8: Some examples of clitics 
Conjunctions Pronouns 
and (w, 
. 3) 
his (ha, . -) 
like (k, -5) your; singular (ka, J,, ) 
then (f, -i) your; plural 
(kum, 
Articles their (hum, 
the (Al, JI) her (ha, 
and the (w - al, J13) MY (Y, 
Particles your; dual-male(huma, L; A) 
to (1, J) your; dual-female(huna, &6) 
4.3.6 Clitics 
Arabic has a set of attachable clitics to be distinguished from inflectional features 
such as gender, number, person, voice, aspect, etc. These clitics are written attached 
to the word and thus increase the ambiguity of alternative readings [121]. Sproat 
[122] defines a clitic as "a syntactically separate word that functions phonologically 
as an affix". These are distinct from inflective prefixes and suffixes but cannot be 
fully pronounced as separate words and so become phonologically attached to be 
beginnings or endings of words. Arabic has attachable clitics. Several English clitics 
are reduced variants of non-clitic words [123] like am (m)and not ('t), but many 
clitics in Arabic are usually equal to stop words and closed class words in English. 
For example, the grammatical conjunction (waj) is a commonly used letter, which 
is equivalent to the English conjunction 'and', (f, -i) equivalent to 
'then' and the 
definite article 'the' equivalent to (A1, J I) in Arabic are always attached to the begin- 
ning of the following word, for instant the phrase 'and the book' is equivalent to one 
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word in Arabic (wa - alktab, [124] Observes that the commonest closed- 
class words in English are used predominantly in relation for reference (e. g. that, it, 
a) and to syntactic extension using propositions and conjunctions (e. g. from, for, of, 
on, to,.. ). The same is true for Arabic, but it becomes more apparent when splitting 
off the clitics. 
The clitics include some of prepositions, conjunctions, determiners, possessive pro- 
nouns and pronouns. But there are some proclitic attached to the beginning of a 
stem and some enclitics attaching to the end of a stem. 
In contrast to English, adjectives in Arabic mirror the definiteness of the noun, so 
the phrase 'the Arabic story' has the literal translation of ('the-story the-Arabic', 
Al - qiSah Al - Erabyah, ; ýý_eJ I La. ZJ 1) in Arabic. Short vowels that are represented 
as diacritics maxks in Arabic are also omitted from the majority of texts except for 
example children's and grammar books, causing some different words to appear 
exactly the same making word sense disanibiguation more difficult. Although the 
diacritic marks reduce the ambiguity, an average reader should be able to determine 
the correct word from context. Diacritic marks are usually used when there is a high 
fear of ambiguity in determining a word sense or grammatical case and for mark- 
ing indefiniteness, which corresponds to the use of 'a' and 'an' in English. Arabic 
does not mark indefiniteness with a separate word, nunation (tanwin,,: e a suffix 
sound /n/ indicated with a inflectional (short) vowel on a word twice, is used at the 
end of a indefinite noun or adjective [125). 
Orthographic rules in Arabic allow for words to have alternative spellings [116,117, 
118]. because certain letter can be written in different ways, as the table shows. 
The use of subordination is common in English sentence structure, but not so in 
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HAMZA or MADDA with ALEF 
HAMZA or MADDA is dropped 
Example 
Transliteration Arnir Amul AHsAn 
Meaning prince hopeful charity 
Arabic. Co-ordination is more often used in Arabic and this usually makes subordi- 
nation unnecessary [1251. Consequently, Arabic sentences tend to be great in length 
and they may even begin with "and" (wa, 
. 3). 
Table 4.9 shows a comparison of the 
two languages. 
Owing to the flexibility of the word-root system, any Arabic body of text will prob- 
. -bly have a greater variety of word types then a comparable body in English. Con- 
sequently, there may be Arabic words that have no direct equivalent in English. 
Unidentifiable words may also occur more often in unseen bodies of text. 
4.4 Natural Language Processing for Arabic 
Arabic poses two main difficulties for NLP; the addition of multiple prefixes and 
suffixes, and absence of words. A single word may be made up of many letters but 
contain only a couple of letters in its root. This makes grammatical classification 
and analysis very difficult for NLP and leads to ambiguity, especially for verbs [126]. 
Many researchers are aware of the problems of using NLP on Arabic and number 
of academic institutions and commercial concerns are addressing this, for example 
the Sakhr Alamiah computational linguistics group [121] has collected much of this 
work and has presented the state of Arabic linguistic analysis with regard to NLP 
as being in four stages: 
1. Morphological analysis takes each word in isolation, regardless of its context. 
It then removes all prefixes and suffixes, leaving the word root or pattern. 
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Table 4.9: Comparison Between Arabic and English 
Category Feature Arabic English 
Derivational Complex, using roots Simple, using 
morphology and patterns (inter- stems and affixes 
digitation) (concatinative) 
Word Inflection Highly inflected, Weakly inflected, 
morphology systematic (concati- less systematic 
native) 
Level Clitics Usually equal to stop Many are reduced 
words forms of words 
Capitalisation None Employed 
Writing direc- Pight-to-Left Left-to-Right 
tion 
Sentence Common VS0 SVO 
word order 
Level Sentences Favours coordination Favours subordi- 
structure nation 
Resources Computational Under-resourced Resourceful 
resources 
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this "string" of characters is then compared with a known database of words 
in various forms. This is a popular method as it does not involve having to 
analyse syntax [127,1281, and is therefore suitable for text mining. 
2. Syntactic analysis focuses on how individual words fit into the context of a 
sentence and therefore requires a detailed knowledge of sentence and phrase 
structures. 
Semantic analysis focuses on the meaning of words and how words are con- 
nected together. This method tends to remove ambiguities. 
4. Statistical analysis is computationally expensive as it tries to classify each 
words in a sentence on the understanding that all sentences contain certain 
elements. It uses many techniques, including stemming, phrase grouping, and 
synonyms, and it recognizes the use of anaphora resolution, and roles of words. 
4.5 Morphological Analysers for Arabic 
A morpheme is a single linguistic unit that has meaning, and which cannot be sub- 
divided. These include roots, prefixes and suffixes. Morphology is the study of 
these basic word-units and play a major role in the study of Arabic. Morpholog- 
ical analysis is central to NLP and many researchers have used it for information 
retrieval (IR), where clitics and suffixes are removed, and for machine translation 
(MT), where they are segmented, for example: 
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Kingdom of Saudi Arabia dispatch their students to UK 
Figure 4.2: Alignment between morphologically analysed Arabic and English 
Morphological analysis is particularly useful for Arabic as it determines the root 
and identifies prefixes and suffixes. All this information is classified and stored by 
a morphological analyser for information retrieval [129]. An Arabic morphologi- 
cal analyser has a pre-processing step in machine translation. Arabic morpholog- 
ical analysers can be classified into two classes: root-based ones that attempt to 
find the root of every analysable word by removing prefixes and suffixes, called 
"heavy sternmers" [130], and stem-based ones that peel only specific prefixes such 
as (J J I? tJ 13 1JIi 
_3) 
and suffixes such as (L 1 4., 15 oiji U) to find steins called 
"light stemmers" [129,38,131]. The affixes include inflectional markers for tense, 
gender, and number. Detecting affixes and clitics is not trivial because the same 
letters used for affixation. can be part of a stem as well. Arabic morphological anal- 
ysers are more prone to errors in domains where there are many proper nouns and 
borrowed words. 
Whether researchers use stem-based or root-based analysis depends upon the re- 
searcher's goal. Recently, stem-based analysis has been faithful for IR, whereas 
root-based analysis has been shown to be more effective for in-depth studies of the 
language. [121] employed a stem-based technique for removing proclitics such as 
conjunction (wa 3, f _i) and particles 
(1a J, be _ý). However, this method required 
a great deal of training data, although not as great as for tokenization of strings 
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(tokens) separated by white-space. 
Recent research has also shown that root-based analysers are not as precise as stem- 
based ones because roots can be part of words that belong to different classes. 
Semantics is an important part of pre-processing and of classification and so a mor- 
phological analyser must be as specific as possible. However, it seems that root-based 
analyses are too general and although stern-based ones al6. o have a few difficulties 
(broken plurals can be misclassified), they are more precise. 
To our knowledge, there are very few text mining studies on Arabic specialised texts 
in Arabic; there has been little academic research, and it hAs only focused on mining 
from monolingual texts. 
4.5.1 Types of Arabic Morphological Analysers 
The first stage in corpus analysis is having a morphology system for natural language 
processing. No application in this field can survive without a good morphology 
system to support it. This is particularly important for the Arabic language, which 
has its own attributes that are not found in other languages. 
Arabic morphology is extremely complex with a large set of morphological features 
such as Part of Speech (POS), person, number, nominal case, determiner pro-clitic, 
en-clitic and nunation. These inake Arabic very difficult to stem, and need both 
concatenative morphology (affixes and stem) and templatic morphology (root and 
patterns). That is why many researchers have worked in this area. Al-Fedaghi and 
Al-Anzi developed an algorithm to generate the root and pattern of a given Arabic 
word [132], and Khoja and Garside present an effective root extracting tool (133]. 
Therefore, with the Buckwalter sternmer it is possible to utilize Arabic morphology 
as the basis for Natural Language Processing (NLP). Purthermore, the algorithm 
used by [113] for the analysis of Arabic morphology also removes prefixes and suffixes 
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from Arabic words; this allows root-based algorithms to further reduce stems to 
roots. 
4.5.2 Buckwalter Morphological Analyser 
Tim Buckwalter wrote the Arabic Morphological analayser V1.0 (AraMorph. pl) and 
this is available on-line from Linguistic Data Consortium (LDC) [113]. Researchers 
may downloaded this for free and it includes its own algorithm. It consists of three 
lexical dictionaries for affixes, suffixes and stems and three sets of rules that specify 
how these lexicons can be overlapped to derive actual Arabic word tokens. The 
databases and the analyser work with Buckwalters transliteration system (See ap- 
pendix A). The Arabic text has been transfered into Roman characters. This has 
been done by using XeroxBuckwalters transliterating system [134,135,113]. More- 
over, this system enables each character from the Arabic set to correspond one-to-one 
of the Roman character set. One needs to bear in mind that this would not work 
on text containing both Arabic and Roman alphabets, which eventually saves work 
in ASCII code prior to analysis. 
In this project, we adapted the Buckwalter sterniner to finding only roots, which 
are more difficult to discern than stems. The Buckwalter sterniner, in its original 
form gives all possible morphological analyses and diacritizations. It also produces 
transliterated Arabic with many possible meanings. The results of the Buckwalter 
sternmer can be viewed in Figure 4.3. 
Our modified output provides only thesingle most reasonable Arabic root of a word 
(in Arabic script), as in the following example of Arabic text (roots): 
ji -I t -ýýe u 
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.... ...... . ... 
'INPUT STRINGiioA I* 
LOOK-UP VORDs AL>xrY 
Coment: Al>xrY NOT FOUND 
LLTERNkTIVES Al>xcy 
Comenti Al>xcy NOT FOUND 
1WPU`T S-RING4 : 
LOOK-UP VORDt ty 
Coments fy NOT FOUND 
LLTERNATIM 9Y 
Comentl : fY NOT FOUND 
INPUT STRINGýjUuW : 
LOOK-UP VOM AlJAmEAt 
SOLUTION 11 (AlýAMIIAt) E3AMiE_l) Al/DET+jAmiE/NOUN+AZ/MSUFF_FtN_PL 
)GLOSS)i the + comprehensive/extensive + Cfem. plj. 
SOLUTION 21 (AIJA=111tj Cjkmlgap_l] AL/DZT+3Amit/NQUN+At/N3UYF-FZN-PL 
)GLO53)e the + University/league + (feM. Pl(. 
INPVT MIM"i! -, 1, s 
LOOK-UP VORDi vAlklYAt 
SOLUTION Ii (vaALkul-ly-At) [kul-sy-ap_l) ve/CCNJ+AI/DLT+kul-ly-/NOIJN+it/NSUfrý. 11[N_PL 
)GLOSS)i and + the + faculty/college/inst1tute + Jfem. VL(. 
SOLUTION 2s (*aAlkul-ly-At) (kul-ly-op_2] va/CCNJ+AI/DET+kul-ly-/NOUN+At/NSUFF-TtN-PL 
)GLOSS)i and + the + general aspects/major features + Jfem. pll. 
SOLUTION 31 (vaklkuloykt) (kulovap_IJ wo/CONJ+AI/DET+kuloy/NOUN+kt/NSUrf_FEN_FL 
ýGLOSS)l and + the + kidney + (tem. pil. 
INPUT STRING"LA-Li, i 
LOOK-UP VORD: wAlmlAbd 
Coments vklmtkhd NOT FOUND 
Figure 4.3: Screenshot, transliterated Arabic 
S 
We know that roots are too abstract for effective information retrieval, and if the 
stemmer does not strip any affxes at all, then it is faulty. Although Buckwalter's 
stemmer made many mistakes, we extend on this previous work be experimenting 
with a wider range of pre-processing schemes for Arabic sternmenig in order to ob- 
tain better results. 
In this reserch, we started to investegate hard to develop a stemmer concerning Ara- 
bic mainly. This effort has been made on the light of the work done by Buckwalter. 
Buckwalter [113] sternmer strips prefixes such as definite articles and conjunction,,, 
(JG i J? i J1j i J1 4.3) froin the beginning words and suffixes 4ý iSoiL; i U) from 
the end of words, and provides better results than the khoja stemmer [1331. 
4.5.3 Sakhr's Morphological Analyser 
In order to verify our procedure we need to compare our results with another system 
that is designed specifically for Arabic. Sakhr Morphological Analyser is such a 
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model and it provides morphological patterns after stripping affixes. This is called 
the Multi-Mode Morphological Processor (MMMP) [136]. Little work in NLP has 
been conducted with this system. Unfortunately, it has not been possible for us to 
activate the software and we have not yet been able to access the specifications that 
could help us. 
4.5.4 Khoja and Garside Morphological Analyser 
Khoja and Garside morphological analyser [133] is designed to peel away layers of 
prefixes and suffixes, then checks through a list of patterns and roots to determine 
whether the remainder could be a known root with a known pattern. If so, it 
returns the root, otherwise, it returns the original word-unmodified. This system 
also removes terms that are found on a list of 168 Arabic stop words. It is almost 
as effective as Buckwalter stemming, but tends to fail on foreign words, which are 
left unchanged thus it fails to remove definite articles and obvious affixes. 
4.5.5 Comparison Buckwalter's vs. Khojals Stemmer 
Several experiments were conducted in order to evaluate the relative performance 
of Buckwalter's and Khoja's sternmer. Same set of documents were feed to both 
the sternmers. Results obtained are summarized in Table 4.10. It shows that Buck- 
walter's sternmer was 57% surcessful in finding the roots from the input documents 
while Khoja's sternmer fell short with 50%. In removing the stop words Buckwalker's 
sternmer again superseded with average of 42% success rate as compared to 34% of 
its counterpart. In a nutshell it is concluded that Buckwalker's sternmer is superior 
to Khoja's stemmer in almost all aspects. 
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Table 4.10: Comparison of Buckwalter Stemmer vs. Khoja Stemmer for Arabic 
Documents 
Buckwalter Stemmer Khoja Stemmer 
I expl exp2 exp3 I Correct I 
_expi 
I exp2 I exp3 I Correct 1, 
Documents 1 4 10 1 4 10 1 
Words 154 _ 809 1751 154 809 1751 
Roots 89 410 1117 57% 76 357 1002 50% 
Stop-Wo ds &HTML 65 399 634 42% 52 519 346 34% 
Normalization x x 
4.6 Affixation 
The addition of prefixes, infixes and suffixes are central to the crcatioil of meaningful 
words in Arabic. These affixes are important in the morphology and derivation of 
words in Arabic. According to [137], the purpose of morphology is "to segment 
words into their individual morphemes, prefixes, infixes and suffixes in order insight 
into the language". An example of this is the Arabic word for "the foods" (zj*435ýU 1) 
AlmAkwlAt), which can be broken down into its constituent parts as in Figure 4.4: 
4.6.1 Multi-lingual Morphological Analysis (MMA) 
We have created multi-lingual morphological analysis tool for Arabic-English lan- 0 
guages, this model is easy to utilize when obtaining the roots of words and the 
indices of each root from the multi-lingual root dictionary. Our model has the abil- 
ity to perform pre-processing stage for Arabic-English languages. Details are given 
in section 5.1. 
4.6.2 Stern Method 
This method requires some linguistic treatment for both documents and queries. 
Having said that, this method is deeply based on the word stern rather than the 
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Vowel 
al III 
/ 
'a koI At 
2 iff ix 
The uff ix of sound 
female plural 
Food 
(form), 
Figure 4.4: Word Segmentation 
word itself. In other words, all prefixes and suffixes that may be attached to words 
are removed in order to unify words having the same stem under the same stem. 
This process may increase the success of matching documents to a query, but on the 
other hand, it could result into missing some relevant texts. 
4.6.3 Root Method 
The idea of this method is that words based on a common root should be reduced 
to that very root. Each term is then matched against the patterns to extract the 
letters corresponding to the standard word ( fEala, of the tri-roots or (fElala, 
J-L-, -; ) of the quadri-roots, respectively. Roots with vowels or hamza, or two letter 
roots are also handled systematically. In other words, this method is able to retrieve 
all relevant texts of a query or keywords. The root based method performs well than 
the stem based, at all recall levels. Abu Salem [9] confirmed this efficiency of root 
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based method by re-performing the experinient first presented Iýy Al-kharashi's [8), 
but now with different set of data (Abu Salem], [Al-kharashij. The obtained results 
of Abu Salem are presented in Table 4.11 and Figure 4.5. Hmeidi also confirmed 
that the performance of root method is more effective than the words method [10]. 
Despite the limitations of stem method such as missing relevant texts, etc. it is 
still being used by current Arabic text retrieval systems. While the root method 
retrieval rate is much better than word or stem based methods, as can be seen from 
Table 4.11. 
Table 4.11: Average Retrieval of 32 Queries of Titles [Abu Salam] 
Retrieved Relevant Irrelevant 
Words 0.56% 0.56% 0.00 
Stem 4.06% 3.84% 0.22 
Root 6.69% 5.47% 1.22 
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Figure 4.5: Average Recall-Precision plot for "Word", "Stem" and "Root" based 
methods, from [Abu Salam] 
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4.7 Summary 
Arabic is a semitic language with many forms, but Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) 
is most widely recognized. Therefore MSA is used in language processing, and al- 
though not perfect, transliteration has been used in this regard. Usually, Arabic 
roots of words are made up of three consonants ( sometimes four or five ). Sen- 
tences are verb-subject-object but word order is not the main difficulty. Arabic 
morphology is extreinely complex with the extensive use of affixes. Word roots give 
meaning with a sentences, and grammatical consistency with multiple prefixes and 
suffixes. A comparison of Arabic and English is presented in this chapter. 
NLP on Arabic has difficulties because of the morphology which shows that an Ara- 
bic word may be long, but its root, after affix stripping may be very short. This 
can lead to ambiguities. However, computational linguistic analysis has been per- 
formed, and it has four main stages: morphological analysis, syntactical analysis, 
semantic analysis and statistical analysis. With regard to morphological analysis 
two approaches are reported in the literature viz: stem based and root based. Root 
based analysis has advantages over its counterpart as stated in Section 5.2-13. Thus 
in this study the root based analysis in conjunction with SOM is utilized. To the 
author's knowledge this combination is not previously used SOM for Arabic lan- 
guage. Modification to the Buckwalter root based morphological analyzer is made 
which successfully strips Arabic prefixes, suffixes and infixes. 
We purposes that the Arabic sternmer algorithm can be applied on other languages 
such as Urdu and Persian. This is due to the similarities between the Arabic, Urdu 
and Persian languages. These languages use the same alphabet and calligraphy 
as that of Arabic. For example these words (ýý, Hakim, wise), (k., 4ý, tabyb, 
doctor), (. Lý-ý, masjid, mosque), (Wt7i, qAfilah, caravan), ( jtir, kitAb, book), ( 
madrash, school) have same spelling, same pronunciation and same meaning 
in three languages. Therefore, we have conclude that the model for Arabic can be 
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applied to both languages, Urdu and Parisian, the word is pronounced and 
transcript as the same in Arabic, with a slight modification on the bilingual dictio- 
nary composed by the researcher. The implementation of the morphological system 
is discussed in Chapter 6. 
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Chapter 5 
SOM Approach For Multilingual 
Text Mining 
Objectives 
9 To present the approach of MLTM for Arabic-English. 
9 To present Pre-Processing for Arabic-English. 
9 To present the Arabic stemming Algorithm. 
@ To present a general purpose of bilingual dictionary. 
9 To clarify why text classification is needed. 
* To illustrate how to generate the indices a root. 
9 To present the Algorithm of SOMMLTM and its training. 
9 To present the Quality of Test and Data Visualization. 
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5.1 Introduction 
This chapter deals with the prototype components such as mining knowledge and 
retrieval information for bilingual datasets, and describes the final model evaluated 
in this thesis. The first section briefly discusses the multilingual text mining model 
for knowledge discovery. The second section provides a methodology for the au- 
tomatic combination of various lexical resources such as a multi-lingual dictionary, 
while the third section provides the algorithm for multilingual text mining. Finally, 
data visualization using SOM is demonstrated. The overall processes of the frame- 
work and its components are illustrated in Figure 5.1. The framework consists of 4 
stages: 
9 Stage 1: Pre-processing and indexing components. 
9 Stage 2: Training of SOM, and generation of clusters. 
9 Stage 3: Quality of test. 
9 Stage 4: Graphical user interface. 
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Figure 5.1 shows the General Framework of Multilingual Text Mining. Our approach 
has the capability to perform four stages. In the next section we will concentrate 
on the. first threestages. 
Stage 1: The first stage consists of Multilingual Morphological Analysis (MMA), whicli 
is language pre-processing, and involves stemming and lexical semantic resources 
such as a multilingual dictionary. Most of the problems in this stage are likely 
to be uncommon words, such as named entities or transliteration. The framework 
has been implemented using the Arabic Morphology program (AraMorph) package 
[113], and English porter Stemmer [138] for the pre-processor part of the system. 
The system is built using Java Programming Language. 
Stage 2: Once a set of resources has been obtained, the resource feature matrix 
can be created. This matrix provides an overview of the types of information found 
in the collected resources and of certain resource characteristics. Then, we imple- 
mented the SOM technique and the results collected are visualized on the map. 
Stage 3: After the map of clusters has been created, the correctness (quality) of the 
clusters of the various text needs to be evaluated. After it has been established that 
the clusters have been successful, the SOM is assessed by numerical evaluations for 
accuracy, precision and human classification. 
The multilingual morphological analysis (MMA) was developed by using the Java 
programming language and was designed with universal features so that it can be 
easily modefied in the future to go well with other languages. One of the advan- 
tages of using Java is that internally, programs represent text in Unicode (UTF-16) 
rather than ASCII. In addition, it gives support for other encodings such as UTF-8 
and ASCII. Its graphical user interface components were also designed to be able 
to display right-to-left languages. Since Java provided many services to process and 
show Arabic. It works for other languages such as Hebrew, Japanese and many 
other languages. The other benefit of Java programs is that it is multiplatform. As 
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long as the Java Runtime Environment (JRE) is installed on the system, it can be 
run a Java application [11]. As a result, we have been used it to generate our own 
system for Multilingual Morphological Analayser. 
We have divide our model into four main stages, brief descriptions on the first three 
stages are as follows. 
5.2 Stage I (Pre-processing) 
This stage has been implemented using Arabic Morphology program (AraMorph) 
Buckwalter sternmer [1131 and English porter Stemmer (Stemmer) [138]. Quit mod- 
ification in the original Arabic Morphology sternmer was also done. Therefore, the 
original Arabic sternmer reads the words but does not remove the non-alphabetic 
words, stop-words and html tags. The sternmer then gives all possible morphological 
analyses and diacritizations. It also produces transliterated Arabic with many pos- 
sible meaning and transliterates into Roman characters, which are more difficult to 
discern than stems. Our adaptations for this purpose involved several inodifications 
of the sternmer process, modifications that appear to be helpful in this sense. Our 
modifications for the Arabic sterm-ner are now ýs follows: 
9 Read the all documents. 
* Remove the stop-words and html tags. 
9 Remove the prefix and suffix to obtain the roots 
9 Remove all words less than three characters. 
9 Remove diacritics. 
Replace and I with 1. 
Replace final j with a. 
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9 Replace final 3 with o. 
The outputs of the original Arabic morphology were Arabic words in English al- 
phabets with a long chain of possible English meanings but our modified output 
is only the single most plausible Arabic roots of the words for whole corpus and 
saved in ASCII codes . Also, the English Stemmer was capable of reading only a 
single English word and stemming that. We modified the structure of the codc to 
read the whole corpus, to eliminate stop-words from each document and remove the 
prefixes from the words and to generate the root of each document (see the Java 
code in Appendix D). The results are a pure single text "read. txt" file and saved in 
ASCII codes. The execution process of AMESD which compares the "read. txt" file 
which composed all roots from both languages with bilingual dictionary. Finally the 
table of indices is generated by AMESD after the comparison process. For a more 
detailed description of the sternmer see section 5.1.7. The requirements of this stage 
will drive the second stage. 
In the stage of pre-processing the available texts from both the languages are read. 
These are theý lexically analysed and are resolved into words. These words are then 
passed through the filtering process Le. eliminating stop words such as articles, 
conjunctions, prepositions, punctuation, auxiliary verbs etc. (examples are: he, is, 
and, in, the, !, etc). 
5.2.1 Pre-Processing Multilingual Analyser 
We have created a multilingual pre-processing analyser for Arabic-English, and this 
model is easily utilized to derive the roots of words and the indices of each root from 
the multilingual root dictionary. Figure 5.2 shows the screen shot for the framework 
of the multi-lingual morphological analysis below. Our model has the capability to 
perform pre-processing stage. 
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Multi-Lingual Morphological Analysis 
English Morphology 
Select English Corpus 
Remove HTML Tags 
Remove Stop Words 
Get Word Roots 
Get Root Incleces 
Arabic Morphology 
Select Arabic Corpus 
Remove HTML Tags 
Remoye Stop Words 
Get Word Roots 
Get Root Indeces 
Exrc] 
This Application created By Abdul 2007 
Figure 5.2: The Model of Pre-Processing Stage for Arabic-English 
5.2.2 Lexical Analysis 
Natural language process systems need a lexical analysis that breaks the text down 
into the smallest units with white space into a sequence of characters known as 
tokens (139]. A token can be words, symbols, html tags, etc; therefore, it will be a 
useful part of the structured text. From the lexical analysis point of view, Arabic 
is a complex and nature language. The input corpus of text documents for Arabic 
undergo lexical scale through these operations that include: 
1. Checking the token = Arabic or English. 
2. Checking the token = stop words. 
3. Changing the letter before the stress into a duplicate. 
4. Remove all diacritics. 
5. Changing the expanded alif I to alif 1. 
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6. Deleting punctuation, numerals, HTML tags and not Arabic codes. 
7. Deleting repeating spaces and repeated tabs. 
We have not finalized the complex lexical analysis of multilingual corpus; this is left 
for future studies. 
5.2.3 General Stop Word List 
In this component of this stage, we consider Arabic-English stop words, which are 
uninterrupted sequences composed of letters (a .... z), digits(O ... 9), or two special 
characters (0 and -) of each 
language. We have defined a general stop word list 
for those words that serve no purpose for retrieval, but are used very frequently in 
composing documents. By filtering out such words, the message becomes clearer or 
more useful and this stop word list is developed for two reasons: firstly, we hopC 
that each match between a query and a document will be based on good indexing 
terms. Thus, retrieving a document because it contains words like "that", "he", 
"when" , 3A)l and "LY-4" " in the corresponding request does not to 
form 
an intelligent search strategy. These non-significant words represent noise, and may 
actually damage the retrieval performance because these words do not distinguish 
between relevant and non-relevant documents. Secondly, we expect to reduce the 
size of the inverted file, hopefully in the range of 30 to 50%. The stopwords such 
a large number of articles, conjunctions, preposition, punctuation, auxiliary verbs 
and pronouns etc. (examples are: he, is, and, in, the, !, etc). For instent, the 
SMART information retrieval system at Cornell University has 571 English words 
in its stop-word list; Fox [140] describes the final product of stop-word as 421 words 
in English Appendix B includes the list of English list. Arabic stop-word removal 
was performed after morphological normalization using a 168 stop-word list from 
the universities at Lancaster [118,38]. See the list of Arabic stop-words in appendix 
B. 
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5.2.4 Prefixes and Suffixes Removal (PSR) 
This process is based on the inflectional morphology of Arabic, and the main function 
of this process is to remove prefixes and suffix-es attached to words. To do this 
process, two lists of prefixes and suffixes, are created. The following decomposition 
is then presented, and finally the attached prefixes and suffixes are removed. The 
result of this process is a stem only. The stem consists of two parts not separated 
from each other; root j4I ) and the morphological forms A 
further 
description of this process can be seen from the example below: 
Prefixes Stem Suffixes 
Root (Morphological Form) 
The following example presents how the PSR remove the attached prefixes from the 
word library, "Z; <W. First, it will remove the attached prefixes "JI " from the 
word, since there is no suffix in this word the code will not do any thing to the 
word. After the process is done to this word, the result will be as the stem. 
Finally, the stem will pass to the next process morphological analyser to find the 
root of the word and the morphological form is " J-; " (composed form). 
5.2.5 Arabic Root-Based Algorithm 
All Root-Based sternmers have the same technique for finding the root of an Arabic 
word. Generally, they reveal the root of the word after stripping the prefix-es and 
suffixes attached to the given word. The Root-Based sternming algoritlim is illus- 
trated below. This algorithm works on Arabic texts, taking the following steps per 
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word in the text: 
Check the wordW-"`(Wl, W2, ..... w, ) in the text. 
1. IF w ! =Arabic THEN remove it. 
2. IF not w THEN remove it. 
3. Remove orthography with diacritics. 
4. Remove prefixes. 
5. Remove suffixes. 
6. IF w<3 letters THEN remove it. 
7. IF w>3 letters THEN remove the infix. 
8. Check the w with morphological form. 
9. Normalized the word. 
Firstly, the algorithm checks the word is an Arabic word, and if it is less than 3 
letters or is not a word, it is unimportant. Then it removes the orthography with 
diacritics, followed by prefixes and suffixes. It then checks if the word is greater 
than 3 letters and removes the infix. It then examines a list of morphological forms 
and roots to determine whether the remainder could be a known root with a known 
form applied. If so, it returns the root. Otherwise, it returns the original word, 
unmodified. Finally, it normalizes the word as presented below. 
Often, vowel replacement and letter omission are required to construct words. There 
are different approaches to Arabic stemming e. g. algorithmic light stemmers which 
remove prefixes and suffixes (118]. Since morphological analyses in Arabic results 
from the addition of prefixes and suffixes as well as infixes, simple removal of suffixes 
is not as effective for Arabic as it is for English, which attempts to find roots, and 
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statistical sternmers, grouping word variants using clustering techniques. The corpus 
were normalized according to the following steps [117,133]: . 
I 
Replace and I with 
o Replace final j with j. 
9 Replace final i with o. 
5.2.6 Stemming In Arabic 
Arabic language is composed of approximately 10,000 roots (141]. The words are 
formed from these roots with combination of prefixes, suffixes or infixes. Roots 
usually consist of three letters, four letters, or rarely five letters for example. 
Suffix 
infix 
Prefix 
5.2.7 Stemming In English 
In the case of English text, the documents are read and passed through the filtering 
processes i. e. eliminating stop words. When defining a stemming algorithm, the 
first process will only remove inflectional suffixes and past tenses and then remove 
the derivational suffixes. For example, Porter's stemmer [138], Lovins's stemmer 
[142] is based on a list of over 260 suffixes, KSTEM sternmer is heavily dependent 
on the entries in the dictionary being used [143], and The Paice/Husk Stemmer 
is used just one table of rules (144]. Moreover, after removing the stop words, an 
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indexing procedure tries to conflate word variants into the same stem or root using 
a stemming algorithm. When applying the stemming algorithm, first step builds the 
basic forms of the words (root) by removing the suffix "s" from plural word forms, 
removing the "ed" which is the past particle ending, and "Ing" of the gerund ending 
from verbs, for example: 
(suf fix: cars =* car , playing ==; - play , walked => walk 
) 
More complicated stemming for English words have also been proposed for the 
removal of derivational suffixes such as "-tion" , "-ize", and "-hood" for example: 
(suffix: action =ý- act, generalize =: ý general, childhood =ý- child, ) 
Second, the algorithm will remove the prefixes "en-11, the "pre-" and "dis-" from the 
beginning of the verbs, for example: 
(prefix : en - code =* code, pre -process =: > process , dis - appear =: ý appear 
) 
5.2.8 Porter Stemmer 
The stripping of suffixes from words has been widely investigated [138], according 
to the literature, and a variety of strategies have been employed. These strategies 
depend upon the purpose of the task and whether or not dictionaries (stemming 
dictionary or suffix list) are being utilized. Should the aim be improving the perfor- 
mance of information retrieval, then a suffix list will be sufficient although commands 
will also be needed to control the stripping of a suffix so that a meaningful stem 
remains. 
The Porter Stemmer suffix stripping algorithm was introduced in 1980, together 
with rules, and thereby offered an "automatic means" for improving information 
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retrieval. However, it is most usefully employed when one extracts small vocabulary 
lists from large text files rather than applying it to a large amount of continuous 
text. 
In the English alphabet, there are 26 consonant letters, including 5 vowels (a, e, i, 
o, and u) and the letter y. The letter y can be either a vowel or a consonant; in 
)story' it is a vowel, in 'stay' it is a consonant. 
This will be represented by the single form (upper case): 
[C]VCVC [V] 
Below, the form indicates that the (VC) is repeated m times, where m is called the 
measure of any word or part of word when represented in this form: 
[C](VC)M[V] 
The "condition" part may also contain the following: 
*S - the stem ends with S (and similarly for the other letters) 
*v* - the stem contains a vowel. 
*d - the stem ends with a double consonant (e. g. -TT, -SS). 
*o - the stem ends cvc, where the second c is not W, X or Y (e. g. -WIL, -HOP). 
Step la 
SSES -> SS caresses -> caress 
IES - >I ponies -> poni 
ties -> ti 
SS -> SS caress -> caress 
S-> cats -> cat 
Step lb 
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(m>O) EED -> EE 
agreed -> agree 
(*v*) ED -> 
bled -> bled 
(*v*) ING -> 
sing -> sing 
fee -> feed 
plastered -> plaster 
motoring -> motor 
If the second or third of the rules in Step lb is successful, the following is done: 
AT -> ATE conflat(ed)- > conflate 
BL -> BLE troubl(ed)- > trouble 
IZ -> IZE siz(ed) -> size 
(*d and not (*L or *S or *Z)) 
-> single letter 
hopp(ing) -> hop 
tann(ed) -> tan 
fall(ing) -> fall 
hiss(ing) -> hiss 
fizz(ed) -> fizz 
(m=l and *o) ->E 
fil(ing) -> file- 
fail(ing) -> fail 
In order to map a single letter, the rule is to remove one of the double letter pair. 
The -E is put back oil -AT, -BL and -IZ, so that the suffixes -ATE, -BLE and -IZE 
can be recognised later. This E may be removed in step 4. 
Step lc 
(*>I happy -> happi 
sky -> sky 
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Step 1 deals with plurals and past participles. The subsequent steps are much more 
straightforward. 
Step 2 
(m>O) ATIONAL > ATE relational -> relate 
(m>O) TIONAL > TION conditional -> condition 
rational > rational 
(m>O) ENCI > ENCE valenci -> valence 
(m>O) ANCI > ANCE hesitanci -> hesitance 
(m>O) IZER > IZE digitizer -> digitize 
(m>O) ABLI > ABLE conformabli -> conformable 
(m>O) ALLI > AL radicalli -> radical 
(m>O) ENTLI > ENT differentli -> different 
(m>O) ELI >E vileli -> vile 
(m>O) OUSLI > OUS analogousli -> analogous 
(m>O) IZATION > IZE vietnamization -> vietnamize 
(m>O) ATION > ATE predication -> predicate 
(m>O) ATOR > ATE operator -> operate 
(m>O) ALISM > AL feudalism -> feudal 
(m>O) IVENESS > IVE decisiveness -> decisive 
(m>O) FULNESS -> FUL hopefulness -> hopeful 
(m>O) OUSNESS -> OUS callousness -> callous 
(m>O) ALITI -> AL formaliti -> formal 
(m>O) IVITI -> IVE sensitiviti -> sensitive 
(m>O) BILITI -> BLE sensibiliti -> sensible 
A program switch is needed to test the string S1, which can also be made faster 
depending on the switch that tests the penultimate letter. This process will fairly 
determine the possible breakdown values of the string S1. It will be seen in fact 
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that the Sl-strings in step 2 are presented here in the alphabetical order of their 
penultimate letter. Similar techniques may be applied in the other steps. 
Step 3 
(m>O) ICATE -> IC 
(m>o) ATIVE -> 
(m>O) ALIZE -> AL 
(m>O) ICITI -> IC 
(m>O) ICAL -> IC 
(m>O) FUL -> 
(m>O) NESS - 
Step 4 
(m>l) AL > 
(m>l) ANCE > 
(m>l) ENCE > 
(m>l) ER -> 
(m>l) Ic > 
(m>l) ABLE > 
(m>l) IBLE > 
(m>l) ANT > 
(m>l) EMENT -> 
(m>l) MENT -> 
(m>l) ENT -> 
(m>l and (*S or *T) 
(M>l) OU > 
(M>l) ISM > 
(m>l) ATE -> 
(m>l) ITI -> 
triplicate -> triplic 
formative -> form 
formalize -> formal 
electriciti -> electric 
electrical -> electric 
hopeful -> hope 
goodness -> good 
revival -> reviv 
allowance -> allow 
inference -> infer 
airliner -> airlin 
gyroscopic- > gyroscop 
adjustable -> adjust 
defensible -> defens 
irritant -> irrit 
replacement -> replac 
adjustment -> adjust 
dependent -> depend 
ION -> adoption -> adopt 
homologou -> homolog 
communism -> commun 
activate -> activ 
angulariti -> angular 
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(M>l) OUS -> homologous -> homolog 
(m>l) IVE -> effective -> effect 
(m>l) IZE -> bowdlerize -> bowdler 
The suffixes are now removed. All that remains is a little tidying up. 
Step 5a 
(m>l) E-> probate -> probat, 
rate -> rate 
(m=1 and not *o) E-> cease -> ceas 
Step 5b 
(m >1 and *d and *L) -> single letter 
controll. -> control 
roll -> roll 
When the stem is too short, the algorithm is careful not to remove a suffix. The 
length of the stem is being given by its measure, m. We should note that there is 
no linguistic basis for this approach. 
5.2.9 Lovins Stemmer 
Julie Beth Lovins first presented her stemming algorithm [142) in 1968, and it is a 
single-pass, context-sensitive and longest-match stemmer. Due to its nature of being 
a single pass algorithm, removes a maximum of one suffix from a word. It exploits 
a large list (297) of endings, each of which is associated with one of a number of 
qualitative contextual restrictions that prevent the removal of endings in certain 
circumstances. Thus this is a context sensitive stemmer that removes endings in a 
single pass, based on the longest-match principle. Although it employs certain rules 
in order to deal with the most common exceptions, all endings are subjected to a 
default exception. This is designed to prevent the production of ambiguous stems, 
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and states that any stem must constitute at least two letters. The Lovins sternmer 
is usually a little more cautious than Porter's but nevertheless can suffer from over 
non-word stems. Three more rules are imposed before the removal of an ending, 
and they are: 
9 Increasing the minimum length of a stem following a ending's removal. 
Preventing the removal of endings when certain letters are present in the re- 
maining stem. 
9 Combinations of the above restrictions. 
Unfortunately, researchers have been unable to identify many examples that exactly 
fit the Lovins rules because there are usually exceptions for endings, and this results 
in erroneous stems. Unfortunately such exceptions are usually particular and specif- 
ically associated with an ending, and thus a disproportionately large number of rules 
would have to be designed just in order to prevent a small number of errors. This 
would cost a great deal in terms of time and data, and improvements in performance 
would probably become negligible with repeated iterations. It is therefore usually 
the case that common exceptions are incorporated into the list and a number of 
errors, hopefully small, are ignored. 
Stems sometimes have alternative spellings and it these that are referred to as 
7spelling exception'. In English, most of these are due to Latinate derivations such 
as matrix and matrices but researchers have isolated other types of exceptions, such 
as differences in British and American spellings (through and thru), and the dou- 
bling of consonants in order to maintain inflexion when a suffix is added (bcgin and 
beginning). Lovins herself was aware of these difficulties and proffered two solutions 
(recoding and partial matching), and therefore a recoding phase is included in the 
algorithm but for more details on her reasoning, please refer to her original paper. 
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5.2.10 KSTEM Stemmer 
The KSTEM sternmer introduced a new approach to stemming, based on machine- 
readable dictionaries and well-defined rules for inflectional and derivational mor- 
phology. Although this stemmer addresses many of the problems associated with 
both Porter and Lovins, its overall performance is not consistently better it is heav- 
ily dependent on the way that data is entered. KSTEM checks the current string 
against the dictionary before removing a suffix but a dictionary usually lists word 
forms separately if they have different meanings and does not list them as in a the- 
saurus. For example, 'journal' and 'niagazine'have differing word forms but similar 
meanings, and this needs to be taken into account [145,143]. 
5.2.11 Paice/Husk Stemmer 
Chris Paice and Gareth Husk first published their conation-based iterative sterniner 
in 1990, and called it the Paice/Husk [144] sternmer. They controlled the removal 
and replacement of endings by developing a table of rules that is sub-divided into 
sections. Each section incorporates a number of rules that specifically accord to the 
final letter of a suffix, making this a time-efficient method of identifying a word or 
truncated word. A section of the rules may also specifically accord to 'intact' words, 
where no recoding or partial matching is necessary. Paice and Husk have thereby 
developed an efficacious algorithm that identifies targets quickly and stems them 
effectively. effective. 
5.2.12 Semantic Unification of Bilingual Dictionary 
The dictionary created does not include dictionary-inflected forms, but does include 
root forms. These correspond to the root and some nouns. The total number in our 
bilingual dictionary is over 6,000., The reason for the creation of a root dictionary 
is to be able to retrieve all relevant texts of a query or keywords in both languages. 
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Furthermore, we have used text classification ill our dictionary, and in order to do so, 
the roots in the bilingual dictionary are encoded in English number-Arabic number 
(NENA) structure. 
5.2.13 Dictionary Encoded 
We use roots instead of words because every language has its own grammatical 
structure, and to avoid this problem, employing "roots" is the best option. It 
also reduces the search time in dictionary. 
2. Each root assigned NENA a unique number. 
3. NE and NA stands for 4 digits English and 4 digits Arabic indices. 
4. We start from the first word appearing in the English to Arabic Dictionary 
accept" meaning in Arabic 
1) 5.1001 is assigned to "accept" and 0001 to lljj' . 
6. For every new word either in English or Arabic a new index is assigned. 
7. If the word is repeated due to its multiple meaning, then the index remains 
the same. 
8. Finally, the number of English and the number of Arabic are combined to- 
gether. 
There are three main advantages to selecting the "root approach" and they are given 
below. This is supported by the outcome of this study supported by Al-kharashi 
[8], Abu salem [91 and Hmeidi [10]. 
1. It is able to retrieve all relevant texts for a user query. 
2. It reduces the search time in the dictionary. 
3. It reduces the memory spaces. 
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5.2.14 Text Classification 
While the encoding procedure is under process, it is hard to decide on which text 
category an item belongs to and in which domain. [146], examines in detail the 
problems of text classification and reports that corpus design makes use of some 
internal and external criteria to decide on the text category, and sometimes they 
are of quite a different order when compared with external classifications. Many 
internal and external criteria reflect each other. Sinclair proposed that many text 
classifications are noticeably based on topics as they are represented in newspapers 
and magazines. Although lie thinks that this is "a valuable feature of reflexivity of 
language", he says that "a typology based on such criteria will be untidy". One of 
the common internal criteria is the choice of vocabulary in a certain text, and as 
a result he proposed 35 categories. Sharoff [147] has presented and recommended 
another type of classification, because the previous one is "too fine-grained". The 
new classification consists of only 8 main categories or general domains that include 
other types of text. Table 5.1 shows general domain classifications of the text types 
depending on [147]: 
Table 5-1: Text Types Classified in Main Domains 
Code Domains Keyword Text types 
1. Natural Science Ns math, biological, physics, medical, etc. 
2. Apply Science As 
- 
agriculture, medicine, ecology, engi- 
neering, computing, etc. 
3. Social Science Ss law, history, philosophy, language, ed- 
ucation, etc. 
4. Politics PO inner, world 
5. Commerce co finance, industry 
6. Life Li fiction, conversation, advertisements, 
rest, menus etc. 
7. Arts Ar visual literature, architecture, perform- 
ing 
8. Leisure Le sports, travel, entertainment, fashion, 
etc. 
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Some of the text types in the above table can be classified under several domains 
depending on the topic that they handle. For example, "interviews" can handle gen- 
eral topics but they can handle more specialised topics such as politics or medicine 
as well. Also autobiography, memos, and patents can be applied as text types. 
Alongside collecting the texts, we created a bilingual dictionary in Microsoft Access 
which stores the ID-Word, English-Word, Arabic-Word, Cat-No of words in a dic- 
tionary. This dictionary is important for having the label of each text of the input 
corpus. 
In this study, we have chosen the Sharoff text classification method because of its 
clarity and plausibility. Methods like lack these qualities; "Text Encoding Initia- 
tive" (TEI). According to Sinclair "a typology based on such criteria will be untidy" 
[146]. 
5.2.15 Indices Generation 
In order to check the functionality of Multilingual Pre-Processing Analyser, we se- 
lected three Arabic and four English documents [148] as the test case. The Multi- 
lingual Pre-Processing Analyser was then executed to derive the final result i. e. the 
table of indices. We began with documents in both English and Arabic. 
The first document in (English) is related to education, the second (Arabic) docu- 
ment is the exact translation of the first document. The third (English) document 
discusses activities. The fourth document talks about education (in Arabic). The 
fifth document in English discusses fast food and Americans' attitudes. The sixth 
document (Arabic) is related to sport, and finally the last document in English is 
the exact translation of the seventh document. 
Finally, the output is a single document containing the roots from both sets of 
documents (Arabic-English). We expect that after using this set of documents the 
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output of the documents related to sport will have the most indices in common, as 
will the documents about education. The indices generated by MMA, for the set 
of seven documents mentioned above. The first, third, fifth and seventh columns 
correspond to the four documents in the English language and the second, fourth 
and sixth columns correspond to the Arabic documents. The table is generated by 
assigning index number to words occurring in the two sets of documents from the 
Arabic-English dictionary. 
The results achieved by MMA of the two datasets consist of seven columns and 
twenty-seven rows of relevant words in both languages. Each column corresponds 
to a document in either Arabic or English. Hence the first row and first column 
is "10340054" in English related to "student", while "10340054" from the first row 
and second column is presented to in Arabic, then the first row and third 
column is "10330053" indicated to "sport" in English, while "10290047" is related 
to cc r G" from the first row and fourth column. Next the first row and fifth column 
"10030003" represents ",. ý in Arabic, while "10640094" in the first row and 
sixth column represents in Arabic, and the first row and seventh column is 
"10410070" related to "black" in English. So we expect some common indices in 
the Table 6.3. 
5.3 Automatic Mining of Documents 
For the mining of documents from a corpus of special languages texts, it is important 
to focus on the keywords. The documents or common sentence structures in which 
the keywords are embedded are assumed to comprise the principal elements of a 
subject specific to the document, which inay help in mining text. 
The way in which we approached the text mining and the algorithm are presented 
below, Given a specialist corpora (AL), (EL), terms are identified by a lexical 
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analysis, then the stemming systems to find roots of words for both languages are 
used. Next, we construct a vector (ANword) consisting of all unique words, and then 
construct a matrix (WCdoc) to compute the frequency of the terms in the dataset. 
We then replace the labels and the categories for all documents. After that, we 
compute the minimum distances for all units j and match the bcst matching unit 
(BMU). Finally, we update the weights of the BMU and its neighbourhood. Below 
is a demonstration of how the algorithm works using Arabic and English texts. 
5.4 SOM for Multilingual Text Mining Algorithm 
(SOMMLTMA) 
To present the SOMMLTM algorithm in its entirety we need to follow the steps 
below. The algorithm consists of three parts and these are: analysis, structure, 
and visualization. In the first part, the algorithm analyses each document in the 
corpus by using the lexical analysis, which then reads all tokens in both languages. 
Afterwards, we apply the pre-processing stage to enable filtering the corpus of stop 
words and litml tags. After that, the morphological analysis strips the suffixes and 
prefixes from the stem to generate the roots. Finally, the system assigns the indices 
for all roots. 
Analysis bilingual corpus AL, EL as input. 
9 Lexical analyses for both languages as a token: 
Ndoc AL = (fall-Nward, fa2l-Nworg I ..., 
fa'l-Nwcmdl I 
2 fNdoc EL : '-- (fell-Nword, fel-Nwordt -) Jel-Nword) 
* Full linguistic analysis, combination of orthographic normalization, pre- 
fixes and suffixes removal. 
9 Assigned each root by indices. 
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* Combining the corpus into AEL matrix. 
ip AEL = AL + EL 
2. Examine the language of each document ( if AEL = 1, the document is Arabic 
else it is English ). 
3. Construct a matrix Doc,,,, containing 1 ... Nword and 1 ... Ndoc, to make all 
columns identical in length, filling all columns to 10000000 that consist of less 
length. The words are encoded numerically. 
4. Construct a vector AN, N number of rows containing all unique words from 
each document. 
5. Construct a matrix IVCd,,, containing 1 ... Nword, and 1 ... Ndoc. 
6. For k" document 1 <= k <= Ndoc 
Doc, ai 12k Xýv doc) = 
(Xl-Nword) X2-Nword)**) X3-Nword) -, i-Nword 
for j=l: Ndoc 
for k=l: N 
index-Doc,,, I(k) = k; 
word = Docal (i, 
if word == ANword(k, 1) 
TVCd,, (k, j) = TVCd,,, (k, 
break; 
end; 
end; 
end; 
end; 
where WCd,, calculates the frequency of each word per document. 
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Second part: the algorithm will prepares the datasets by adding the label' and 
category ' for each vector in the matrix WCd,,,, which will input datasets to 
I 
the third part of the algorithm. 
7. For each vector xik in WCd,, c, do 9- 10 
8. Add a lable to each word 
9. Add a lable to each vector xý 
10. Prepare the structure bilingual datasets ASMA, (snippet from main program). 
C-f = 0; 
for k=1: g-d 
if c-n(i) g-d(k, 1) 
C-f = 
if L-ind(i)==l 
c-n(i) = Cat(g-d(k, 2), 2); 
elseif 
c-n(i) = Cat(g-d(k, 2), 1); 
end; 
fprintf (fid, '%s', c-n(i), '-n'); 
break; 
end; 
end; 
where the c-f is a variable for category-found, g-d is get from dictionary and 
c-n is category name. 
Label: A descriptive text in a cell that is not used for any calculations. 
2Category: is a group of any sort of similar items. 
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Third part: the training and visualizing the dataset ASMA. This gives possible 
values of the results, which at a later stage can be seen as the presented results 
on the grid. 
11. Visualize the output on the grid. 
Pseudocode of learning mechanism from the SOM algorithm 
i loop forever 
2 Initial the parameters radius , learning rate and weight vectors 
3 Select input data sets. 
4 Calculating the Euclidean distance. 
5 Find the 11MU node. 
6 Training (the updating the weight matrix). 
7 Repeat until reached the criterion . 
a Endloop 
Pseudocode of evaluation 
I loop forNword 
2 loop forNdoc 
3 Calculating the Euclidean distance of each node from EMU. 
4 Sum over all the occurring words. 
5 The resultout Is again summed over all the documents. 
6 Calculate call the output as quantization error. 
7 Endloop 
8 Endloop 
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Figure 5.3: The Output oll'i-mimig 12 d(wilments 
Figure 5.3 illustrates the 5. Y4 visualizalion result grid of trailling- dw simill 
for Arabic and English documents onto a two-dillicilsi(mill outplit simue. 'HwY are 
translations of each other. 
5.5 Stage 11 (h-ainiag SOM Z! 5 
In this stage we. Ilse the Output of the first stage as the hiput in to trimi Hie 
SOM network. We used a SOM 6X4 two-diniviislonal array. The number ()f' mplit 
clata was 20 doci inients in ArLibic mid 20 docuiiients in In the m-derim, 
iteration, the number of Ole lem-ning steps wws sa iit 1()()(), 111(, 'jjj, iti,;, I ()I' tile 
learning rate n(O)= 0.5 mid the radilis of the inegbom, hood R(O) -71. The ImiNd 
weight vectors wij were set raildoinly, between 0 and 1.0. 'rhe procedurc for form- tD 
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ina, the document category map involved five basic steps, which are presented and 0 
explained below. 
The model is implemented using Matlab program (SOM - Get - Docs) func- 
tion to create a matrix of Nword X Mdoc. Nword is the number of words in 
every document, Mdoc number of documents, which makes all columns iden- 
tical in length, filling all columns of insufficient length with 1110000000"". The 
words are encoded numerically. 
2. Create a unique word matrix Nword X 1, where Nword is the number of 
unique words from all documents and contains one column. Therefore, the 
word does not repeat. 
3. Create a matrix Nword X Ndoc, where Nword is the number of roots in every 
document, and Ndoc the 
_number 
of documents. The- random codes formed in 
step 1 are used in the calculation. This step computes the frequency of every 
root in each document. Then, find the maximum occurrence of each word in 
each document. After that, find the index of these words. Finally, compare 
these words with the bilingual dictionary. 
4. Add lables using function SOM - Get - Catg for each word in the matrix 
WCdoc, and add a category for each vector by determining the frequency of 
the keyword in every document. Firstly, search the word number which has 
the highest frequency in the dictionary and get its category number. Secondly, 
determine the category number from the dictionary, then check if language 
index equals 1; if it is we have the Arabic category, otherwise English. See 
Figure 5.4. Finally, the system produces the final matrix ASMA that consists 
of all vectors for Arabic-English documents. The ASMA data set also has 
labels associated with the data. Actually, the data set consists documents in 
Arabic and English samples of 8 main categories of ASMA. 
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The nlatýrix forille(l 111 4 1, ý, thc Hipil h) Ilw SONI. The rr,, idnw, ninp 
Ia be] ed after the t. ra In Ing promss by IIIpI It III 'p- I 
he 1111)111 ve(l m"', (I I H11 ;I gn III :III (I 
by naming the best matching neuroms according, to i lic k(ý. v wiwd port (d' Ow 
Input vector. 
Figure 5.4: The \Vord with Nltx i, ()I- 1",; Ich 
Figure 5.4 illustrates the important Patterns in each document, hJghlj,, Jjt'n,, II, II Ic 
maxiiiiiiin occurrences 
fFOIll WIthin the Arabic ancl Filglis, 11 
'I w basic! idea in the SOM learning process is that fhr ( m1i honqk iMmO volor 
The SOM has a special stmuchuv. (wiled data structure, which is ii. -, ed to grmp 
information regarding the data set in one plam lipre, a data-struci i.,, riv; tted us- 
ing function SOM - Data - Struct. Firstly, the cWta inatrix ASNIA striviluill. 
then a naine is given to the data seh and to the variables in the data matrix. 
Then t1w model reads the data, directly frnni an ASCII file. 1-'iiially, the I'mictimi 
SOM - Normaliý--c - Data is itsed to convert the data "Wh is sualed w (0 - 1) 
based on the highest word frequency ill al] docinnent, "'. The (lata lim'Imths; 1tion is 
defilicd as follow: 
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normalized(k, j) = 
TVC&ý(kj) 
maxwcdoc(k, 
where WCd,,, is a matrix containing the frequency ( number of root occurrences 
in each document), maxwcdoc is the maximum frequency in the dataset, and this 
makes it possible to train the SOM network. 
Next, the function SOM - Make - Structis used to train the SOM. In this step 
the function firstly determines the map size, then initializes the map using linear 
initialization. Finally two variant training functions have been implemented in the 
toolbox: seq-train and batch-train functions [149]. In the sequential training func- 
tion, the data are presented to the map one at a time, and the algorithm gradually 
moves the weight vectors towards input data. The sequential training function re- 
quires much less memory than the batch training function for training the dataset. 
In the batch training function, the data set are presented to the SOM as a whole, 
and the new weight vectors are weighted averages of the data vectors. Both train- 
ing functions are iterative, but the batch version is much faster in Matlab since 
matrix operations can be utilized efficiently. Since the SOM algorithm is based on 
Euclidean distances, calculating through Equation 3.3, the scale of the variables is 
very important in determining what the map will be like. 
In the above, the initialization and the training were both done with the sequential 
training algorithm SOM - Seqtrain. In addition, the training was done in two 
phases: firstly with large neighborhood radius in the training, the map becomes 
stiffer and preserves the topology of the data set better. 
5.6 Setup for Training Parameters 
It is obvious that optimal parameters are different in each case, therefore, a number 
of recommendations for parameters have been applied in this training process [2]. 
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These recommendations are starting points from which to work out the optimal 
parameters for the experiment in particular. When training small maps (less than 
a few hundred nodes), the selection of parameters does not greatly influenee the 
outcome of the training process There are, however, a number of recommendations 
for training SOM which should be noted. These recommendations are discussed 
below: 
The network topology refers to the shape of the grid, Le. rectangular or hexagonal. 
The topology should in this case be hexagonal, since hexagonal grid is better for 
visualization purposes Network size, or the dimensions of the map, is important for 
visualization purposes. If the map is too small, differences between units are hard 
to identiýy. However, a small map is best for cluster identification purposes. On the 
other hand, if the map is too large, the clusters do not appear, and the map seems 
"flat" . 
The statistical accuracy of the mapping depends upon the number of steps in the 
final learning phase. This phase therefore has to be relatively large. The most 
important rule that should be applied in order to get the targeted result of iteration 
in the final phase, is that it must be at least 500 times the amount of nodes in the 
network It is common practice for the initial training phase to have at least 10% of 
the number of steps used in the final iteration. 
The function SOM - Train - Struct using to set the learning rate factor a(t), 
should start out as fairly large in the first iteration, but should be close to zero in 
final iteration. A commonly used initial learning rate is 0.5 for the first phase, and 
0.05 in the fine-tune phase. The selection of the network neighbourhood size, R(t), 
is possibly the most important parameter. If the selected neighbourhood size is too 
small, the network will not be ordered globally. Therefore, the initial network radius 
should be rather large, preferably larger than half the network diameter. 
Like most NNs, the SOM has two ways of operation: 
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1. Within the training process, a map is built, and the NN organizes itself using 
a competitive process. The NN must be given a huge number of input vectors. 
2. Within the mapping process, a new input vector may quickly by given a lo- 
cation on the map, it is automatically classified or categorized. There will be 
one single winner neuron; the neuron whose weight vector lies closest to the 
input vector by using Euclidean distance between input vectors and weight 
vectors. 
Next we compared the performance of the model with different initial values of 
learning rate. In literature various initial guesses from 0.4-0.8 for the learning rate 
are used [86,150,17]. In our experiment a single data set of Arabic-English corpus 
composed of 20 documents was used as a test base and the initial learning rate is 
varied from 0.9 to 0.2. Results obtained are displayed in the tabular form as well as 
in graphical form ( see Table 5.2, Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.5). 
The performance of the model with evolving initial learning rate is measured via 
the quantization error and the CPU-time (measured in seconds). Results revealed a 
set pattern of monotonically increasing quantization error and a decreasing profile 
of the CPU time with drop in the learning rate in steps. 
It is thus apparent that an optimized value for the learning rate must be selected 
which could bargain for relatively small CPU-time with acceptable quantization 
error. It is interesting to notice that at learning rate of 0.5 a sudden drop in the 
CPU-time is observed. Hence a value in between 0.6-0.5 would be a plausible choice. 
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Table 5.2: Results of Different Learning Rate values 
R Documents Radius Clusters Quantization Errorl -CPU-Time I 
0.9 20 6 3 6.38 71.16 
0.8 20 6 2 6.40 71.12 
0.7 20 6 4 6.42 71.10 
0.6 20 6 4 6.45 71.08 
0.5 20 6 4 6.46 42.68 
0.4 20 6 3 6.48 41.50 
0.3 20 6 3 6.52 40.45 
0.2 20 6 3 6.61 40.39 
Figure 5.5: Execution Times of Different Learibilg Rate 
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Figure 5-6: Performance of the model is tested with decreasing learning rate. Vertical 
axis shows the CPU-time consumed at each initial value of the learning rate. 
5.7 The Program Packages Used 
In this thesis we have introduced the SOM Toolbox for Matlab 5 [5], as the soft- 
ware package used for training the SOM, or SOM-PAK. SOM toolbox is a program 
package developed by the Neural Networks Research Center (NNRC) at the Helsinki 
University of Technology. The program package is free for non-commercial use. The 
version of SOM Toolbox used in this experiment is version 7.01. (RA). SOM Toolbox 
consists of a number of separate programs used for the training process. Each step 
of the process can be run using separate programs. Therefore, all maps displayed in 
this thesis will be displayed using SOM Toolbox. 
The main function SOM - DOCS - ASMA of this package has been utilized with 
essential modification to adapt to the Arabic language, see the flowchart of the 
programs are used in this thesis in Figure 5.7. Function SOM - Get - Catg con- 
tains all categories named in Arabic-English languages. Then, SOM - Get - Dict 
function download the dictionary in the Matlab environment. Finally, the function 
SOM - Get - Docs prepared the data from output file "writedoc. txt" to next stage 
(see the Matlab code in Appendix C). The original output of SOM Toolbox was 
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displayed only English words but our modified output provides in Arabic script. 
Also, we modified the structure of the code in order to read the whole documents 
and adding the category belongs to each document for both languages from the 
categories database. Finally, the output of this tool was clustered and illustrated in 
the SOM grid. 
ýOAI-Getý 
Diet 
solkl-B-Irlin 
I 
SOI%I_Nonw 
SONI_DOCS-AS 
LD 
,I 
ble 
-L! O! 
=-CeDOCS 
-501% I-Ulxitý_Coords 
Figure 5.7: Flowchart of Matlab Programs 
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5.8 Stage III (Quality of Test and Data Visual- 
ization 
In this thesis, we evaluate to what extent users of the SOM technique are satisfied 
with this technique in visualizing large amounts of data. The SOM method is a 
special type of neural network used in clustering and visualization. 
5.8.1 Quality of Test 
SOM has two main qualities [149]: 
Classification accuracy. 
Bias and precision are both involved in accuracy when building a statistical 
model, but these need to be clear as accuracy may often be only achieved by 
carefully balancing the two. Accuracy can be used to describe the degree of 
"correctness" of a map or classification, especially in thematic and classified 
mapping using remotely accessed data. Such a map may be considered ac- 
curate if it offers an unbiased representation of the region it is supposed to 
portray. Thus, classification accuracy is a measure of how closely a modelled 
map conforms with real-world actuality [151). 
2. Data visualization accuracy. 
Data visualization is considered to be a powerful tool for examining and in- 
terpreting raw data. Quantitative information is usually best understood as 
images, and data visualization helps to more easily reveal information that is 
inherent but hidden within large bodies of data. A researcher can map data 
features with geometric attributes by exploiting known details such as length, 
area or positions. Histograms and bar charts are often effectively employed, 
showing quantity as length, as are scatter plots, showing how variables are 
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connected by highlighting density and location [1521. 
Furthermore, the quality can be tested to determine whether more training is needed 
or if the clusters are acceptable. When text mining large amounts of information, 
the scarcity of suitable tools for analysis is apparent. However, the SOM, which 
has been applied to a wide range of problems, specifically to multilingual language 
problems (17], has the quality that any given map may be measured for statistical 
accuracy through Quantization Error (QE), given by equation (3.5). 
5.8.2 Data Visualization 
Once a SOM has been created, it must be visualized in order for it to be interpreted. 
Unified distance matrix [102] is the most common way for visualizing SOM. In order 
to create the maps, one must calculate the average of the distances of a reference 
vector in a node to that of its neighbouring reference vectors. This average is 
placed at the appropriate coordinate on the matrix. Needless to say, the shape 
of the matrix is dependent upon the neighbourhood topology, i. e. rectangular or 
hexagonal. Therefore, Figure 5.8 illustrates the clusters with lightly shaded areas 
representing the short distances between them, while the clusters with dark shaded 
representing long distances. This effe-ctively allows us to locate similar units on the 
map, and to identify groups of similar units. This process can be called clustering 
via visualization [153], i. e. the SOM is used to cluster the data, and the clusters 
are subjectively isolated by studying the visualization of the topology. The SOM 
network allows the visualization function in freely specified coordinates, for example 
the input space. Basically, the SOM - Grid function visualizes the SOM network, 
where each node is connected to its neighbour with weight. 
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Figure 5.8: Vigualization the Clusters on the Mill) 
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5.9 Summary 
This chapter has identified and presented the approaches for multilingual text min- 
ing (MLTextMAES). The required pre-processing stages and methods for Arabic- 
English, and the Arabic-English stemming system were all presented. General- 
purpose bilingual dictionaries were developed and introduced. Finally, the algo- 
rithms for multi-lingual text mining for Arabic-English (MLTextMAES) and the 
SOM network were developed. 
The morphological analyser uses rules of Nvord formation (derivation morphology). 
This processor is at the heart of the system. The main aim of developing this pro- 
cessor is to support the root method of search. It was pointed out here that this 
processor does not cover all aspects of Arabic morphology, such as phonological 
changing or verb forms; it is not the aim of the study to cover all aspects of Arabic 
morphology. In the lexical analysis stage, the text is broken down into tokens, and 
then a general stop word list is identified. Stop words are then deleted thereby 
reducing the size of the file. Prefixes and suffixes are removed to find the stems and 
then to find the roots. The Arabic root-based algorithm was detailed. The semantic 
unification of the bilingual dictionary involved assigning indices to roots that are 
common through Sharoff's text classification. We also demonstrated an example of 
this pre-processing and provided the indices. 
We demonstrated the automatic mining of documents, and showed that the algo- 
rithm consists of three parts: analysis, structure and visualization. The final stage 
is presented as a 6X4 grid. When a fully-trained algorithm is performing well in an 
SOM, the output feature map will have clustered the data into a two-dimensional 
output space, in such a way that all similar nodes are located within their own clus- 
ter, and all relatively similar clusters are located relatively closely. Furthermore, all 
distances, within and between clusters will be a reflection of similarity. This was 
successfully demonstrated here where the training was unsupervised and the learn- 
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ing rate was reduced decreases geometrically. The input was effectively reduced in 
dimensionality and the output of our SOM is clear. 
One of our contributions to this work consists of identifying the factors that affect 
quality when using the SOM technique in the visualization of data, and of how to 
utilize the information obtained from training. We were able to show that the SOM 
is good at statistical measurements and provides accurate data visualization from 
the results of clustering. This chapter represents the conceptual framework of the 
study; the implementation of the framework is discussed in the next chapter. 
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0 
Implementation and Experiments 
Objectives 
e To present the SOM network design. 
9 To implement SOMMLTM algorithm. 
9 To present the software package used. 
* To demonstrate the clusters. 
6.1 Introduction 
Chapter 5 has already presented details on our prototype for a multilingual text 
mining model in connection with knowledge mining techniques. In this chapter we 
discuss a variety of details concerning the implementation of our MLTextMAES 
model. The codes were implemented in Java and Matlab programming languages; 
the model compiles and executes within these environments. The implementation 
of the MLTextMAES consists of three parts. First, pre-processing, where filtering 
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and explanation engines enable applications to filter a set of documents using Porter 
Stemmer and AraMorph stemmer and give explanations about filtering decisions. 
Second, generating numeric matrix to train the retrieved data. Finally, training the 
self-organizing multilingual map technique for Arabic-English corpus and construct- 
ing maps of documents. Moreover, the algorithm is also assessed by measuring the 
performance of the trained data. The algorithm for multilingual text mining using 
SOM is conducted in three steps. In the first step, the corpus for Arabic-English 
is analysed in order to generate the indices for every root, as explained in Section 
5.1.8. The second step is to construct the structure dataset, ASMA. Finally, it is 
essential to visualize the output in the grid by training the SOMMUM algorithm. 
6.2 Stage I (Pre-Processing) 
This is the main stage of the framework; it composed of the following components, 
(1) stop words removal, (2) prefixes and suffixes removal, (3) infixes removal, (4) 
semantic unification of bilingual dictionary, (5) indices generation. Each component 
is implemented in the manner discussed below; see also Figure 6.3. 
Pre-processing has been applied using the Arabic algorithm for a Root-Based stem- 
ming approach (as in Section 5.2) together with English Porter Stemmer (Stemmer) 
[113,138]. Significant modifications in the Arabic Morphology and English are 
needed in order to put the stemmer program into action. The outputs of the origi- 
nal Arabic Morphology were Arabic words in English alphabets with a long chain of 
possible English meanings. But our modified outputs offer only the most plausible. 
Moreover, the English stemmer was capable of reading only a single English word 
and stemming that. We modified the structure of the code in order to read the 
whole document, eliminating the stop words from the document and generating the 
keywords of the document. For examples of the original corpus for Arabic-English, 
see Figure 6.1, and Figure 6.2 below. 
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Fie Edl Yiew hert Format Mp 
6. ý# Jl). %j1 j ljj. Ul 014 oj., jj WZL4 61 
LAP)JI wlyal swil Ljtjj 
-</pqxr, ev id-3/> -J-&IýJl 4p Ulj4LdJl ). a . jL. 
W 14odJl ýf.. 611 IJ141 P. U OA. 5j 41JA-0 j 6LOWJ11 tv. J'f 
VDOC docid-'AFA20030102 , 4200 1 
<seg/)- gJj j .50 J1A Aý JjLLop 1>; 6# #J. H -L. 6jl, %w ; "Jl <h1X8tV 
111-4 
6ý. 41 IL. Pqjll %4-J PJA V-WJlj%f1l JI VOJ ol jj. " Wl -(, ý JI) I-V I)J <h1Xpxtej Id-2/* Owl . 1-AAl 
<seqxJpxpxseV Id-3/> . I)i EUmJ wp4 I 014J ý-Jlj t+* i Jij-3 4L" JiO JJ1 I ru JJ6U 1); j 
ý, Jl ).. J 6U.. 3 4)S-- 4JIj 
L#Lja I>Lj j111.4 Ljjs. LA JUP, 111 calpil of w).. j #k. A)J LJLIjJ jJAJl JLJj 
. 
(C) dj. L4 4. Qw 4 1! ! L- I-i jijli 4. Ai 4p ýSw 0 ). Ui 
ý 
jl ; &Ulj ýLPLS lp. U JjLU 11); w opaj 
oj fA 
J1 1.4. %LJ Lýý. ljmll oijil, al ji jLýljp <sevxfqxqxseg I(tý4/> ., j"U LO. U jul jwj J)AI JjLL, SAW c 
. V. ýi I oi 4Hb idij <segx/pxjqxsejr 
id-5/> . 'Ljj, )W ji JjWl saa OLSa ýWj tj f.. Atl jj1. U WU 
xjU.: w 
: segx/px/D0C/> o l. 4tat E. ýJj ýb oLjj1jw )j)JU jJ 0 pýýl j"Ai j 4ý"dj., Ju q>Jw Oý. # 46ji 
VDOC docid-WA20030103.6000, 
sep/> 6"dv>x i )qw. ý/,. =l 6.9-ýLs 4ALAO 4L%4 ELI. LPI W43lyUl ZjjWl <hLooel Id-I>! 
41 JJýJ 6"J W41 0Al LO W-0 Ljl>AJI AJJW1 &A OL60# &. 0 OA. Lo JI) I-( aw <</UXvxsev id-2, 
-ULS)i Q--U1 swol 41 . 03 r5L.! 
4jl J. %l JLJJ <MeglX/pXPXseqT ld-3/> qqLLý/, eýLL: l bjp. ýLX s"U-0 
.S SYJ 
U (ýJ 6J. U 4 LýJl)AJI IUJWI ý-N QLf)O 16%d 41-1*1 JUl )JPLO 4" 04. W 4 #611 4JA 41JI ELAILA41 611 
julj <seqXjpXVXseV idn4/> ELLZA, 11 lU Ali Jj+A ,U JLL311 4. jo Ij , Jul p"p/ijill 
VDOC docidu'AFL20030103.0300, 
6sj %-a s)&LUi <sepc/h1xpxseV id-2/> j! w 14Lw oj>jj ý. o " p#IA6 &ýJu J. LU <h1xsew jdsiýg 
ýjj jw aalwý 4 CJ>. 4 bj). 41 it uwlj , OJ)Jl 6. # 
IA+m ". Lw ijJ. U pWi L. ýU 61 sdjv j>; Ji tLAA 
LJUj 
Lp-w , Lu -LULL, 01 
iJUýi QJwlj <sevX/pXvXseq ida3/> Apil 
SjAJI LL- y4 LLJJ , L4d 
031ý1 ý6,.; IJI pA e-L; - 01 (-U 
%1 LL- LA4-! JUl -4 4-U- y, ýJ I. -I IJL%-j LLA'jJW. W QA. Jl W1 CMA"I: 
jo I WU . %. 
Wl LW LUWl I-0XIIj4. Le-jjj JO-j fa ofj>Jl LoU%4JI j <sejXjjXjXsej Idol/> . >P1 I %. %4JI rLi, 
VDOC docld-'AFA20030110.11610ý 
.. )Lo jjj. # 
44 LIA I JJj%j G W1 J.. Ld <Uxlef Id-i>, <9eqx/h1XpXseq Id-2h 4WI Lail dip #w 
Et. 06LR'll 44L; W LW41 
. 
JL. # 4A. Ul C. LUw 4ýjj"l blj. Lll of. & 41JI CWI JPW La 
. LLil JU) <xeqx/pxVxsejt Id-3/> aLt, 4jhff J1 Lj-# "6j 64-? 4 4ji) 6LL! Jjj-#i )I-JP3 i L#P-Jljj 'o-U., 
VDOC docida'AFA20030105.0200' 
1-a 1)&LUI <segX/)t1XpXseg id=21> Lw a4u, j ojýjj 0 Uýd t+". f LUJ. LU <hjxjtj idal>! 
.w 
'14LP J CW, .041 jJLLJ pWI 
Lo:. M 01 Imjl I J, %AJI I W. 11 
LJLSj QýSi 0j ý* I%V"IjI J#j)J 
10 L%d e#10. 
Lu LJUL, 01 LjLspji ajuij <seax/vxDXsei: r Ids3h J. P11 ? )AJI LL. Ap pol LUj ssWd %oj4 4 bJj , iu t. 0 I Q40J 1 01.4 1W J1w I lo. 6w #, U I 
). &Ul 6.1 LU1.411 L%#LW1 i 4J. *jjj Jmj th toj)Jl Lil-%AJI jS 0egX/PXVX5e9 idol/> . )P11 %A-41 
Feqx/qxpx1cq id-51> LUL; l dLaj 'LLkjjj JPJj (Sljol V3 11) ýJvj J1 "wl 11101 L. ýU I 
VDOC docid-WA20030110.8610_1 
6jl <seqx/h1xpXseg id-2/> AL, -11 
Ljjl dy- vwjLo )Jp 44UA ljj, %J S; Wl JoLd %j)ý j, %>A. U <h1X5oj Id-I> 
Figure 6.1: (a) The Original Arabic Corpus 
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Fie Edt View Insert Fortnat 
>DOC doold-'AFA20030101.59001 
sysid-1 ahd><Ihl><seg Id-l> Izzet Ibrahim Meets Saudi Trade Off IcIaL In Baghdad <jxeg/xh1xp(seq ld-2 
/>p<p<seq Id-3> The agency said Ibrahim welcomed this occasion for trade exchange and cooperation betw 
Iraq and Saudi Arabia. </seqjXp<p<seq id-0 The agency also reported that the Iraqi Minister of Trade 
Mohamed Mehdi Salih, took part in the meeting. </seg/XpX<seg 14-5> Baghdad and Riyadh, who broke di 
relations during the Gulf War in 1991, began to improve their relations over the course of the Beirut 
last March. </neg/>(p<pXseg id-6> Saudi sources this week denied reports in the American New York li* 
that Saudi Arabia had agreed to allow the United States to use Saudi military bases should A War agai 
Iraq take place. </seg/xpxp>(seg Id-7> Prince Abdulrahman bin AzzIz, Saudi Arabia's Defense Minister 
said in a statement to Saudi newspaper Uqath that 'what was claimed by the newspaper Is Incorrect. 
</seg/xpxpxseg id-8> He added: 'The Kingdom's position has been clear since the beginning And we 
not able to place our airspace and bases' under American control. </se9/xpxpxsej Id-9> Saudi Arabia, 
a base for American forces during the Gulf War (January and February 1991). </seg/xV/<DOC< 
ýDOC docid-'AFA20030102.42001 
sysid-1ahdX1hlXseg Id-l> Israeli Amy Destroys 10 Palestinian Homes during incursion into Rafah 
</seg/xhlxpxvev id-2> Gazza 1-2 (AFP) - An official security source stated today that the Israeli 
army destroyed at least 10 Palestinian homes on Wednesday night during an Incursion into Rafah Palesti 
Refugee Camp In the southem Gazza Strip. </seg/xpxpxseV Id-3> the source told France Presse: 
'The occupation forces backed by 12tanks, military mechanized equipment and 2 bulldozers Venetia e ol 
200 meters into Palestinian land early this morning in the Block G area of Rafah Refugee Camp, canflej 
destroying 10 houses and damaging 10 other houses in the midst of heavy gunfire. 0 </seg/xp>(pxseg Id; 
He said that 'Israeli soldiers opened heavy fire on houses in the Camp, forcing their inhabitants to 1 
</seg/xpxpxseW id-5> Witnesses said aimed skirmishes took place between armed Palestinians and th 
Israeli army in the Camp, although no Information concerning casualties is available. 
</seg/xp/xDOC< 
>DOC docid-'AFA20030103.60001 
sysid-1ahdX1hlXseq Id-l> Iraqi Oppositi+ Prepares for mid-January Meeting in Kurdistan </leg< 
/>hlxpxseW id-2> London 1-d (AfP) - Seven Iraqi opposition groups held a meeting In London last nighl 
/>pxpxseq Id-3> Ahmed al-Bayati, a member of the Ccomittee, told France Presse that last night's met 
g in London was connected with the conference organized by 7 Iraqi opposition movements in London lastl 
December 14-17 in the course of which It was agreed that this meeting should take place in Iraqi Surdi 
</seg/xpxpxseq id-4> He added that the last night's agenda was to 'discuss the Comittee's meeting 
to be held mid-January in Iraqi Kurdistan' defining organizational and logistical preparation$. 
</seg/XpXPXseg id-5> He said the comaittee would form sub-coviRitteet during the meting in lurdistý 
and was preparing the opposition's schedule, adding that the agenda had not yet been decided ,II 
</seg/xpxpxseg id-6> He said the final decision concerning the conference'@ place and date would be- 
over the course of another meeting to be held early next Week. </segjxp/xD0C< 
Figure 6-2: (b) The Original English Corpus 
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The Figure 6.1 above presents a portion of the original corpus before pre-processing, 
containing HTML tags, articles, conjunctions, prepositions, punctuation and auxil- 
iary verbs etc. 
We selected 20 Arabic documents as the test case. The MNIA was then executed 
to provide the final result as a text file and convert then the roots back into codes. 
These documents are related to five main categories ( Commerce, Life, Politics, So- 
cial Sciences, and Entertainment). 
The Arabic portion in Figure 6.2 show that the original 20 documents are the exact 
translation in English before any processing is done. In the pre-processing stage, 
the available texts from both languages are read and are then lexically analysed and 
resolved into words. Throughout the pre-processing stage, the filtering process is 
generated and applied to the text in order to eliminate stop words such as articles, 
conjunctions, preposition, punctuation and auxiliary verbs etc. (examples are: he, 
is, and, in, the, !, -etc). 
The morphological analyser uses rules of word formation, in other words, derivation 
morphology. This process is at the heart of the system and consists of several meth- 
ods. The model is illustrated in Figure 6.3. 
The major goal of developing this process is to support and improve the root method 
of search, not to cover all aspects of Arabic morphology, such as phonological chang- 
ing and verb forms. The root method is a novel approach and has been introduced 
into this study as we believe it to be a major element in improving the mining of 
text in Arabic. The following sections discuss the steps involved in finding the roofis. 
6.2.1 Lexical Analysis 
In this component the texts in both languages are read, and then lexically anal- 
ysed and resolved into words. The system converts the letter before stress into a 
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I 
duplicate, changes the expanded alif I to alif 1, and deletes all HTML tags and punc- 
tuation, as in the example shown below. Those words are then passed through the 
filtering process Le. eliminating stop words, prefixes and suffices. The results are 
shown in Figures 6.4, and (6.5 below. 
. 
jl. ý ýIp WUL4 ljj)J gWI J. -U Y)b pjý&U tLtil JAAJ 
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Figure 6.4: (a) Arabic Corpus After a Lexical Analysis 
These Figures 6.4, and 6.5 demonstrate the Arabic-English corpus without the 
HTML tags and punctuation, etc., this will be the input to next component in 
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Flo Ed Vew Insk FwrA P4 
Izzet Ibrahim Heats Saudi Trade Official in Baghdad Baghdad 11 ATP Iraq off Icial news agency reported that the Deputy A.. 
Chairman of the Iraqi Revolutionary Conmand Council Ittet Ibrahim today met with Abdul Pahman al-lamil janaging 
Director of the Saudi Center for Export Development The agency said Ibrahin welcomed this occasion for trade exchange 
and cooperation between Iraq and Saudi Arabia The agency also reported that the Iraqi Mister of Trade Kohamed 
Mchdi Salib took part in the meeting Baghdad and Riyadh who broke diplomatic relations during the Gulf Vat in 19; 1 
began to improve their relations over the course of the Beirut Summit last Earth Saudi sources this week denied 
reports in the American Rev York Times that Saudi Arabia had agreed to allow the United states to use Saudi military 
bases should a vat agaiuc Iraq take place Prince lbdulralvan tin Wit Saudi Arabia's Defense linister said in 
a staterent to Saudi newspaper Uqath that what was claimed by the nevapaper is incorrect He added The Kingdon's 
position has been clear since the beginning and we are not able to place out airspace and bases under American 
control Saudi Arabia was a base for American forces during the Gulf gar January and February 1991 
Israeli Amy Destroys 10 Palestinian Homes during Incursion into Rafah Gaz,. & 12 AYP In official security source 
stated today that the Israeli army destroyed at lean 10 Palestinian homes on Vedne3d&y night during an Incursion 
into Fatah Palestinian Refugee Camp in the southern Gazza Strip The source told France Pre3se The occupation forces 
backed by It tanks military mechanized equipment and 2 bulldozers penetrated over 200 meters into Palestinian 
land early this norning In the Block 0 area of Fatah Refugee Cup completely destroying 10 houses and damaging 10 
other houses in the midst of heavy gunfire He said that Israeli soldiers opened heavy fire on houses In. the Cup 
forcing their inhabitants to leave VitHM3 said armed 
light Killed including 7 Russians in Traffic Accident Cairo 15 Irp 11-Sharq Al-lvsat news agency reported that 8 
people including 7 Russians ver4 killed and 12 others in)ured to a traffic accident in southern Sinai according to 
the last count It added that a tourist coach carrying tourists collIded with a private car and a rented car seat the 
Dahab, Resort which lies about 60 kiloneters from the resort of Shars el-Sheikh on the led Sea The Russian victim veri 
a husband and wife and their 8 year old daughter tuo young girls 11 and I years old a man and his wife and the 10tif 
coach driver 4 British I French I Swedish I Belgian I Dutch and I Egyptian tourists including the guide were in3ured I 
Vest Ivory Cout Rebels Decide to Boycott Paris Summit on Country's Crisis AbIdjan 110 AIP According to a statement 
received In 1bidJan, the rebel group the Popular ffovement. for the Vest Ivory Coast decided today to boycott the polit: 
January IS after goverment forces attacked their positions in Toliblix and 11olikan The movemat's spokesman Chio= 
Gabato said The movement regards the Paris conference as loving ended today with the attacks on its positions to Toll) 
and Blolikan on the border with Liberia furthest point vest on the Ivory Coast He added The. pe attacks coming less tho 
tA hours after out ? oovenent announced its agreement lo principle to go to P4rIs to take pact in finding a political 
solution to the crisU, obliges us to respond After confirming that goveruent forces had bonbed the Grabu region 
sore 200 kilometers south of Blolikan killing 15 civilians and Injuring 3 rebels he said the tovemat considers It 
has been betrayed by Frarice The statevent. called on the Ivory Coast Nationalist Novesent which controls the north of 
the country to boycott the conference too 
Figure 6.5: English Corpus After a Lexical Analysis 
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this stage. 
6.2.2 Prefixes and Suffixes Removal 
This process is to remove the prefixes and suffixes attached to words. To do this, 
two lists of prefixes and suffixes are created. Then the attached prefixes and suffixes 
are removed from each word. The lists of prefixes and suffixes are illustrated in 
Figure 6.6, and Figure 6.7 below, and the result of this process is stems only, as in 
Table 6.1. This result will be the input to the next process. 
Table 6.1: An Example of Stemming in Arabic Language 
Word Prefixes Stem Suffixes 
Example Efj. 3 J. 3 fI 
'Ihnsliteration walyjmEkum wl yjmE kum 
Meaning to combines you to Combines you 
6.2.3 Stemming In Arabic 
This component has been implemented using the Arabic stemming algorithm AMESD, 
which is written in Java language. The AMESD will eliminate the prefixes, suffixes 
and infixes from each word to obtain the roots as shown in the example of the word 
"surrender, JjIL-", first remove the prefix "cd", then reinove the infix 'T, finally, the 
reminder will be the root "descend, jj". See the result in Figure 6.8 below. 
The Arabic stemmer was applied to the Arabic corpus and the results are saved in 
a single text file "read. txt" containing the roots from all the Arabic and English 
documents, see in Figure 6.8 below. 
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colljwlctioii. s 
w W11 Pref-WA 
f fa Pref-Wa andso pox >f7a: 'CONJ4-.! poj! - 
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Figure 6-6: A list of Prefixes in Arabic 
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Figure 6.7: A list of Sufffixes in Arabic 
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Figure 6.8: Arabic Corpus After Stemming 
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6.2.4 Stemming In English 
In the case of the English texts, the documents are read and passed through the 
analyser i. e. eliminating prefixes and suffixes. Moreover, after removing the prefixes 
and suffixes, an indexing procedure tries to conflate word variants into the same 
stem or root using a stemming algorithm. When applying the stemming algorithm, 
the approach is to try to build the basic forms of the words (root) by removing the 
suffix "s" from plural word forms, the "ed" which is the past participle ending, and 
the "ing" of the gerund ending from the verbs. The results may be viewed in Figure 
6.9 below. 
6.2.5 Arabic Morphology and English Stemmer Dictionary 
(AMESD) 
The filtered words from the two languages are semantically unified through w; signing 
common indices from the bilingual dictionaries. 
The Arabic morphology, the English Stemmer, the indexed bilingual dictionary and 
the data base access are all connected through our model called "MLTextMAES". 
The bilingual dictionary is retrieved through the MS Access driver in Windows XP 
(Data sources ODBC) using DBAccess. The execution process of MLTextNIAES is 
composed of calling the Arabic Morphology and executing the English code Stemmer 
to produce one single output file, read-txt. The read. txt file is served as an input 
to MLTextMAES which compares the text with the bilingual dictionary. Finally, 
Table 6.2 presents the indices which are generated after the comparison process. 
6.2.6 Semantic Unification of Bilingual Dictionary 
The roots in the bilingual dictionary are encoded in NENA structure (number- 
English number-Arabic). As each language has its own unique grammatical struc- 
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Figure 6.9: English Corpus After Stemming 
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Table 6.2: Example of Bilingual Dictionary 
Index Eng-Word Ara-Word Cat-No 
10010001 accept JJ 3 
10020002 active . 613 6 
10030003 american. 4 
10040004 art 7 
10050046 attend 3 
10060006 attitude JLL 6 
10070007 average J. L. 4 2 
10070008 average 2 
10080009 build LPJ 6 
10120020 educate 3 
10310020 school 3 
10210020 learn 3 
ture we use "active" instead of words, and each root is given its own index (NENA) 
where NE stands for 4 digits English and NA for 4 digits Arabic. 
We can start with the second word appearing in the English-Arabic dictionary, 
which is "active", meaning "-Ltj" in Arabic, and assign 1002 to "active" and 0002 
to Every new word in either English or Arabic is thus given a unique index. 
If any word is repeated due to multiple meaning, the index remains unchanged. 
The numbers in both English and Arabic are then combined as in Table 6.2 below. 
The last field assigns a category number from 1-8 main categories. 
6.2.7 Indices Generation 
In order to check the functionality of Multilingual Morphological Analysis (MMA), 
we have selected M documents for Arabic and English as the test case. The MMA 
was then executed to obtain the final results. At the end of this stage, the results 
have been saved into single file "writedocs. txt", which will be the primary source for 
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the input data of the next stage. The array was generated by MMA of two datasets. 
It consists M columns and N rows of the relevant roots in both languages. Each 
column correspond a document either Arabic or English language. Hence, first row 
and first column is indexed by one byte, first part of the byte for English, while the 
second part of byte for Arabic. The method we followed in this study is believed to 
improve text mining in both languages. Table 6.3 shows the indices generated by 
MMA, for the set of Arabic-English corpus mentioned above. The table is generated 
by assigning index number to words occurring in the two sets of documents from 
the Arabic-English dictionary. For example, "65452468" in first column and first 
row represents the word "student" in English, while "65452468" in second column 
and third row means the word "L., ý"in Arabic. These two documents are related 
to "education". The third document in English language is related to "sport" while 
the fourth document in Arabic language is again related to "education". The fifth 
English document related to "food". The six document is about "travel" in Arabic 
and the final document in English is related to "travel" as well. So we expect some 
common indices in the table below. 
Table 6.3 presents the results achieved by MMA of two datasets. It consists seven 
columns and thirty nine rows of the relevant words in both languages. Each column 
correspond a document either Arabic or English language. Hence first row and first 
column is "65452468" in English related to "student", while "65452468" from first 
row and second column is presented to "", 1611 in Arabic then the first row and third 
column is "64002074" indicated to "sport" in English, while "38962845" related to 
91 r G" from first row and fourth column. Next the thirteenth row and fifth column 
"10144222" represented "Jrl" in Arabic, while "74178124" in third row and sixth 
column represented in Arabic, second row and seventh column is "7417812411 
related "world" in English. 
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Table 6.3: Index Feature (Matrix) 
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6.2.8 Corpus 
SOM utilizes an unsupervised learning technique, and therefore nccds a training 
corpus. Our experiments trained the system using Arabic-English documents col- 
lected from the Linguistic Data Consortium (LDC). They were mainly collected from 
the Agence Rance Presse (AFP) and the Xinhua News Agency [1541. The docu- 
ments were categorized into sub-domains: politics, sports, culture, arts, science, 
technology, education, economics, health, medicine, geography, history and travel, 
etc. The text is mainly tagged with simple XML to mark different documents and 
paragraphs. In addition, we have used the International Corpus of Arabic (ICA) 
(2006) [155] from the School of Computing at Leeds University. The ICA includes 
842684 words and 415 texts. The corpora was collected from website magazines and 
newspapers, which are XML marked-up files of the corpus. 
6.3 Stage II Training the SOMMLTM Algorithm 
In this stage we describe how the SOM neurons are interconnected to create a two- 
dimensional array, where each input is connected to a neuron via weight connections, 
in order to create a model of the neural network consisting of nodes (neurons) and 
weighted connections (synapses). Figure 6.10 below shows our network using the 
self-organizing map, consisting of usually an input layer, and an output layer. The 
input layer is the layer which is fed the data to be processed through the network, 
while the output layer visualizes the result of the network. The nodes in the different 
layers are connected by a series of connections, each assigned a different weight. 
The learning rate is held constant throughout training. The performance of the 
algorithm is very sensitive to the proper setting of the learning rate. If the learning 
rate is set too large, the algorithm may become unstable. Otherwise, the algorithm 
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Figure 6.10: SOM Network 
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takes a long time to converge, because the learning rate is too snwIl. It V, not iischil 
to deteri-nine the optimal setting for the learning rate before t rammg. hi fm-1, t he 
optlinal learning rate decreases during the training process, i lic algorlt Imi moves 
through the performance surface. 
Training means the way by which inulti-diniell"101 1,11 (IýIta Is' r("(111ced to 1mvel. - 
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6.4 Constructing of the Maps 
In order to evalu ate t lie experiniental I ts in A nihic ým (I F, ng I v, h, ý\ (, I ý, r Ivc i cd 
a sub-datas-et of 40 documents from the 8 imun (, ýitegolýies ill the hilillgiud chissi- 
fied dictionary using the criterion that they colli(I I)C ('J'A""Ified ex"ýlllv hY t 1will'selves 
i. e., we know their exact ineaning. We also added sever; d ( mmi rw, -, mid city immes, 
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which were not in the dictionary but appear frequently in the documents. All source 
data were selected from the two newswire, the story were collected from January 
and February 2003 from Xinhua and AFP Arabic news data [148]. All selected 
stories contain between 700 and 1500 Arabic characters. For the Arabic data, there 
are approximately 15K words, while 135k words for the English translations (see 
a sample of a transcription in appendix C); in total and 10K unique words. The 
source files were later converted to UTF-8 encoding (8-bit Unicode aansformation 
Format), which it makes it easier to apply pre-processing for these documents. We 
used an SOM network to train the input data ASMA, which is the outcome of the 
first stage. 
During the course of this experiment, the first maps were trained using parameters 
which has been selected according to the guidelines presented in Section 6.3. The 
best maps, rated according to quantization error ( Equation 3.5) and ease of read- 
ability, were then selected and used as a basis when training further maps. The best 
map is indicated by the smallest quantization error. Table 6.4 below represents a 
map grid, sized 6X4 nodes, which integrates the data for 40 documents. 
At the final phase, a number of steps, were generated directly from the recommen- 
dations provided above. The initial phase includes 1000 steps. The learning rate 
factor was set to 0.5 in the first phase, very near the recommended starting point. 
The neighborhood radius was set to 7 for the first phase. Compared to the recoin- 
mendations, the initial radius was very large but seemed to provide the overall best 
map. 
As Kohonen [2] noted, the selection of parameters appears to make little difference 
in the outcome when training small maps. As long as the initial selected parameters 
remained near the guidelines presented above, the changes in the quantization error 
were small. Table 6.4 illustrated some example of the outcomes and the parame- 
ters. The differences are small in the results, these are only a fraction of the entire 
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training set. 
In this case, these capabilities of SOM have been used to cluster the map. Document 
clustering has been used for this purpose as this greatly increases the objectivity and 
accuracy of the cluster analysis. As was mentioned above, the maps were trained 
by using the entire dataset, from 2003-2005, to create a single map. 
6.5 Stage III (Quality of Test and Data Visual- 
ization) 
To assess the MLTextMAES model once control measures have been implemented, 
the improved Arabic-English should be assessed to determine if data quality stan- 
dards have been attained. The collecting softwaxe used to gather the data for this 
assessment should be based on the specific languages problems or source. s. 
6.5.1 Quality of Test 
We have tested our developed model on a single data set composed of 40 documents 
from Arabic-English corpus. Size of output map in each test is 7X5. Results are 
compiled in Table 6.4. Training is performed in two stages. In stage-1, large initial 
radius and learning rates are used. Tests are performed with varying initial rates 
and the number of generated clusters is given. In stage-II small neighborhood radius 
and initial learning rate are set. Quantization error is the measure of our results. It 
is to be noted that our developed model is consistent in reproducing almost the same 
q. e. with different initial learning rates in stage-I of training. Number of iterations 
varies in different tests despite the same parameters used is due to the reason that 
the initial weight matrices are randomly generated in each run. This shows the 
random initialization process of the SOM, but also proves that the results from one 
map to another are consistent. Depending on the training SOM stage and using 
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the output of the SOM network, the data is visualized in the form of U-matrix. We 
can now show that the output of this model consists of clusters of all documents for 
Arabic-English text documents into a two-dimension map as shown in Figure 6.11 
below. 
Table 6.4: Example of Trained Maps 
First Training Stage Second Training Stage 
-- FMapsj 
Documents Radius L-r Iterations Radius 
7L-r 
Iterations Q. e. Clusters 
Mapl 40 7 0.9 1250 1 . 05 5000 32.500 2 
Map2 40 7 0.7 500 1 . 05 2000 32.406 3 
Map3 40 7 0.6 500 1 . 05 2000 33.205 3 
Map4 40 7 0.5 1250 11 1* 05 5000 32.080 16 
Map5 40 7 0.1 1250 . 05 5000 32.907 4 
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6.6 Summary 
The implementation of our MLTextMAES model involves three stages: filtering and 
stemming, numeric matrix generation, and training and construction. The current 
implementation of the MLTextMAES can be enhanced in several ways by changes 
in the implementing programming language. The SOM - DOCS - ASMA func- 
tion enable this mission flexibility with the current Matlab implementation. The 
entire mission can be performed more efficiently and without need for complex error- 
handling routines required by the sequential cyclical executive approach. 
Pre-processing is composed of the following components: stop words removal, pre- 
fixes and suffixes removal, infixes; removal, semantic unification of bilingual dictio- 
nary, and indices generation. The output of these stages is input for the training 
of the SOM - DOCS - ASMA. Within the training process, a map is built and 
the network organizes itself through a competitive process. New input vectors are 
automatically given a location and are classified, finding a single winner neuron. 
The operation of the algorithm is in three steps: the corpus is analysed in order 
to generate the indices for every root; the structure dataset, ASMA, is constructed; 
and the output is visualized on the grid through training the SOMMUM algorithm. 
The best map is indicated by the smallest quantization error. Assessment of the 
SOM - DOCS - ASMA once control measures have been implemented for Arabic- 
English, should be conducted to determine if cluster quality standards have been 
attained. For example, past experience has shown that when English-Chinese are 
arrayed in grid to detect trends, cluster quality is improved. 
As shown in Figure 6.11, a MLTextMAES that allocates data to meet cluster qual- 
ity standards must be established. The biggest advantage of the SOM algorithm in 
text data mining applications, is its efficiency in clustering large data sets (see the 
comparison with feed-forward backpropagation technique in Section 3.2.2) . How- 
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ever, its use is limited to numerical values. The SOMMUM algorithm presented in 
chapter 5 has removed this limitation whilst preserving its efficiency. 
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Evaluations 
Objectives 
9 To present the corpus encoding 
9 To present the results of experiments 
* Evaluation and discussion 
7.1 Introduction 
In order to assess the various computational models of similarity, we have gathered 
some subjective human ratings of similarity with respect to text documents; these 
assign categories to text documents according to their similarities. In this work, we 
have measured these classifications for document similarity as determined by human 
experts and MLTextMAES- We performed several experiments on our model of 
monolingual and multilingual text mining. Typically there are two types of corpus, 
derived from either written or spoken language: raw corpus and annotated corpus. 
The former mainly features the text itself with no other additional information, and 
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the latter is text which has been noticeably enriched with a variety of information, 
Each corpus is used here to measure the software's performance. 
7.2 Corpus 
In testing our system, we have used two different corpus. As we will shed soine light 
on data sets used to conduct our experiments. The major corpus we have used arc: 
1. LDC (Linguistic Data Consortium). 
ICA (International Corpus of Arabic). 
The following table presents the summaries of the total corpus. 
Table 7.1: Summary of Sources 
Corpus Type Number 
of Files 
Number 
of Words 
LDC (source) Newswire 100 15,056 
LDC (translation) Newswire 7001 101,857 
ICA website magazines 
and newspapers 
427 842,684 
Total 1227 959,597 
7.2.1 Linguistic Data Consortium Corpus (LDC) 
The corpus used in this study was developed by Linguistic Data Consortium (LDC) 
(2003) [148), at the University of Pennsylvania. Its aim was to provide a resource for 
education and for the development of technology. The text is mainly tagged with 
simple XML to mark different documents and paragraphs. 
LDC corpus consists of multiple translations of text from one source language, 
Multiple-TYanslation Arabic (MTA) Part 2. Part 2 is about corpus composed of 100 
Arabic documents see a transcribed sample Arabic document in Figure 7.1 below. 
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Additionally for each Arabic document of the corpus 7 different English transla- 
tions. Arabic corpus translated with four human translations ahd, ahe, ahg, alli, 
see a translation sample of this data below and three different translations corpus in 
English by machine system id's are ama, ame, and arp (see the details in Table 7.2 
and Table 7.3). Its purpose is to investigate how the lexis of information technology 
and lexical collocations are translated into English see a transcribed sample of this 
data below. 
Each English corpus contains around 14K words and the Arabic corpus contains 
15K words. The texts are mainly selected from the two newswires and the length 
of each text is between 700 and 1500 Arabic characters. The texts are collected 
from the Agence France Presse (AFP), and Xinhua News Agency. This corpus is 
not available for public use unless the copyright permission is obtained for academic 
research investigations. 
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Figure 7.1: The Original Arabic Document 
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Human Mranslation Procedure 
To support the development of automatic means for evaluating translation quality, 
the LDC was sponsored to solicit 4 sets of human translations for a single set of 
Arabic source materials. System performances are evaluated on LDC distributed 
multiple translation Arabic Part2 consisting of 116913 words obtained from AFP and 
Xinhua newswires. Translation qualities are measured by uncased BLUE [156] with 
4 reference translations ahd, ahe, ahg and ahi, see a sample of Human ahd scheme for 
English document in Figure 7.2. Table 7.2 shows the translation procedure adapted 
by the 4 human scheme. 
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Table 7.2: Human Translation Team Information 
Team ID Software Translation Procedure 
Used 
ahd No The translator reads the text through to grasp the gist 
of it and identify the register. Ile then starts translating 
it, using all the usual translation techniques of modulation, 
transposition, etc. The story is reread, and problematic 
names of people, organisations or places, are researched; 
any relevant changes are made. Finally, after finishing a 
whole batch, the translation is checked for spelling errors 
and re-read to make sure there are no omissions. 
The translation is then sent to the proofreader. 
The proofreader first read the entire translation, marking 
anything that looked inconsistent or questionable, and 
correcting any spelling or grammar mistakes. Then the 
translation is compared to the source for accuracy. This 
step also involved researching items such as accepted 
spelling of names, English equivalents to Arabic 
organizations, etc. Finally the entire translation is read 
one or two more times, making any necessary changes. 
ahe No The translator prints out the Arabic text and 
from that performs an initial draft of the translation. 
He then revises the draft, looking up any proper names 
in encyclopedias, atlases and the internet. 
The spelling is checked using the Word for Windows 
spell checker. The proofreader calls up the Arabic text 
on one half of the screen and the English on the other. 
The English is then amended as appropriate, a record is 
made and the amended text and record is released. 
ahg No Prints of the source text taken, text translated 
directly into the computer, followed by a revision 
by the same translator. It is then cross-checked by 
an English editor/project manager for grammatical 
aspect, layout, consistency etc. Wherever required, 
help is taken from the alternate translator. 
ahi Yes Translator uses Al-wafi software tool and does the 
translation and then passes it to the proofreader 
for proofreading. The translations are checked by 
a third person (usually the project manager) to ensure 
that formatting and other issues axe in accordance with 
the client's instructions. The translator and proofreader 
will confer about significant changes or where 
understanding is incomplete. 
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Ne Edit Format View H* 
<DOC docict="AFA20030101.5900" 
Izzet Ibraliiiii MeetsSamliTrade Official fii 
i(1=2> BaOidad 1-1 (AFP) - 
lraý, q official news agency reported that the Depiitý, Chahman of the Iraqi 
Revolutionary Command Council, Izzet Ibralifin, today iiiet with AMA Ralunan 
al-Z, miiiI, Nlaiia. 6q Director of the Saudi Center for Export Development. 
< /I seg,,, < /1) -x, - egi d= 3> 
The agency said Ibralifin welcomed L3 occasion for trade exclialige and 
cooperation between Iraq ( mid Saudi Arabia. </,, qepx/I)xpxseg id=4> 
The agency,, 6o reported that the h-aqi Miiiister of Tfade, Moliamed Melidi SaWi, 
took part fii the iiieetiýigg, </, N-egv-ý,,, /p><pxseg id=5> 
Ba, ýidadand Riyadh, who broke diplomatic relatious durfiig the Giff War ýi 
begaii to ýuprove their ielatiom, over the course of die Befimt. Stuiunit. last 19911 
. March. id=6> Saudisources t1iis week deided repoiLs fii the 
American New. York- Thiies that Saudi Arabia hadagreed to allow the Uiiited 
States to useSaudi military bases should a war agaiýisst Iraq take place. </seg> 
I> Piiice Abduh <px' s id=7 -alunaii bfii Azziz, Saudi Arabia's Defense 
Mýii-ster, said iii a statement to Saudi newspaper Uqath that "what was clafined 
by flie newspaper is iticonect. " </seg>, ')`pxpxseg id=S> He added: "The 
Kfiiggdom's p osition lias, be eii clear sfilce the bq6iuiiýq mid w, e are not able to 
place om airspace and Weis" under Aineikan contfol. 
id--9> Saudi Arabia was a base for American forces dmiq 
flie Giff War (kmuary, and, Febmaiy 199 1). </segx. /px,,,, IDOC> 
Figure 7.2: Human ahd scheme for English Translation 
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Machine Translation (MT) System Information 
Complete sets of automatic MT were also produced by submitting the 100 files 
to each of the two MSRLM: a scalable language modeling toolkit [157] and ATA 
Machine Translation Software [158] publicly-available MT systems Commercial-Off- 
The-Shelf (COTS system) and including commercial Machine Translation (MT) sys- 
tems as well as MT systems available on the Internet (http: //research. microsoft. com/ 
research/ downloads /details/ 78e26f9c-fc9a-44bb-8oa7-69324c62df8c/details. aspx). 
Table 7.3 shows the Arabic corpus translated into three different translations corpus 
in English by machine (System ID's are ama, ame, and arp) see a sample of machine 
ama scheme translation for English document in Figure 7.3. 
Table 7.3: Machine Translation Procedure 
System ID System Information Translation Procedure 
ama, Commercial software Built-in batch translation was used. 
Unrecognized Arabic words are preserved 
in the output. Thus output is a mix 
of plain ASCII and CP1256, which is 
converted into UTF8 later. 
ame Commercial softwaxe No details available. 
arp Research system No details available. 
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Figure 7.3: The Machine ama Scheme Translation for English Document 
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In this model, all of the training data that have been used were extracted from 
the Linguistic Data Consortium (LDC) and the International Corpus of Arabic 
(ICA). The experimental design, choices of scheme and techniques were selected 
independently of the test set. The datasets (LDC2005TO5) include one Arabic 
source and seven English reference translations. 
7.2.2 International Corpus of Arabic (ICA) 
The second corpus we have used for testing our system is International Corpus of 
Arabic (ICA) (2006) [155] from the School of Computing at Leeds University. ICA 
contains 14 small corpus in various fields (Economics, Sports, Religion, Children's 
Stories, Science, Recipes, ScienceB, Short Stories, Politics, Tourist and Travel, So- 
ciology, Health and Medicine, Interviews and Autobiography). The ICA includes 
842684 words and 427 texts. The corpora was collected from website magazines and 
newspapers, which are XML markod-up files. Transcribed samples of these data are 
given in Figure 7.4. The International Corpus of Arabic (ICA) is available freely for 
the public from the website. 
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He Edt Vew Umft Fomat He 
<"teiHeader id="CHD06> <tei. 2><T "xml ver3ion-"1.0" encoding-"utf-eWt 
thor/> "P i-A oj. ýý <author><title/>,.,, Lp 91JJI <title> <titleStmt> <fileDesc> 
tmt/><name>Latifa Al-sulaiti</name></respStmt><re3pStmt><resp>compiled by</re3p> 
bplace> Kuwait </pubPlace><publisher>Ministry of Information, Kuwait</publi3her> 
, 
able form in http: //www. alarabimag. com/youngaraby><sourceDe3c><publication$tmt/> 
collected for use in the><projectDesc><encodingDesc><fileDesc/><sourceDe3c/><p/> 
samplingDecl><projectDesc/><Corpus of Contemporary Arabic project, June, 2003</p 
ncodingDesc/><samplingDecl/><p>whole text of 1142 word3 copied from the 3ite</p> 
type=" city" >Saf at, Kuwait</ rs ><date value=" 2003-02">Feb 2003, lssue no 125</date> 
/channel><" textDesc n="children's story><textClass><Iangu3age>Arabic</langusage> 
></"domain type= "Arts></"de rivation type ="original></ "constitution type-"3ingle> 
<textý > 
ý. LWL4 J1j-J I oAjjl LLU. 4- 
Ljýl OIA. L-U I lp 4 (pWl J. S of 6j. U 
<body> 
0, U1 1i! A-j<p> 
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<P/ >. (t-. 1 LAI) )ýd J LJ 
. 
(ALI, 
W-U U, 
1 
iUS<p> 
3-; * &A 6 Lý P-A I*, L-<P> ULAý I LUJI J LL61 91 L*) j-. t. S J LJ i Lý-+ý Lo UI J-J 
ýT 
II <P> 
I 
-W 
AJ LU-. ýJ I (T L, CL., -; ju Of J>. 
J)<p> 
<P/>-OL. ý JLJ 
LL. (Td. J) e1,, 01)<p> J-t j>, Lýf<p><p/>. )LLU1 OL-?. a-. L-6 J. ýj &S --%4ý1-; J U. ýý 4 II-Jli OLS<P> "JLL-4 1U4A. 1 I 
<p/>. LA-Ul bjJljJ OLý ujj<p><p/>. & I JL M++ý 911P A4. P IýU)<P> I J3 &41 "-" ; -, I"L, 
3--1 
L! 
-,,, 
iI -ýl &W &L4 MAiA 6.4 4J L-4) lyýl YAA<P> A UJ Jýu 61A 6Q Oýl 6. ýs1)<p><p/>. OL. ý Ut 
LAI U Z. Ljj> 
J (OLSJ-jl 4)<P> 
>Týý 'Xii I J-. JS Y-. A Of C. L. U I ý-W -I J-4 Uý4 LJJU,. Jl Yýl Y. )ý&<P> OL L+J giL; 't-A I JS 0. ) ks jý, ý I L11 eA. Y-4j OLSJLU Jjý-L-4 61 )Ijl<p> 
L-ý d! ill JLA-9LJ 41. -4 aj-ý 4. )-e Cýý U. 0 aoi 4-Lo ea-ý LS<P> IJ 
LýL; 
L-4 U> L; 4 Cl-i LS J. -A Lop. (: ). Aj 
W LA-, o L. U 4 U. A 0J LS<P> 
j-* Ila . LLj)_PJ Ii LLU I JjJ* ui-A 
J14 LA> 4 6w )., Pj jLA+J-J 0 LP. jIL. L, I <p> 
Forwý, pressFl NLF4 
Figure 7.4: Transcribed sample of ICA Corpora 
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7.3 Procedure For Encoding Corpus 
Encoding large corpora is usually done by computer programs so that many texts 
can be encoded in a short time. This is normally done automatically. Below is an 
explanation of the main procedures for encoding a corpus: 
Select a text from the Internet or other system and save it as encoded text 
choosing Unicode UTF-8. 
2. removing elements not needed to be included in the corpus and save it. 
3. Rename the text by changing the file extension from litml to Axt. 
7.4 Experiments and Results 
We have performed five experiments. Experiment 1 and 2 are preformed on mono- 
lingual. Experiment 3,4, and 5 are performed on multilingual Arabic-English. The 
analysis of our results are given in Section 7.9. 
7.4.1 Experiment 1 
Objective and Setup 
This experiment is conducted on selected 20 Arabic documents with no English 
translation to test our system on monolingual documents. All the 20 documents 
taken from LDC comes under the field titles of Political, Social Science, commerce, 
Life and Leisure. 
Our MLTextMAES was applied to monolingual corpus, in order to determine whether 
or not our developed model is satisfactorily effective in dealing with monolingual text 
mining. The sub-corpus contained 20 documents of Arabic texts. 
Properation 
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7.4.2 Experiment 2 
Objective and Properation, 
Essentially this experiment is similar to experiment 1 perform earlier but on large 
monolingual (Arabic dataset). The corpus is obtained from the freely available 
International Corpus of Arabic [155]. The corpus is mainly related to (Political, 
Social Science, commerce, Life, Apply Science and Leisure). The size of the corpus 
is 427 Arabic documents with 842,684 words. 
Results 
Same procedure is followed as was done for experiment 1 that is preprocessing, 
filtering, indexing, stemming, SOM training, etc. Table 7.4 compiles the output 
obtained. Column 2 gives the quantization error 3.92, column 3 gives the percentage 
of keywords ultimately utilize in the SOM training process after the preprocessing 
stage. Also the total cputime consumed by MLTextMAES code. 
Table 7.4: Average of Quantization Error 
Scheme Quan-Error Words 
Percentage 
Cputime 
Sec. 
ICA 3.93 60% 2820.353 
7.4.3 Experiment 3 
Objective and Properation 
We have selected 16 random documents from the main corpus to evaluate the clus- 
ters obtained in training the sample, and have used them as a test case. In general, 
the final results were obtained in the form of clusters, i. e. each document was as- 
signed into one of the 8 main domains. 
Results 
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As the clustering results were slightly different with each run, due to the randomly 
initialization of the weight matrix in SOM algorithm, the experiments were repeated 
470 times (a snapshot of the 470 trials is given in Figure 7.6 below. This was done 
to gain an accurate statistical analysis. Normal distribution was selected for the 
analysis. Precision is usually characterised in terms of the standard deviation of 
the measurements. The interval, defined by one standard deviation away from the 
mean on either side, is 68.3% (1 (a)) of confidence in terms of the measurements 
[159]. In our case, we may say that it is likely that 68.3% of the time, the mean 
value will lie within one standard deviation, or 95% of the time, within (2 (a)). The 
mean (p) and standard deviation (a) turn out to be (M=2.01915) and (a= 1.49828) 
respectively. Figure 7.7 shows the resultant normal distribution for our experiment. 
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Figure 7.6: Screen Shot of One of the Trials 
In order to evaluate our MLTextMAES model, we have selected eight Arabic and 
eight English documents as the test case. The MLTextMAES was then executed to 
get the final result. To illustrate, we began with the selected documents both in 
English and Arabic, and the results are shown in Figure 7.6. 
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Normal Distribution 
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Figure 7.7: Standard Deviation 
Figure 7.6 above shows the set of sixteen documents mentioned. The Arabic docu- 
ments correspond to the green circle and the English correspond to the red one. 
Among the eight main cluster domains, only five are occupied in this test case, viz.: 
9 Commerce 
9 Life 
0 Politics 
9 Social Sciences 
9 Entertainment 
The results, i. e. the documents clustered together, are correct and this is due to the 
fact that the documents used in this trial are exact translations of the each other. 
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7.4.4 Experiment 4 
Objective and Setup 
This experiment is perform to test our model MLTextMAES with bilingual cor- 
pus. Twenty Arabic documents are randomly selected from LDC source, and there 
respective twenty English translations [148]. Fields related to the bilingual (Arabic- 
English) varies from applied Science to Political to arts and leisures. MLTexthIAES 
is applied in bilingual mode on the selected LDC corpus. 
Properation 
We have manually selected 20 Arabic and 20 English documents from the 8 main 
domains in the bilingual dictionary using the criterion that they could be classified 
clearly [147). 
At this stage, after applying the same pre-processor used for the training phase, the 
input of this part is unlabeled Arabic-English documents. The output is clustered 
documents in one of the categories. Due to the scarcity of high quality data of 
documents containing roots only, we gave our students a copy of the test documents 
to find out how humans assess the categories for these documents. This required 
expertise and an ability to effectively evaluate the subject matter. Therefore, in this 
experiment our model produced clusters for 2 corpus. 
Table 7.5 shows the number of texts derived from each sub-category, which are then 
displayed in one of the eight main domains. 
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Table 7.5: Number of Texts in Each Sub-Category 
Code Text Category Number of Texts 
1 Education, Z:,:! n/a 
2 Health, Medical, Z'C-4 , r, 
6 n/a 
3 Financial documents, qL; n/a 
5 Geography, n/a 
6 Television, ý)y n/a 
7 Sports, L. ýý n/a 
8 Newspapers, "L, -aJ I n/a 
9 Religion, : e. ) 2 
10 History, 2 
11 Law, ý)yU 2 
12 Arts, 3 ;5 n/a 
13 Academic papers, Z... W I jlj_5ý I n/a 
14 Advertisement, 2 
15 Cultural, aW 2 
15 Conversation, 4ý. ýU4 2 
16 Plays, . _)WýI n/a 
17 Weather, Lt-16 n/a 
18 Entertainment, Z., ý 1 2 
19 Tourist-Travel, 
_, 
"5 n/a 
20 Transport, cj)LaIj4 n/a 
21 Technology, ZtLi; n/a 
22 Restaurants, (&rýUaA n/a 
23 Economics, A. Z*ý 1 2 
24 Media, f5kr. 
ýI 
n/a 
25 Inner, Z. 6.1ý 2 
26 Militaxy, 4 
27 Wars, y. 5_jý. 1 6 
28 World, ýUJI 6 
29 Government, Z4'fý. " 2 
30 Weapons, L---L. V 1 4 
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Results 
The Figure 7.8 presents a summary of the classification of the documents in each 
domain, where 40 documents were divided into eight categories (see Section 5.2-14). 
Also for the seek of a valuation of our developed model, human classification of these 
documents was also performed. 
30- 
25- 
20 - 
15- 
10- 
5 
I 
do "o k, rp -I 
xv C? 
Main Domain 
Figure 7.8: Number of Documents in each Domain 
Table 7.6 and Table 7.7, if we compare these classification results with the map 
obtained through MLTextMAE, we find that the results are very similar. SOM is 
slightly better than that obtained with human decisions. However, SOM incorrectly 
classify seven documents, in the sense that these seven documents are only differ- 
ently labeled with respect to the categorization in the dictionary (see Tables 7.5). 
Next we compared the clustering results from human classification and machine 
(MLTextMAES) classification. We distributed 40 documents (20 Arabic and 20 En- 
glish) to a number of students to study and classify these documents. The results 
obtained are shown in Table 7.6. According to this, around 85% of the results are 
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correct by human classification. The MLTextMAES model was then applied to the 
same set of documents given earlier to the students, and the results are compiled in 
Table 7.7. It can be clearly observed that both human and inachine classifications 
are quite close to each other. 
Neither human nor MLTextMAES classification is 100% accurate. Humans do dif- 
fer in categorizing and their decisions also depend upon their backgrounds. It is 
expected that less educated persons are more likely to make wrong decisions in this 
respect. 
All values are expressed as standard error mean (S. E. M) of measurements of at 
lease three different experiments with three replicates in each. Analysis of vari- 
ance (ANOVA) with the Benferroni Comparison criterion was done for all pairs of 
columns for the comparison of group means. The level for a significant (lifference 
was set at P<0.05. All statistical analysis were performed using GraphPad Prism 
(GraphPad software). 
Table 7.6: Comparison of Human Performance on Documents Classification 
Doc. no 11 
1 
3 
[ 
4_ 
1 
-5 
1 
71 81 91 10 
1 
Code Po 
I 
Po 
-I 
PO 
I 
Li Po Po Po 
I 
-PO-1 T PO Pol PO 
Human-1 English 4 4 4 6 4 4 1 1 4 4 
Human -2 4 4 4 6 4 4 4 4 4 4 
Human -3 6 4 4 4 4 4 4 
Percentage ? ý-verage 100% 100% 
1 
100% loo%- 
[ 
ioo%_ 
I_ 
100% 
- 1 
66% 
1 
66% 
_ 
1 
100% 
1 
loocý 70 
Human 4A ý-, blc 4 4 4 3 4 4 1 4 4 4 
Human -5 5 4 4 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 
Human -6 5 4 ,4 6 4 14 .4 ,4 
100% 
1 
100% 
L33% 1 -100% L100741 -ýý 
66% 
I =100vo 
100% 
1 
100% 
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11 12 
1 
13 
1 
14 
1 
15 
1 
16 
1 
17 
1 
18 
1 
19 
1 
20 Percentage 
_ 
PO 
I 
Po 
I 
Ss 
I 
Po 
I 
Lej PO... 
-- 
I 
Co 
I 
Po 
3 4 4 4 3 4 8 4 5 4 80% 
6 4 4 4 3 4 8 4 5 4 00% 
6 41 4 4 4 4, a 4, 5, 4 85% 
1 
0% 
1 
0% 
1 
100% 
1 
100% 
1 
66% 
1 
100% 
1 
100% 
1 
100% 
1 
100% 
1 
100% 
1 i 
ue Average val 
of Correctness 
- II 1 
85% 
4 4 4 4 4 4 
18 
4 5 4 80% 
4 4 4 4 4 4 8 4 5 4 80% 
4 4 4 14 13 4 8 14 5 4 00% 
100% 0% 
1 
100% 
1 
100% 
1 
33% 
t 
100% 
1 
100% 
1 
100% 
1 
100% 
1 
1007.7 
1 
Average value 
of Correctness 
I I I I I I I I I 
BAS 
Then we have tested the human performance and the MLTextMAES model. The 
results of this analysis are demonstrated in the following tables for Arabic and 
English. When a human takes a subtly different decision on classifleation, it ha.,; 
consequences for the categorization of certain documents, placing them in different 
domains (Figure 7.8). Although, the code of the categories are mentioned in Table 
5.1. 
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Table 7.7: Comparison of MLTextMAES Performance on Documents Classification 
Doc. no 1 2 3 4 5_1 _61 
71 81 91 10_1 
Code Po Po Po Li Po PO PO PO 
-Po 
PO 
--- 
Exp-1 English 4 4 4 4 4 4 3 4 4 4 
Exp-2 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 
Exp-3 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 
[Percentage 
A, 100% 100% 0% 100% 100% 66% 100% 100% 100%] 
Exp-1 Arabic 4 4 4 4 4 4 3 4 4 4 
Exp-2 4 4 4 4 4 4 3 4 4 4 
1 Exp-3 4 4 4 4 4 4 3 4 4 41 
Percentage Average 
I 
100% 100% 
I 
0% 
ý00 
0% 100% 100% 0% 100% 100% 1ý% %] 
11 12 
1 
13 
1 
14 
1 
15 
1 
16 
1 
17 
1 
18 
1 
_ 
10 
__ 
1 
_20 
1 
Percentage 
I 
PO Li PO PO 
I 
Ss 
I 
Po 
I 
Le 
I 
PO 
I 
Co, 
I 
PO 
I 
4 4 4 4 4 4 8 4 5 4 80% 
4 4 4 4 4 4 8 4 5 4 85% 
4 4, 4 4. 4 4 8 4 51 4 85% 
1 
100% 
-1 
0% 
1 
100% 
1 
100% 
1 
0% 
1 
100% 
1 
100% 
1 
-m0% 
1 
100% 
1 
1 
-i 
Average value 
of Co ectness 
I I I 
- -I 
I 
1 84% 
I 
4 6 4 4 4 4 8 4 4 83% 
4 6 4 4 4 4 8 4 4 85% 
4 6 4 .4 .4 4 8 ,4 5 4 85% 
100% 0 . 100% 100% 
1 
100% 
1-. 
O-%- 
t-, 
Oo%- 
1 
10( 
- - 
Average value 
of Correctness 
85% 
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Figure 7.9: Performance of Human Classification vs. MLTextMAES 
The Bar chart 7.9 shows the percentage of classification by humans (Hwnan-E) 
in the Arabic language (Human-A) at about 84%, while the precentage for English 
was 85%. On the other hands, the MLTextMAES (MLTextMAES-A) obtained a pre- 
centage in Arabic of 85% correct, and the precentage for English (MLTextMAES-E) 
was 84%. Table 7.8 shows the mean S. E-M of three observations from three separate 
experiments. Statistical analysis was carried out using a One-way ANOVA followed 
by the Bonferroni Multiple Comparison Test to compare all pairs of columns to each 
other. P values are also shown in Table 7.8. 
Table 7.8: Comparison of Human Performance vs. MLTextMAES 
Bonferroni's Multiple Comparison Test Mean Difference P value 
Human-E vs MLTextMAES-E 5% P<0.001 
Human-A vs MLTextMAES-A 2% P<0.001 
MLTextMAES-E vs MLTextMAES-A 2% P<0.0011 
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The Table 7.8 consists of three tests as shown. The first, related to English docu- 
ments classified by humans and by the NN model MLTextMAE. The inean difference 
and the P values are shown as well. Similarly for Arabic documents the correspond- 
ing results are depicted in row 2. Next for completeness the developed MLTextMAES 
model has been tested on Arabic and English documents simultaneously and the rel- 
ative mean difference and P value are given. As it can be clearly observed that in 
each case the mean differences and the P values are significantly small, indicating 
the validity of the developed model. Also, this experiment shows that the model 
classification is very close to and consistent with the human document classification. 
Table 7.9: Comparison of Human Classification vs. NILTextMAES for English Doc- 
uments 
Doc. no English 1112131415161718191 10 
Human 100% 100% 100%_ 100% 100% 
, 
100% 66% 66% loo% 100% 
MLTextMAES 100% 100% 100% 0% 100% 100% 66% 100% 100% 100% 
Matching 
IvIvI 
11 12 13 14 15 16 
1 
17 
1 
18 19 
1 
20 
1 
Percentage 
0% 0% 100% 100% 66% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
100% 0% 100% 100% 0% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
x x x 75% 
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Table 7.10: Comparison of Human Classification vs. MLTextMAES for Arabic 
Documents 
I 
Doc. no Arabic 
111213141516171 
El 
101 
10 
1 
Human 33% 100'Yo 100% = 100% loo% 66% loo% loo% 1(X)7. 
MLTextMAES 100% 100% 100% 070 loolyo loo% ()% 100% lDo% IDO% 
I 
Matching 
IxI-, / I, "/ 
IxI-. 
z- 
I/LxI 
,/I/I 
11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 Percentage 
100% 0% 100% 100% 33% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
100% 100% 100% 100% 0% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
IvI 
xI vI ,/I x 
I 
V-1 IV 
TvI 
V- 
1 
75% 
1 
Table 7.9 and Table 7.10 show the reliability of MLTextMAES by comparing it to 
the human performance. The results illustrate the matching of correct results be- 
tween the human performance and the MLTextMAES model. Both for Arabic and 
English document clustering 75% match is obtained. This indicates the high level of 
closeness between the two modes of classification. Figure 7.11 visualizes the results 
projected into two-dimensional output space, the Output is forced to project onto 4 
distinct groups, details of which are below. 
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Figure 7.10: The trend of humans and for iiio(I(, l oil tll(, %. Ill, l 1! 1,, ii 
of classification similarity in thc multilingual fraincwork 
P li ic.. ý 
lyp-L-1 
tit ,iIm it r, wi 
Figure 7.11: Clusters i(Icntified ()n the Ilial) 
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Groups A and D gathers the documents related to Politics, while Group B 
is composed of documents with mainly commerce subject. Group C is related 
to entertainment. The strength and similarities between the sets of documents 
are depicted via the colour contours. Pure white shows maximum similarities, while 
pure Black represents dissimilar subjects. And obviously gray regions show relatively 
intermediate similarities between the selected documents. 
7.4.5 Experiment 5 
Objective and Properation 
Again the essentially experiment 5 is the extension of the experiment 4 i. e. appli- 
cation of MLTextMAES, on multilingual corpus but with relatively huge datasets. 
., 
it is about corpus composed of 100 Arabic document., y Specifically s. Additionall for 
each Arabic document of the corpus 7 different English translations (4 from human 
effect and 3 from machine generated translations) are available. The size of Arabic 
corpus roughly 15k words, and 14k words per corpus for translations. 
Results 
Results are compiled for two different categories i. e. human based translation (Thble 
7.11), and machine based translation (Table 7.12). 
Quantization error, percentage of words used in SOM training stage and total 
cputime (second) spender a valuated and are given in Table 7.11 and Table 7.12, 
respectively. Same results are graphically depicted in Figure 7.12. 
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Table 7.11: Average of Quantization Error between Human Translation on LDC 
Corpus 
cheme I Documents Quan-Error Words 
Percentage 
Cputime 
Sec. 
ahd 200 3.52 76% 676.14 
ahe 200 3.61 70% 656.4 
ahg 200 3.62 69% 677.20 
ahi 200 3.59 68% 664.28 
Table 7.12: Average of Quantization Error between Machine Translation on LDC 
Corpus 
Scheme Documents Quan-Error Words 
Percentage 
Cputime 
Sec. 
ama, 200 3.45 61% 586-29 
ame 1 
200 3.52 71% 642.85 
arp 1- 200 3.50 68% 634-161 
Rom Table 7.11 and Table 7.12 above, we know that the experiments results 
show the machine ID ama represents the quantization error 3.45 and eputime 86.29 
second compared to human translations. Moreover, our experiments verify the de. 
veloped model not only depends upon the amount of datasets but it also depends 
on their translation quality. As it can be clearly observed that in each case the 
quantization error values are significantly small, indicating the validity our model. 
Also, this experiment shows that the different translation is very close to each other. 
In this case, the results indicate that the machine translation is better than the hu- 
man translation. The machine translation yielded smaller quantization error in the 
three different group of translation8, and the machine translation obtained better 
results on cputime (second) compared to the human translation. 
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Figure 7.12: Average Quantization Errors For Different Translations 
7.5 Evaluative Measures 
There are two criteria [160] that could -be used 
to evaluate retrieval system: 
1. Recall 
Precision 
These criteria have most frequently been applied in measuring retrieval system, 
although they have been criticized for a variety of reasons, and a number of alterna- 
tives have been suggested. However, recall and precision continue to be used widely 
despite their shortcomings, partly due to to lack of agreement regarding which mea- 
sures might be better. 
In some studies relevance judgments are allowed to fall into more than two cat- 
egories, but only a few tests actually take advantage of different relevance levels. 
More often relevance is conflated into two categories at the analysis phase because 
of the calculation of precision and recall. 
The experiments were performed on various multilingual datasets. The corpus se. 
lected. were of 20 Arabic documents, 40 Arabic with English translations and then 
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200 Arabic-English documents. Source of the corpus used in these experiments were 
from the LDC 2003 news wire in Arabic and its translation in English. Similarity be- 
tween the documents were computed using the clustering algorithm implemented in 
the developed model. Testing and evaluation of the retrieval system plays an impor- 
tant role in judging the efficiency and effectiveness of the retrieval process. Several 
evaluation criteria were used in different experiments, among them are, recall and 
precision. Recall and precision are measured after the documents are presented on 
the clustered map. Recall is defined as the ratio of the number of relevant documents 
that are retrieved to the total number of relevant documents in collection. Precision 
is defined as the ratio of the number of relevant documents that are retrieved to the 
total number of documents retrieved in corpus [29]. 
Table 7.13 gives the Recall and Precision measure for eight corpus of sizcs 10,15, 
20,25,30,35 and 40 files. Same results are displayed in graphical format in Figure 
7.13. 
Table 7.13: Comparative Results for Various Clustering 
Documents D- Itecall Precision 
10 0.5 0.714 
15 0.46 0.763 
20 0.6 0.774 
25 0.6 0.833 
30 0.63 0.863 
35 1 0.65 1 0.884 
40 - 0.73 0.9,89 
As it can be easily observed from Table 7.13 that for relatively large corpus (i. e. size 
40) both Recall 0.73 and Precision 0.889 are higher than the small size corptts. This 
trend if extrapolated, suggests that for even larger corpus Recall and Precision will 
be even much better. 
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0.6 
04- 
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02- 
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Figure 7.13: Average Recall-Precision 
7.6 Existing Tool Support 
Currently, in the literature there are a number of tools. The important one being 
examined here is WEKA tool [161]. This tool will be contrasted with our ML- 
TextMAES model, which mentioned in Chapter 5. 
WEKA is composed of different Machine Learning Algorithms implemented in Java. 
Main utilization of WEKA is to apply a learning method to a dataset and analyze 
its output to extract information about the data. Another application is to use sev- 
eral learners and compare their performance in order to choose one for prediction. 
WEKA is a supervised learning method tool. 
It users interface is "command line". Input is accepted in ARFF format only. Thus 
if a structured data is available (e. g. in MS Excel csv format) it has to be converted 
in ARFF layout. 
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Figure 7.14 show,. s a iisor interface developed in JAVA III i Ill., 
the user can input, hils/her desilred I (, (-Iiiiiqli(, 
ciate, select attributes and visualize the results. 
Pf I-X - : ý" --I ý"tf y 
Ouste, -ý ýý e 
Open file- Opm L... Open DB,.. -Edtj savi 
Filter 
None 
Curt ený ieljWri Stwleclý! d 4tr&tt 
Rýatcn: asma. data Name: 0 Ty , pe: ýkmK Ir,, trces: 39 AttrWes: 1507 Wshg: 0 (0%) DWird: 3 Lhmr; 0 0%) 
MnMA 
Aj NoNe Inyert Max_nLrn_ 
Mean 
. 2m ............ No. Name StdDev 
2 [10 --- --. 
Dass: (Nom) FV-, i;, Al 4 JO 
35 
qQI -- ------ -- ---- ------- ------- 
Remove 
F 
OK 
Figure, 7.1-1: User lilterfacc f()r WLJ\: ý 'y, ()j 
Figure 7.15 shows a sample arff format file forin it 
test the WEKA ability to classify mid predict the ontl -)ut, ()II t1le ()f tnum 
data. Looking at the file fori-nat we notice that attrikit-cs mv pacified b. N. 
aid in advance the classification process. All together 873 "leaves" (1-mi-aineters) are 
measured. The decision leaf is the parameter pep Nvith simple "IMick and White- 
outputs i. e. yes and no. The csv file is Initially coinvi-tc(I Into ARFF ful-Inat dirwilt"ll 
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series of steps and then using the command line the generated arff file is supplied 
as the input. 
Fga Edit ftw Insart Format Help 
Orelation bank 
Battribute age numeric 
Battribute sex (FERILE, XILE( 
@attribute region (INNER 
- 
CITY, TOWN, RURkL, SUBURBAN( 
@attribute income numeric 
Gattribute married (NO, TI: S( 
qattribute children (0,1,2,4( 
Battribute car (NO, YESC 
lattribute save_act (NO, YES( 
Sattribute current-Met MOMS( 
Battribute mortgage (NO, YES( 
Oattribute pep (YES, NO( 
9data 
o48TERILE, INNER_CITY, 17546, NO, 1, NO, NO, NO, NO, YES 
t40NALE, TOWN, 30085.1, YES, 3, YES, NO, YESpTES#NO 
o5lFENALE, INNER-CITY, 16S75.4, YES, 0, YES, YES, YES, NO, No 
o23FINALE, TOTJN, 20375.4, YES, 3, NO, NO, YES, NO, NO 
oS7FEME, RURAL, S0576.3, YES, O#NO, YE3, NO, NO, NO 
iS7FEME, TOWN, 37869.6, YES., 2, NOtYES, YES, NO, YES 
i22MALE, RUItIL, 8877.07, NO, O, NO, N0, YES, NO, YES 
&58MALE, TOWN, 24946.6, YES, O, YES, YES, YES, NO, NO 
s37FER). LE, SUBURBAN, 2S304.3, YES, 2, TES, NO, NO, NO, NO 
oS42SALE, TOIWN, 24212.1*YES, Z, YES, YES*YES, NO, NO 
166FEMJLLE, TOIWN, 59803.9, YES, O, N0, YES, YXS, NO, NO 
sS2rlNALE, INNER_CXTY, 26658.8, NO, O, YES, YES., YES,, YES, NO 
s44FEMALE, TOWN, IS73S. 8, YES, I, NO, YES, YES, YEs, yES 
o66FEKALE, TO'WN, 55204.7, YES, I. YES, YES, YES, YES, YES 
136NALZ, RURAL, 19474.6, YES, D, N0, TES, YES, YES, NO 
138FEKALE, INNER CITY, 22342-1, YES, O, YES, YES, YES, YES, NO 
, 37TEM. kLE, TOWN, 
17729. a, TES, 2, NO, NO, NO, YE3, No 
146TENALE, SUBURBAN, 41016, YES, O, NO, YES, NO, YES, NO 
o62FEMILE, INNER CITY, 26909.2, YES, O, NO, YES, NO, NO, YEB 
#31MALE, TOWN, 22i22.8, YES*O, YES, YES, YES, NO, NO 
o6lMALE, INNER_CITY, S7880.7, YES, 2, NO, YZS, NO, NO, YE3 
oSOXALE, TOWN, 16497.3, YES, 2, NO, YES, YES, NO, NO 
iSiNALE, INNER_CITY, 38446-6, YES#O, NO, YES, YES, NO, NO 
627YERALE, TOWN, lSS3E3.8oNO, D, YES, YES, YESi, YES, NO 
, 22MAT. r. TW". R 
For HeIP, press FI NUM 
Figure 7.15: Sample File Bank. arff. 
Figure 7.16 is the snapshot of the WEKA output. Cluster is done on the "age" 
attribute. Randomly selected sub-attribute (sex or income or even no attributes) 
are also displayed. But the important parameter is the outcome of the leaf "pepil 
which is necessarily given. 
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Ckister I Associate I Select attrWes 
Oisterer 
Cobweb -A 1.0 -C C. DMW479177387815 
Cluster mode 
0 use trarkQ set 
0 suppled test set 56 
() Percarkage split . 
El 
Classes to dusters evaluatim 
(Nom) pep Yý 
e Store dsters for *ualzabon 
Igme atWes 
Start Stop 
(rdt-ddfor opbn) 
Cobweb 
O-derer WpA 
cluster 842 <-- to class 
Cluster 643 <-- So class 
Cluster 844 <-- No class 
Cluster 64S <-- No class 
Cluster 846 <-- No C1835 
Cluster 847 (-- go class 
Cluster 648 <-- No C1833 
Cluster 649 <-- No class 
Cluster 850 <-- No class 
cluster 851 <-- so class 
Cluster 653 <-- so C1133 
cluster 854 so Class 
cluster OS5 to class 
Cluster ese YES 
cluster 860 <-- so class 
Cluster 861 to class 
Cluster 862 so class 
Cluster 864 <-- so class 
cluster 866 (-- so class 
Cluster 867 <-- No Class 
Cluster 868 <-- to class 
cluster 869 so class 
cluster 870 so C1433 
cluster 871 so class 
cluster 072 <-- To Class 
Incorrectly clustered Instances - 
4,1 
593.0 98.8333 % 
OK 
Figure 7.16: Output of WEKA Applied on bank-arff 
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zonoage 
pep 
Test mode: 10-foll cross-validation 
Classifier sodel (full training set) O-m 
Decision Table: 
Number of training instances: 600 
Number of Rules : SO 
lion matches covered by Kajority class. 
Best first search for feature set, 
terminated after S non improving subsets. 
EVAlUati0A jfDZ feature selection): CV (leave one out) 
Feature act. 1,5,6,8,10,11 
Time taken to build model: 0.21 seconds 
... 3tratified cross-validatim 
was SUXXUY ... - 
Correctly Classified Instances 490 
Incorrectly Classified Instances 110 
Kappa statistic 0.628 
lean absolute error 0.2516 
Root mean squared error 0.3804 
Relative absolute error SO. 6886 
Root relative squared error 76.3623 
Total Nuaber of Instances 600 
01.6667 
18.3333 
... Detailed Accuracy By Class - 
TP late TP Rate Precision Recall F-Measure class 
0.755 0.132 0.828 O. 75S 0.79 YES 
0.068 D. 245 D. 809 0.868 0.837 10 
Confusion Matrix ... 
ab <-- classified as 
207 67 1a- YES 
43 283 1ba NO 
Figure 7.17: Output of WEKA Applied on bank. arff 
ýt 
4 
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Figure 7.17 is the snapshot of the WEKA output. The scheme of classification is 
DecisionTable was done on the "age" attribute. On the basis of classification and 
clustering 600 instances are reported. Number of Rules 58 (DecisionTabIC). In 
first phase output of the training section is given which is 81-666 Incorrectly clas- 
sified instances are given was 18-333. The output of testing phase is unfortunately 
not very impressive since now in contrast with the very optimistic outcome of the 
training phase. The clustered instances display the summary of the training and 
testing phases with 44% (yes) for each instances out of total 600 distributed along 
the diagonal elements. 
7.6.1 Differences between WEKA and MLTextMAES 
Now, we can provide analysed comparison between WEKA and MLTextMAES based 
on our experiments. 
1. WEKA supports of data mining, and it is weak in its support for dealing with 
textual data. 
2. WEKA enviroru-nent requires attributes to be defined in advance for the al- 
gorithm to work. MLTextMAES uses free text which has no pre-defined at- 
tributes or structure which also required by WEKA. 
I WEKA does not support text categorization very well as reported in Q. F. A. 
"Most classifiers in WEKA cannot handle String attributes. For these learn. 
ing schemes one has to process the data with appropriate filters, e. g., thL- 
StringToWordVector 2 filter which can perform TF/IDF transformation. The 
StringToNVordVector filter places the class attribute of the generated output 
data at the beginning". 
2http: //weka-sourceforge. net /doc. dev /weka/ filters/ unsupervised/ attribute/ Strhig'IbWord- 
Vector. html 
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4. MLTextMAES tool, on the other hand, support Arabic and English, it is 
unsupervised learning method and using unstructured dataset, while WEKA 
do not support Arabic language. 
5. WEKA algorithm is useful for structured data with data present in single file 
along with the related attributes. While MLTextMAES deals with multi-files 
which is unstructured. 
6. WEKA tool accepts a single structured input file for its analysis. No clus- 
tering between the documents is generated by WEKA. Thus no comparison 
between MLTextMAES and WEKA in terms of proper clustering or accuracy 
or efficiency is possible. 
The WEKA tool is tested on a single file which we have provided in -ARFF file 
format. The experime nts were conducted on 32 instances are depicted in Figure 7.18. 
The learning and testing data were obtained in the manner described in Section 7.6. 
Figure 7.19 shows the results of the classification obtained from this experiment 
was 65.6 correct, and incorrect classification was 34-5. Also, the confusion matrix 
displays the summary of the training phase with 11 Arabic instances and 21 English 
instances out of total 32 distributed along the diagonal elements. Error analysis 
shows the recall, precision and f-measure statistical parameters are zero in Arabic. 
The output of predictive phase is unfortunately not very impressive since now in 
contrast with the very optimistic outcome of the training phase. To make a sensible 
comparison, we imitate wbat happen in our system by providing the following data. 
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Fie Edt "w Imed FamA 
@relation document-cluster 
eattribute files (docuroent( 
@attribute Id real 
eattribute class (appl_science, rat science, s0ci&-Sciez'Marts, life, leisure, conmcce, politics) 
Battribute Lnaguage (Irabic, Znqli; h( 
Odata 
document, I appl. science, Irabic 
document, 2, politIcSiEnglish 
document, 3,11fe, krable 
document, 4, conimerce, Lrabia 
document, 5, polltics, fnglish 
document, 6, socia 
- 
science, English 
docuzent, 7, commrce, Engli. sh 
document, B, nat 
- 
acience, English 
document, 9, &rts, Arabic 
document, 10, appl, 
-science, 
lngli3h 
document, ll, arts, A, rabic 
document, 12, life, English 
docurent, 13, leisure, lrabia 
document, 14, nat-Sclence, English 
document, lS, co=erce, English 
document, 16, appl, 
_sclence, 
Lr&bic 
document, ll, leisure, English 
document, 18, nat_9cience, Enqlisb 
document, 19, comerce, ]English 
document, 20, socia Science, lnglish 
document, 21, politics, Ingli3h 
document, 22, life, English 
document, 23, socia science, lngliab 
document, 24, arts, irabir 
document, 25, appl, 
_science, 
Lrabic 
document, 2 6, corserce, Irabic 
document, 27, nat 
- 
scienceJaglish 
document, 28, politics, irabic 
document, 29, leisure, Englisb 
document, 30, socia-Science, English 
document, 31, politicsJuglish 
I 
document, 32, nat-Science, English 
lFor HeO, press Fl 
Figure 7.18: Sample File docs-data. arff 
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files 
id 
class 
Lnaguage 
Test mode. evaluate on training data 
I--* 
Classifier model (full training set) 
Decision Table: 
Number of training instances: 32 
Number of Rules :I 
Non matches covered by Majority class. 
Best first search got feature set, 
terminated after 5 non improving subsets. 
Evaluation (for feature selection): CV (leave one out) 
Feature set: 4 
Time taken to build model: 0 seconds 
... Evaluation on training set ... 
... summary ... 
Correctly Classified Instances 21 
Incorrectly Classified Instances 11 
Kappa statistic 0 
Mean absolute error 0.4512 
Root mean squared error 0.47S 
Relative absolute error 99.3674 As 
Root relative squared error 99.9813 
Total Number of Instance3 32 
65.62S 
34.37S 
, Detailed Accuracy By Class - 
TP Rate YP Rate Precision Recall F-Measuze class 
00000 Arabic 
1-1 
1 0.656 1 0.792 English 
I Confusion Hatrix 
ab <-- classified as 
0 11 1a- Arabic 
0 21 1b- English 
ni 
91 
-I 
.: j 
Figure 7.19: output of WEKA Applied on docs-data. arff 
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7.7 Efficiency of the Model 
The performance tests were made on a computer with Pentium(R), 512NIBs of nlem. 
ory and a 1.86 GHz CPU, running a Windows XP operating system. Additionally, 
some tests were performed with 1.0 GHz CPU, Pentium III and 256MBs of memory, 
but also with a Windows XP operating system. The Matlab version in the environ- 
ment was 7.1.0 (1114). 
The purpose of the performance tests was only to evaluate the Computational load 
of the algorithms. No attempt was made to compare the quality of the resulting 
mappings, primarily because there is no uniformly recognized "correct" method to 
evaluate them with. The tests were perforined with data sets and maps of different 
sizes, and two different training functions were tried on this problem: batch-train and 
seq7train (see Section 5.5). The SOMMLTM algorithm was tested on Arabic-English 
documents. The training performances of the SOMMLTM algorithm, together with 
times in CPU seconds, are listed in Table 7.14 below. 
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Table 7.14: The Timing Performance of SOMINILTIA 
Machines 
U 
Data Size Docs no Batch-train 
(Sec) 
Seq-train 
(Sec) 
Efficiency 
7300 20 14.17 48.93 3.45% 
Intel 
Pentium(R) 27040 40 20.2 88.27 4.379o' 
52740 60 25.6 132.02 5.15% 
78480 80 30-05 156.2 5.19% 
7300 20 67.07 366.04 5.45% 
Pentium 
III 27040 40 103-58 817.16 7.89% 
52740 60 138.10 1140 8.25% 
1 
L 78480 80 156.64 
1 
1440 9% 9.1 
Table 7.14 shows some typical computing times. Here, the SOMMUNI training 
time are scaled by using a cputime function. As a general result, in Pentium(R), 
batch-train was roughly a factor of between three and five times faster than ticq- 
train, increasing with larger input datasets. In Pentium III, batch-train is again 
much faster than seq-train whose slower speeds clearly came into play. Thus the 
differences between the training functions were large. In. this case the result of the 
training performance shows that the batch-train is better than seq-train function. 
Additionally, the batch-train function also handled the large datasets more efficiently 
than seq-train function as evedint of last column of Table 7.14. 
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7.8 Summary 
Experiments were successfully performed using our formulated model. The ASMA 
matrix, generated through the first stage of our framework, has been used as all in- 
put to the SOM algorithm. We have successfully projected a very high dimensional 
input (the length of each vector was around 1500 units) onto a two-dimensional 
output space using standard SOM techniques. In the evaluation stage we have com- 
pared the results from our generated code MLTextMAES with the human decisions 
on both raw and annotated corpora. High level of match between the human and 
the model based clustering is observed. The results are depicted in Table 7.9 and 
Table 7.10. 
On average, we can see that the results obtained from MLTextMAES model follow 
the same trends as those obtained from human decisions. It is interesting to notice 
how similar the human and machine decisions are. This test shows that the model 
classification is very close to and consistent with human document class s ificatiow. 
In our experiment we distributed the documents only to highly educated people due 
to our limitations on the class of people available (see Figure 7.10). Overall, our 
experiment verifies the fact that our developed model predicts quality clustering as 
achieved by humans. To establish our findings more profoundly, we propose that 
in some future work a large number of human subjects from diverse backgrounds 
be utilized and their classifications compared with a relatively large multilingual 
corpus, using MLTextMAES. Figure 6.11 shows the main results of this study. Here 
40 documents (20 Arabic and 20 English) are successfully categorized into 8 main 
domains. As elaborated previously, we have obtained the average quantization error 
of 6.834. Statistical analysis have also been done to evaluate our model and results. 
Accordingly we are 95% confident that correct results will lie within (11= 2.01915 ± 
o, = 1.49828). Table 7.6 and Table 7.7 show the results of this study. The level of 
significant difference was set at P<0.05. This shows that results are fairly close 
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froin MLTextNlAE and the human classification, both for Arabic and English sets 
of documents. 
The performance of the developed SOMMLTM model is evaluated on the basis of 
using either seq-train or batch-train functions. It is observed that while batch-train 
is much faster in executing (small CPU time) but little improvement in generated 
clusters is seen with changing initial parameters (e. g. radius, learning rate, etc. ). 
While seq-train is more CPU consuming but large improvement over results is ob. 
served with adjusting the initial parameters. 
The general aim was to develop text mining tools to cover both Arabic and English 
simultaneously, and to implement them through the MLTextMAES technique. The 
results show that this aim has been achieved successfully (see Figure 7.11 above). 
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Conclusions and Future Research 
This thesis has focused on issues in the design and implementation of the ML. - 
TextMAES classification system i. e. clustering of Arabic and English documents. 
We have demonstrated how SOM is capable of clustering textual data that has been 
converted to numeric data making it particularly useful to researchers in the field 
of text mining. 
We propose that the Arabic stemmer algorithm can be applied to other languages 
such as Urdu and Persian. This is due to the similarities between the Arabic, Urdu 
and Persian languages, which all use the same alphabet and calligraphy as that 
of Arabic. The main aim of developing a multilingual morphology processor is to 
support the root method of search. The root method is a novel approach and is 
introduced in this study as it is believed to improve text mining. Furthermore, the 
root method retrieves almost all relevant texts. 
In assessing the performance of MLTextMAES, comparisons with human experts 
were very important for this work. SOM technique applied on monolingual text 
mining is common nowadays for many of the world's languages. SOM comparisons 
with human expertise are commonly performed in order to find areas of improvcý 
ment. 
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The result shows that the percentage of classification by humans (orange bar) in 
the Arabic language was about 84%, while the precentage for English was 85%. On 
the other hands, the MLTextMAES (yallow bar) obtained the precentage in Arabic 
of 84% correct, and the precentage for English was 85%. The results shown arc 
the mean S. E. M of three observations from three separate experiments. Statistical 
analysis was carried out using a One-way ANOVA followed by the Bonferroni Mul- 
tiple Comparison Test to compare all pairs of columns to each other. 
Today, the data required for multilingual text mining is easily available on Internet. 
Most universities, companies and news agencies (resources) publish reports, or their 
information, on Internet. The Internet has indeed become a main source of textual 
data. However, with the almost infinite access to information comes a problem: our 
capacity to process the information is not sufficient. Indeed, we are need of tools 
that can help us to mining these data. One such tool is text data mining. text data 
mining is a tool for extracting non-trivial patterns from unstructured text in large 
amounts of data. SOM is an example of a text data mining tool considered to be 
suitable for exploratory data and analysis, particularly clustering and visualization 
problems. SOM is two-dimensional output of data, which group the data accord. 
ing short distances, or similarities in the dataset. The result is a two-dimensional 
topological grid map with light shades which indicate the small distances, and dark 
shades are indicated long distances, or differences in dataset. 
A literature review was conducted to study the applications in which SOM has been 
used. The current status of Natural Language Processing was also investigated in 
order to determine the methods currently being used. Many researchers are no 
doubt satisfied with the available tools, particularly in the field of monolingual text 
mining, but there is a pressing need for alternative methods for the analysis of nitil. 
tilingual text mining. 
In this thesis, a new model for the multilingual text mining of data sources has 
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been proposed together with a new Arabic-English morphological analysis system. 
In order to evaluate the correctness of our MLTextMAES model we developed an 
evaluation methodology. This methodology is based on a comparison between the 
model's output and human outputs. 
The current implementation of the MLTextMAES can be enhanced in several ways 
by changes in the implementing programming language. The SO. Af - DOCS - 
ASMA function enables this mission flexibility with the current Nfatlab implemen. 
tation. However, our methodology can be realized very efficiently and without t1le 
need of complex error-handling routines as required by the sequential cyclical exec- 
utive approach. The biggest advantage of the SOM algorithm in text data mining 
applications is its efficiency in clustering large data sets. 
Thus, using the constructive research approach, our MLTextMAES model was de- 
veloped and evaluated. Firstly, the key concepts in multilingual analysis (Arabic. 
English), knowledge discovery and extraction from datasets, text data mining, and 
SOM is presented. Then, multilingual datasets for Arabic and English were collected 
from LDC from January 2003, and from ICA, using the Internet as the source of 
information. 
We conducted a test on the gathered corpus in order to check its validity. Then, 
a text data mining tool, SOM, was used to perform clustering of these documents. 
Finally, we developed our model and evaluated it through experts in the subject 
matter in a face validation setting. 
A hexagonal 6X4 map was created for 16 documents, and updated with data froln 40 
documents. The map was visualized through bilingual documents. The conclusion 
was that SOMMLTM performance was considerably better at clustering 8aid visual. 
ization than other methods. Human ch-ts-sification displayed a stronger performance 
during the experiment when employing highly educated people, but the performance 
could be affected by lesser educated people, as well as by larger amounts of docu. 
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ments. 
Experiments were successfully performed using our newly formulated model. The 
ASMA matrix, generated through the first stage of our framework, was used as An 
input to the SOM algorithm. We have successfully projected a very high dimensional 
input (the length of each vector was around 1500 units) onto a two-dimensional out- 
put space using standard SOM techniques. On average, we can see that the results 
obtained from MLTextMAES model follow the same trends as those obtained from 
human decisions. It is interesting to notice how similar the human and machine 
decisions are. This test shows that the model classification is very close to and con- 
sistent with human document chmsifications. Overall, our experiment verifies. the 
fact that our developed model predicts the same quality clustering as achieved by 
humans. We obtained a quantization error of 6.834. Statistical analysis were also 
conducted to evaluate our model and results. Accordingly we are 95% confident 
that correct results will lie within (p= 2.01915) and (o, = 1.49828) respectively. 
Table 7.6 and 7.7 show the results of this study. The level for a significant difference 
was set P<0.05. This shows that the results from MLTextMAES and the human 
classifications are fairly close, both for the Arabic and English sets of documents. 
Several experiments were conducted. The results observed in the first experitnent 
were satisfactory; it showed that 80% of the translations were correct. Then, the 
model output was improved by solving the problems encountered in this experiment. 
In the second experiment the model was run again on the same test set; this resulted 
in identical clas8ifieations as in the third experiment. In the third experiment t1w 
model was tested on same documents, showing that 85% of the classifications were 
correct. Overall, the model was validated by the multilingual testing methodology. 
The general aim was to develop text mining tools to cover both Arabic and English 
simultaneously, and to implement them through the SOMMUM algorithm. The 
results show that this aim has been achieved successfully. 
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The performance of the developed SOMILTNI model is evaluated on tile bpqis of 
using either seq-train or batch-train functions. It is observed that while battil-train 
is much faster in executing (small CPU time) but little improvement in generated 
clusters is seen with changing initial parameters (e. g. radius, learning rate, etc. ). 
While seq-train is more CPU consuming but large improvement over results is ob. - 
served with adjusting the initial parameters as evedint of last column of Table 7.1-1. 
In addition to the presentation of this thesis, material from the research has been 
presented at conferences and in journal papers. The first paper wm presented as 
a chapter in [125]. This introduces the new matrix AAIESD, and shows how it 
is constructed by using Arabic and English morphology and a bilingual dictionary. 
This paper also details the advantageous features of SOM and backpropagation. 
The next conference paper [162] presents the results of training the basic model of 
MLTextMAES to test the performance of calculating the similarities between vCC- 
tors and ncighbourhoods. The model is evaluated wing correlation co-efficients. nnd 
the similarities are estimated through the cosine of the angle between the vectors. 
The inain aim of this work, that tho SOM is an efficacious tool for multilingual text 
mining. The primary advantage of the SOM in this case was, as expected, its cluster 
analysis and visualization properties. 
8.1 Limitations of the Study 
From the perspective of this study, there are a few, specific limitations in this reý- 
search which should be addressed as a means for improvement or potential strategies 
for further study. 
Firstly, it is evident that we chose SOM as the main too] in this study for a number 
of positive reasons, stated earlier. However, SOM has its own intrinsic limitations 
such as a relatively large quantization error 1163), its static nature 116-11, etc. Apart 
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from these, the large computational time forced us to inake certain choices when 
using the SOM network e. g. 
9 Selection of neighbourhood radius R. 
Obviously with a relatively large R, better learning can be expected but this 
is at the expense of computational time. We therefore selected R=3 tuid 
eventually dropped it with iterations to R=0. 
9 Models for the learning rate. 
Certainly various models for monotonically decreasing are available but it 
is not possible to explore all of them and evaluate their influence on SOM 
clustering. Having said this we still looked into three different models for this 
research and examined the outputs. 
9 Size of Arabic-English corpora. 
Computational time restricted us to using a relatively small sized corpus for 
each test study. This we understand could affect the evaluation of our friune. 
work, but qualitatively we believe the results are fairly good. 
9 Arabic-English Dictionary. 
In our indexing and clustering process we used an Arabic-English dictionary 
that is composed of roots of verbs only, and we did not consider nouns in 
this study. The obvious reason for this decision is that the majority of nouns 
cannot be decomposed into roots, which is the basic criterion in otir shidy. 
The effect of dropping nouns could in our perception cause slight changes ill 
the clustering of Arabic-English documents. This would be especially true for 
those sets of documents in which large numbers of nouns are repeated. 
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8.2 Future Research 
We have several on-going activities, all concerned with extending our thesis work to 
be more powerful and applicable. This situation is becoming ever more urgent with 
the increasing amounts of information available through the Internet. We simply 
cannot cope with this information overload any longer without tising intelligent tools. 
We present some possible activities as follows: 
9 Implement the semantic analysis phase, which evaluatcs the meaning of an 
individual text. This task is difficult because of the concept of acronyms in 
natural languages. This phase is essential for solving semantic ambiguities. 
In this study, we have implemented our hILTextMAES model in three stages. 
Future work might be extended to model and implement the graphical user 
interface (GUI) as a fourth stagc. 
9 In this study, we have u. scd the human based classirication to evaluate the 
develop model (MLTextMAES) . Future work might be extended to the c%zl. 
uation through alternative technique e. g. k-means. 
9 Future work could also include more efficient algorithm for the entire prom; 
in text mining. 
9 Future work could also be extended to a relatively more comprehensive "root 
dictionary". 
9 Future work could also be extended to root dictionaries for Urdu and Persian 
languages. 
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Arabic script Buckwalter Arabic script Buckwalter 
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Stop-Words 
This appendix shows Arabic-English stop. 
words 
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Arabic Stop-Words 
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English Stop-Words 
a, able, about, above, according, accordingly, across, actually, after, afterwards, 
again, against, ain't, all, allow, allows, almost, alone, along, already, also, although, 
always, am, among, amongst, amoungst, amount, an, and, another, any, anybody, 
anyhow, anyone, anything, anyway, anyways, anywhere, apart, appear, appreci- 
ate, appropriate, are, aren't, axound, as, aside, ask, asking, associated, at, available, 
away, awfully, back, be, became, because, become, becomes, becoming, been, before, 
beforehand, behind, being, believe, below, beside, besides, best, better, between, be. 
yond, bill, both, bottom, brief, but, by, c'mon, c's, call, came, can, can't, cannot, 
cant, cause, causes, certain, certainly, changes, clearly, co, com, come, comes, con, 
concerning, consequently, consider, considering, contain, containing, contains, cor- 
responding, could, couldn't, course, cry, currently, definitely, described, despite, did, 
didn't, different, de, describe, detail, do, does, doesn't, doing, don't, done, down, 
downwards, during, each, edu, eg, eight, either, else, elsewhere, eleven, else, else- 
where, empty, enough, entirely, especially, et, etc, even, ever, every, everybody, ev- 
-rything, everywhere, ex, exactly yone, eve example, except, far, few, fifth, fifteen, er 
fify, fill, find, fire, first, five, followed, following, follows, for, former, formerly, forth, 
four, forty, found, from, front, full, further, furthermore, get, gets, getting, given, 
gives, go, goes, going, gone, got, gotten, greetings, had, hadn't, happens, hardly, 
has, hasn't, have, haven't, having, he, he's, hello, help, hence, her, here, here's, 
hereafter, hereby, herein, hereupon, hers, herself, hi, him, himself, his, hither, hope- 
fully, how, howbeit, however, hundred, I, Vd, i'll, i'm, Vve, ie, if, ignored, immediate, 
in, inasmuch, inc, indeed, indicate, indicated, indicates, inner, insofar, instead, into, 
inward, is, isn't, it, it'd, it'll, it's, its, itself, just, keep, keeps, kept, know, knows, 
known, last, lately, later, latter, latterly, least, less, lest, let, let's, like, liked, likely, 
little, look, looking, looks, ltd, made, mainly, many, may, maybe, me, mean, mean- 
while, merely, might, more, moreover, most, mostly, much, must, my, myself, name, 
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namely, nd, near, nearly, necessary, need, needs, neither, never, nevertheless, new, 
next, nine, no, nobody, non, none, noone, nor, normally, not, nothing, novel, now, 
nowhere, obviou6ly. of, off, often, oh, ok, okay, old, on, once, one, ones, only, Onto, 
or, other, others, otherwise, ought, our, ours, ourselves, out, outside, over, overall, 
own, particular, particularly, per, perhaps, placed, please, plus, possible, presum- 
ably, probably, provides, que, quite, qv, rather, rd, re, really, reasonably, regarding, 
regardless, regards, relatively, respectively, right, said, same, saw, say, saying, says, 
second, secondly, see, seeing, seem, seemed, seeming, seems, seen, self, selves, sensi. 
ble, sent, serious, seriously, seven, several, shall, she, should, shouldn't, since, six, 80, 
some, somebody, somehow, someone, something, sometime, sometimes, somewhat, 
somewhere, soon, sorry, specified, specify, specifying, still, sub, such, sup, sure, t's, 
take, taken, tell, tends, th, than, thank, thanks, thanx, that, that's, thats, the, their, 
theirs, them, themselves, then, thence, there, there's, thereafter, thereby, therefore, 
therein, theres, thereupon, these, they, they'd, they'll, they're, they've, think, third, 
this, thorough, thoroughly, those, though, three, through, throughout, thru, thus, 
to, together, too, took, toward, towards, tried, tries, truly, try, trying, twice, two, 
un, under, unfortunately, unless, unlikely, until, unto, up, upon, us, use, used, use- 
ful, uses, using, usually, value, various, very, via, viz, vs, want, wants, was, wasn't, 
way, we, we'd, we'll, we're, we've, welcome, well, went, were, weren't, what, what's, 
whatever, when, whence, whenever, where, where's, whereafter, whereas, whereby, 
wherein, whereupon, wherever, whether, which, while, whither, who, who's, who.. 
ever, whole, whom, whose, why, will, willing, wish, with, within, without, won't, 
wonder, would, would, wouldn't, yes, yet, you, you'd, you'll, you're, you've, your, 
yours, yourself, yourselves, zero 
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Samples of Existing Corpora 
(Linguistic Data Consortium (LDC)) 
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Sample 1 for Arabic 
<stgtd=l><Id>e, "DOC doCid="AFA2003010I.. IS9OO> 
<seg ýJ-41 ljý-" 
jXý j6AI., wl 
. (. # if) i. 1 11. io m ; J. Owl '&. ALýl 0, 
<seg Id-3> 
<stg hl-4, <p><p, > 
stg -:, 
ý 
-"itz 
e;. 
4»A "ä-4 ;. 4: 1 
. 
ejj Zi 
ýi ýZj. 1 ZJUIJ 
<iti-5 
<stg id=6><p><pl><stW' 
I: A )ýl LL: j 
A: l jUb ., 
i 
%: ýj týaj,. ": o 
<stg ld-7> 
L'et Zýi tt. ZL&Ptt d 
L% --A , --i 
Uä , eu , wij ", u it>: ' -%t- > Z, "; ' i-r- ). -41 
Jii 
<stg td=S-<1)' <p. />-' 
e 
<DOCi><Pt> 
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Sample 2 for Arabic 
<seg id=ll-l Id--'-"DOC docid=llAFA2)0030111.430P 
31Jýl ý -ý4 %4.0i; ZU. 144 ý. X; 441 JAI <seg 
- (. 0 %ji) 1.11 4144 AJA, 'l 41 LA 
ý%IIJA: 
Lý4 
-Lkýý A. 
11 ; ýJj Jjxl zl. ý 
<seg 
et t99 et- .6&0 GAU 
<seg 
<Stg id=. ýýP><P/>-ýStgp 
4. ý: j W. .'' 
'I o"I 'I 'A 
St aq 
Zt0,0 
ll zm 
eij iJ.. ilji 
<stg 14=7>--*1»<p.! -, -<stg, '> 
.. 
1L II I JA 
<seg i(I8><)><)/>seg! > . '+L, 
$. e9 
iý*« 
.0. -ý, --s z: m. 0, i 
N. 
e. 
*ýä 
i, Aj- : DOC 
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Sample 3 Translation in English 
' docid="AFA20030101.5900" ., DOC, 
Izzet Ibrahim Meets , Saudi Trade Official ill BaO -1lI><p><seg. i(l--2> . 
4idad </seg><, 
Ba. -Widad 1 -1 
(AFP) - 
Iraq's official ne"? s agency, reported that the Deputy Cliairill, 111 of (Ile 11-aqi 
Revolt) tiollary C0111111,111d CoUlicil. Izzet Ibl-allim, today inet witi, Abdul Ralull-mi 
al-Zamil, Maiiagfiýg Director of the Saudi Celiterfor Exj)oft Developinelit. -. /. qe2 
</p><p>,, seg i(1=3> 
Theag icy. gli(lIbriiiiiiiwelcoilie(ttliisoccl. iioiifoi-tri(leexcliijigeiiid 
cooperation between Iraq and Saudi Arabia. i(1=4> 
Theagencyalso reported that the Iraqi Minister of Trade, Moliamed Melidi Salih. Z, 
took part ill the meeting, i(1=5> 
B, 1:, =Sid, id aiidRiyl(Ui, Nvlio 
broke diplomatic relations during, (lie Gulf Wal. ill 1991, 
began to improve their relations over (lie course of the Beirut Stinunit last MaUCIL 
<sqg><p><p><., -ýg i(1=6> 
Saudi sources ) this week denied reports ill theknierican New York Tilnes that 
SaudiArabia had agreed to allow the United States to use Saudi military bases 
should a war against Iraq take place. i(1=7> 
Pi-filce.. ýbdtili,, -Juii, iiibhi. Azziz, Saudi. Axabia's DefenseAlinistel.. Said ina 
st, itenient. to Saudi newspaper Uqatli that "Ifliat was clainied by the newspapei- is 
illcoll-ect.,, <jse_g,,, -</p><p><se?, id=S> 
He added: Mie Kingdom's position has been clear since the býgilulillgaild we are 
not able to place our airspace all([ bases" underAmnerican control. 
id=9> Saudi Arabia was a base foramielicall forces (kilill, 2 
tile Ciulf INTar (January wid Febmary 1991). <s4ýg></p,, -'/DOC> 
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Sample 4 Translation in English 
<*, '. DOC (loci(l="AFA20030111.430011 
sysi(I="alid"><lil><segr i(1=1> hiteniational Teanis- Cany out New hispectiolls ill ý'aq i(1=2, > Baglidad 1 -11 (, AFP) - 
Ilie press center of the Raqi Ministry of hiforinationsaid that intelliatioll, 11 te, 1111s: 
have commenced new inspections, of suspected sites in Iraq. 
id--P 
The inspectors' role, ill their 7th week of inspections. is to establish Wiether kaq 
possess or is developing chemical, biological or nuclear weapolls of iiiiss 
ge missiles--iiiich would constituten breach of United destructioll or 101191-1111120 
,- seg =4 Nations resollitioll. S. id > 
A team of biological weapons, exl)ei-ts retunied to the two storage centers ill 
Ba. didad, Aldabsh and Aladil, which they liad already visited yesterday. </se! z></p> 
<P,, ---, Seg id=5> 
A group of chemical weapons experts Ileaded for the north to m 1119alom, 
destination while nuclear Nveapons' experts headed toward the Faluja site cast of 
Basdidad. id=6> 
A fowill tealil of Missile eXIMIS Visited the Iii. Sinasite NNIiich lmdalreadýý beal 
inspected ill December. W=7> 
Today. Saturday. is the 43rd day Of i"SPectiOll OPerltiolis 11hich started oil 
eý></l)'Xp' eg I-- November 27 after beingstopped for four years'. <Iq ><s i( S> 
Hans Blix. the head of the intematiO11,11 11'e, 'PO"s i"SPectioll tenni, told (lie Securiq, 
Cotuicil in New York that the expeds, after six weeU of ilispectiolls coverill! z 127 
sites. liid "Nuid no convincing g evidence to inci-fininate L-aq. " </seg><j'p'><jDoC> 
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International Corpus of Arabic 
(ICA) 
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Sample 
t>xral version-ffl. ow encoding-"utf-W 
>tel. 2< 
neiHeader id-"ZdUO3<" 
>fileDeac< 
nitlestmt< 
>title/>J1j-Ui j film, I <title< 
>author/> -L-a i., el <author< 
>rezpStmt><resp>compiled by</resp< 
>name>Latifa 1l-Sulaiti</n&me></respStmt< 
/>titlestmt< 
>publicationStmt< 
>publisher> Kinistry of education, Saudi Arabia </publisher< 
>pubPlace>Saudi Arabia </pubPlace< 
>d&te>2003</date< 
/>publIcationZtmt< 
>sourceDeac< 
>p>created In roachine-readable form in http1//wvw. *lwrefah. cft/</p< 
/>sourceDesc< 
hf1leDesc< 
>encodingDesc< 
>projectDese< 
>p>Texts collected for use in the 
Corpus of Conteinporary Arabia project, June, 2003</p< 
/>projectDesc< 
>samplingDec* 
>pfhole text of 4020 words copied from the site</p< 
/>samplinqDecl< 
/>encod1ngDesc< 
>profileDesc< 
nreation< 
>date value-R2003-01">Jan 2003, Issue no 106 </date< 
ns type- me ity">Rivadh, Saudi ImblaOrs< 
/>creation< 
>l*ngUs&ge>Lrabic</l&ngUsage-( 
>textCla33< 
>textDesc ana, "Education<" 
>channel model"v">print; vritten</channal< 
>constitution tVpe*msingle</" 
>derivation tyPe""QrI91n&l</* 
>domain type""SOCSOW" 
>factuality type, "fact</" 
>Interaction typWnonem active-OsincrularOw 
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)tlr3tLAn9Arabic(/firstLamg( 
> lanqKnom UnknOW/ langbo IM 
nesidencoUnknow/residence( 
Mducatiow UzLknovn</ aduc at ion( 
>occupation>Unknovn</Occupatiors< 
/>person( 
/)particDese( 
/nextclass( 
/)profileDesc< 
/)teiBeader< 
)text( 
Aody( 
. 
1)AI Lý+W 1ý. J ljpAJ jjAAJ tt. LUI 1.6 41 Aý M. tu 04J el)'Ul 
)LAJI LJAAJ fLWI AJI 0 jlpUI I V. &tUMI tL&AJI JU 
oSýJ IWQU L&W QUA# ý))ij Jlýjul Is JUJ I 1ý1 J L#I"i L, wIj, I -J), ZL,.. u *A io 4, b I U) 44-jo ttLU I Loh bjj jil 
b#L yLIA 4 it--? jojU 01 JI-A allj jJI) oU), J1 ýI-JU UkLUlj -+Ul) jV,, Jjl jUal 4 
I 
,. ULUPSI &jUj it Jul Wil 414tA 
tal jjpj i1j. 'j, j JA I 4;. q 41 -LAý bij a-41 jjLj -04-LJ 
4ALo-11) 4Ltp%l zoll-Ul joos va4-ui tLwo j4oij oa4 Luuo 
U)AAJ IjU yt+. 
i JWj . )Aqj4) A. ýAbj -JAUI tUUJI OL. 0 
IjU) Jj)ý jl. ýUl 8^4 AJulp 
, )WI ypUl ILLLILJI L# jAAJ jA 
L"I 0 VjjA? A4) 10ý-ll 0 i0j 0 a4 4-00 JUU kJU 0 Akul 4.0.4-L4 U thl -JIUUI 41 
OU jlj. Ajl 
jv 
UpAj J14 j jAIJI OLUJI 10 LA, , il Ab LJ ;, -u Aul .. Ljlj 411,61.4jil jkU jJ"U 4ujopj #I 
I ý, +. J Is Af MbI IW AJ UjA Ij jUAJ #ý I JoL+Ul f-1-1 WU JJ I IA)I I ji 
WUJI "-ill t#"I L#, Ii) . 1011 41"11 
yjjM yjl. ý6l., ji uu 
LAA. Ul ViIjAJ L+#IAAloU 
LLJU tA jI j&UI 0 LAJ 1 $I$jUI aj lo 0 ifpul &LU4 L. +) ý-4 JIUU1 14 
, )j) OL, LU WjljAjl twl 
i L,, ý-w L#. t.; J, L U"I wpuw) Lill ojlp. Lo ejj Quo. 6uij 
LýJ oL+. Plp.. w r"I 
ZAJJIJ JWI PJAUI ljljjj PJAUlj 44JI Sili) 0 Ili olý- IJ 414 1 Us . 4LUJI) fjpwI JI. Wo JPW gsbjj 
*J, oj v4jJl dj4"l Ulm 
4J-OLS-j ? A-LA-UI fLLj &A vAJA'jl `jl 'Jul Jujt-fj fyjýl -4 L, 4-LIO 4 44-hil j))&j, 41 IjAu 1; a 
lltl) PA. 
LLWI 41U4.4) 41AW1 LILJI IUIO 4 JJI JI-WI 
JI PJ1Wl ? UUAIIJ4, JIjAJI JO 4 ZIUI 4, LUUI 4 LUj jil JLj. &. #ki 
UAIJ)J Uj , 1. 
ý. f lj', Ij Lý. 
ýl 
zw4U oLfAm SU& t-LLUI vujo 414-1 J)&id u j. La+jptjt AAiA All 
P"A )Ipl I J. IIAI .U jhj 
I. L6 jj) J1 JpepJl Lf JljAAl IjAJ Wjj powl QL,, W W vb 
J, )b ýo ? Lj WaAl "P 4Lf 4p WjWl y). L. -i I-) j1W j P11 I L"Al L&4-j AW OI)AJlj 1LA41 
4AAN 
, 
If J). M OIWI +Mjl 
owl V-4 4"U QjU Y)41) I-)Jl i-U- 4 pjlUl PW LAP 01 UU) agolLul J.? UU &WIS tou., j Jul j IA. Uj Pill 
is, 41 Y)jl) 1-j-J, Ow VILU 
AjUU 1* 0 VU. 01 J--w U1, 
Lewl w1pul Lopal SA+. j NjWl tuj t,, Jl JUA P, 4to"Ll 
j pýiwi tui 4 WLUI 1j. LUI &, j rw 41 
WU LpjA LJlo Loll; Lti 
ru) ai;; ao 4ijAl j-Ijjj j 1A. U, pjIJ ALLA , U) 
J, - O-U) Aý-JJAI CUýLwl) IWIJ ce"I jiP ji -IJJLUI )I 
4L&LJI 44A 40- J,. wl, &UU 
. pil 
oL#-LLe 'LL4 IjUlj ýj oWLWl4AtIjLUl ; oLw)Alj JoUUI jJsj) ILU. 11 4e 0, &jALjj pUAjl ,, Ujj rb Ujj 1, 
.. Ujul J)Ajl 
4 L., Wl A-h I Ulp) b? LU 0 jiAJI. ýUl ZPU U AiW$ IrIf-IWI 94LO JL*, USJ OILWI is fAJI #, ptij 12-11 IAJJ 
tw, 4jl+o S-kAl 10 6Jj-u Oil; - 4-vul JjJl OL. J U+L. I; u fAjlf - 41)", 0 oil p owl eowl tLAAJI *.. A") 
LU IP blý ? IA I Ii-ý I H"wl LLP O-u P1 LAW' Pauwl all. -I IJ 4; Jj Job 0) Jjj 1), oW OQUI d"I j 
Llp)l 'JA. 41 Lgj-'-'Jl LVý-) LýJP 
110) 401) t-j- oil) w. -I 
40 Um L?., ) 41.6.0 #, #w ". 0 ill) VPUI j olpf , 
jUj 
hbody< 
/>text( 
AtelM 
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Source Code 
This appendix shows subset of the whole code. 
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Matlab Code 
This appendix shows subset of the whole code. 
Listing E. 1: Preparation Data Code 
I function I docall , docs , wcdoc, lang-index , qj = som-get-docs 
2q= false; 
3 load writedoc . txt 76 load the output file which is generated 
4 Ir cj= size(writedoc); % show the size of output file 
S rr=I; cc=I; 75 initialize row and column with I 
6 If writedoc(rr)==88888888 
7 lang-index (cc)=l; 
a elself writedoc(rr) - 99999999 
1: else 
lang-index(cc) =2; 
11 lang-index(cc) = 3; 
12 end; 
13 for i =2: r 
14 If (writedoc(i) =-- 88888888) 1 (writedoc(i) 99999999) 
is l(writcdoc(i) =-- 77777777) 
16 cc=cc+l; 
17 rr-1; 
is If writedoc(i)==88888888 
10 lang-index(cc)-l; 
20 elself writedoc(i) == 99999999 
21 lang-index(cc) 2; 
22 else 
23 lang-index(cc) 3, - 
24 q= true; 
25 end; 
26 else 
27 docs ( rr , cc)= writedoc 
(i 
28 rr = rr+I; 
29 end; 
30 end; 
31 In rn] size(docs); 35 n- number of words and m number of doci 
32 docall [I 3ro Create new empty matrix kT1 
33 found 0; 
34 for i=l: n 
35 for J-1: rn 
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36 1f docs (i, j )==O 
37 docs (i )=10000000; 115 write 10000000 to the short vectors 
39 end; 
39 word=docs (I j 
40 for k=1: size( docall 
41 If word ý docall(k, l) 
42 found = 1; 
43 break; 
44 end; 
45 found = 0; 
46 end; 
47 If found==O && word-=10000000 
48 docall = [docall; word]; elo create a unique word matrix of 
49 documents all. 
so end; 
51 end; 
52 end; 
53 docall = sort( docall ,1, 'ascend 76 sort the docall matrix 
54 [N4 size(docall); 3vo N- number words and Af (vector) 
53 wcdoc zeros(N, m); 1% intiati2e the wcdoc matrix by sero 
56 indexdoc = zeros(N, 1); 
57 for 1=1: n 
58 for J=I: m 
59 for k=I: N 
60 indexdoc(k) = k; 
61 word - docs (I ,i); 
62 if word == docall(k, l) 
63 wcdoc(k, j)=wcdoc(k, j)+I; 76 create 4 matrix of Nzm of word 
64 % frequency ( number of word 
63 Yo occurrences in a document) 
66 break; 
67 end; 
68 end; 
69 end; 
TO end; 
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Listing E. 2: Training SOM. 
I echo off; 
2 clear all; 
3 c1c 
'i sI Character Encoding( 'ISO-8859-1 
5 prep-data=l; 
a prep-data = Input( 'Would-you- II ke -to -prepare-the-in put -data: -Please -enter 
.r ((1, _yes)_or_(O, _no): _'); 
a If prep_dataý- 1 
9 load som-get-dict. txt; 75 load bilingual dictionary 
10 Icatg] som-get-catgo; 
11 [docall wcdoc, lang-index , q] = som-get-docs 
12 76 call function get. documents 
13 [R, C]=slze(wcdoc); 75 determind the size of wcdoc matrix 
14 wcdoc = wcdoc; 
is Titles={); 
16 Wordss={}; 
17 Temp = C; 
is C R; 
19 R Temp; 
20 fid=fopen( 'asma. data', 'w'); 1% save the structure data 
21 fprIntf (fid Io'd\n ' C); 
22 fprintf(fid '\n\t 
23 for J=I: C 
24 fprIntf(fid, NWd\t', J); V6 write the label of words 
25 end 
20 fprintf(fid , '\n'); 
27 [get-dictr , ge t-d ictc]= size( som-get-d Ict 
28 for i=I: R 
29 TempMax = 0; 
30 Tempos = 0; 
31 for J=1; C 
32 fprintf(fid, \Vod\t', wcdoc(i, j)); 
33 If wcdoc(i, J>-TempMax 
34 TernpMax - wcdoc(i ,j determine the mar occurancy of words 
33 Tempos =j So store the Position of the word in 
36 docall temperorily 
37 end; 
38 end 
39 MaxPos ( i) =Tempos; 76 determine the position of the max word 
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40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
02 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
60 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
70 
80 
U 
M axVal ( i) =TempMax; 
catgword(i) = docall(MaxPos(i)); % get the word number from docall 
wordfound = false; 
for k=1: get-dlctr 
if catgword(j)==som-get-dict(k, 1) 75 search the word number which has the 
Po' highest repetition in the 
75 dictionary and get its category number 
wordfound = true; 
If lang-index(i)==1 
Titles (i)=catg(som-get-dict(k, 2) 2); 
Pa' determine the category number 
ro from dictionary 
Yo if lan_Qaue. indez equal I get the 
Yo Arabic category 
elseif lang-index(i)==2 356 if langaue-index equal 2 get the 
Titles (i)=catg(som-get. dict(k, 2) 1); % English category 
else 
qAE = 1; 
If qAF-=--l 
Titles (i)={'Qucry'j; 76 if it is query 
else 
Titles ( i)={' 
end; 
end; 
fprintf ( fid '\%s Titles I add Category into asma data 
fprintf (fid [\%d]\n' ,I 
break; 
end; 116 end if statement 
end; 76 end search from dictionary database for a document 
if -wordfound 
messagehalt = 'The-word -used -in one -of -the -document -was-not Jound'; 
zzzz= Input (mess ageh alt 
quit; 
end; 
fclose(fid); 
echo off ; 
bar(MaxV&I, 'stacked 
title( 'Max-occurancy -of -words- for -each -document'); 
ylabel(, Max-Occurances'), xlabel( 'Documents') 
elself prep-data== 0 
sDasma som-read-data('asma. data'); 
sDasma som-normalize-data(sD&sina, 'range' ); P5"var 
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82 sMap = som-make. struct(sD&Sma, 'mSiZe' 15 4]); 
83 sMap = som-autolabcl (sMap, sDasma, 'add'); 55'add ' 'vote 1); 
84 colormap(l -gray) 
85 som-docs-show(sMap, 'norm' , 
'n') 
66 som-show-add( 'lab eP sMap, 'Texteize J, 'TextColor I, 'b I. 'Subplot' 2) 
67 h= som. hits(sMap, sDasma); 
88 som-show-add( 'hit' h, 'MarkcrColor' I g' Subplot I I) 
89 som. show-clear( 'hit ' 1) 
90 [dlen dim) = size (sDasma. data); V5 determine the size of sDajma 
91 n-cats= 1; 
92 cat-freq(n-cats) 
03 cat-names(1)=sDasma. labels (1); X save first category with the 
04 1% first of cate-names 
95 finished = false; 
96 while ((n-cats < dlen) && -finished) 
97 i= n-cats +1; 
08 for i=j : dlen 
go k=1; 
100 found = false 
101 while ((k <= n-cats) 
&& -found) 
102 If ismember(sDasma. 
labels {I j, cat. names{kj) 
103 1% check the category name with 
104 cat_freq(k)=cat_freq(k)+1; 
105 cate-names in the categories file 
100 found = true; 
107 else 
108 k=k+l; 
109 end; 
110 end; 
ill If "found 
112 n. cats = n. cats + 1; 
113 cat-freq(n. cats) 1; 
114 cat-names(n-cats) aDasma. labels(i); 
113 end; 
lie end; 
117 If I >= dlen 
lis finished = true; 
119 end; 
120 end; 
121 echo off 
122 warning on 
123 end; end preparing the input data 
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Java Code 
Listing E. 3: Multilingual Morphological Analysis 
I package MainApplication; 
2 import javax. swing. *; 
3 import java. awt. *; 
4 import javax. swing. event. *; 
5 import MainApplication . *; 
6 import englishstemmer. *; 
7 public class AppInterface extends javax. swing. Mrame 
8 /** Creates new form AppInterface 
9 public AppInterfaceo f 
10 initComponents (); 
12 This method is called from within the constructor to 
13 initialize the form. 
14 WARNNG: Do NOT modify this code. The content of this method is 
15 always regenerated by the Form Editor. 
16 
17 <editor-fold defaultstatc="collapsed" desc=" Generated Code 
18 private void initComponentso { 
19 jLabell = new j avax. swing. J Label(); 
20 jPanell = new j avax. swing. J Panel(); 
21 Arab! cFolderLabel = new javax swing. JLabel 
22 ArbFolderButton = new Javax. swing - JButton (); 
23 ArabicRemoveHTMLButton = new Javax. swing - JButton 
24 jButton8 = new javax. swing. JButton 
23 jButton9 = new javax, swing. JButton 
20 jButtonlO - new Javax -swing - JButton 
27 JPane12 = new javax -swing. JPanel (); 
28 EngFIodcrButton = new Javax. swing. JButton 
29 GetWordsNu mbcr Button = new javax -swing. JButton 
30 CetWordsRootsButton = new javax swing. JButton () 
31 EnglishRemoveHTMLButton = new Javax. swing - Mutton 
32 EnglishFolderLabel = new javax. swing. JLabel 
33 jLabel2 = new Javax. swing. JLabel (); 
34 set DefaultCloseOperation (Javax -swing. WindowConstants. EXIT-ON-CLOSE); 
35 setTitl e ("<<Application Name Here>>"); 
so setBackground(now Java. awt. Color (204,255,204)); 
37 setCursor(new Java. awt. Cursor (Java. awt. Cursor. HAND-CLJRSOR)); 
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38 setResizable( false); 
39 jLabcll . setBackground 
(new Java. awt. Color (204,255,255)), 
40 jLabell. setFont(new Java. awt. Font(" Arial" , 1,18)); 
41 J Label 1. setForeground (new java. awt. Color (0,0,204)); 
42 j Label 1. setHorizontalAlignment (Javax. swing. SwingConstants. Mrm); 
43 jLabell . setText 
("Put Application Name Here"); 
44 j Panel 1. setBackground (new java. awt. Color (255 , 204,204)); 
45 ArabicFolderLabel setText(" Arabic Folder"); 
46 ArbFolderButton. setText (" Select Folder"); 
47 ArbFolderButton. add MouseLlstener (new Java. awt. event. MouseAdaptero 1 
48 public void mouseClicked (Java. awt. event - MouseEvent evt) 
49 ArbFolderButtonMouseClicked (evt ); 
so 
51 
52 ArabicRemoveHTMLButton. setText ("Remove HINM Tags"); 
53 jButton8. setText ("Got Words Roots"); 
54 jButtong. setText ("Remove Fade Words"); 
55 jButtonlO. setText ("Get Words Numbers"); 
50 javax. swing. GroupLayout jPaneilLayout - new javax. swing. GroupLayout (j Panel I); 
57 jPanel 1. setLayout (jPanel 1 Layout); 
58 jPanel 1 Layout. setHorizontalGroup ( 
59 j Panel 1 Layout. create P aral I el G ro up (j avax - swing. GroupLayout. Alignment LEADING) 
60 addCroup(jPaneIlLayout-createSequentialCroupo 
61 . addGroup (JP&nell Layout. createParallel Group (javax. swing. GroupLayout 
62 Alignment. LEADING) 
03 addGroup (j PanellLayout . createSeque ntial Group() 
64 addGap(20,20,20) 
65 . addGroup 
(j Panell Layout. createParallelG roup (j avax. swing 
06 GroupLayout. Alignment. LEADING) 
57 addComponent(ArbFolderButton, javax. owing. GroupLayout 
68 DEFAULT. SIZE, 179, Short. MA)LVALUE) 
69 add Component (ArabicRemovelIMILButton , javax. swing. CroupLayout 
70 DEFAULT. SIZE, 179, Short. MAX. VALUE) 
71 addComponent(jButtong, javax. swing. GroupLayout 
72 DEFAULTSIZE, 179, Short. MAX. VALUE) 
73 addComponent(jButtonS. javax. swing. GroupLayout 
74 DEFAULT-SIZE, 179, Short. MAX. VALUE) 
73 addComponent(jButtonlO, javax. swing. GroupLayout 
76 DEFAULT-SIZE, 179, Short. hiAX. VALUE))) 
77 addGroup (j Panel 1 Layout - createSequential Group() 
78 addContainerGap () 
79 addComponent (Arabic Fold erLabol , javax. swing - CroupLayout 
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so PREFERRED-SIZE, 172, javax. swing -GroupLayout. PREFERRED. SIZE))) 
81 addContainerGap 
82 
93 jPaneIlLayout . setVerticalGrou p 
84 jPaneIlLayout. createParallelGroup (javax. swing. GroupLayout. Alignment. LEADLNG) 
85 addGroup (j avax. swing. GroupLayout. Alignment. TRAILING, jPancliLayout 
86 createSequentialGroup () 
87 addContainerGap(javax. swing. GroupLayout. DEFAULT. SIZE, ShortMAX. VALUE) 
as addComponent (ArabicFolderLabel , Javax. swing. CroupLayout 
89 PREFERRED-SIZE, 28, javax. swing. GroupLayout-PREFERREMSIZE) 
90 . addPref erred Gap (i avax. swing. Layout Style. ComponentPlacernent. RELATED) 
91 addComponent(ArbFolderButton, Javax. swing. CroupLayout 
92 PREFERRED-SIZE, 31, javax. 3wing. GroupLayout. PREFER. RED. SIZE) 
03 . addPreferredGap(javax. swing. LayoutStyle. ComponentPlacement-RELATED) 
94 add Component (ArabicRemoveHTMLB utton , javax. swing. CroupLhyout 
95 PREFERRED-SIZE, 31, javax. swing. GroupLayout. PREFERRED. SIZE) 
96 add Preferred Gap (j avax. swing. LayoutS tyle. ComponentPlacement -RELATED) 
97 addComponent(jButtong, javax. swing. GroupLayout. PREFERRED. SIZE, 31, 
98 javax. swing. GroupLayout. PREFERRED-SIZE) 
99 add Pref erredG ap (j avax. swing. LayoutStyl e. ComponentPlacernent -RELATED) 
100 addComponent(jButton8, javax. swing. GroupLayout. PREFERRM. SIZE, 31, javix 
101 swing. GroupLayout. PREFERRED-SIZE) 
102 addPreferredGap (javax. swing. LayoutStyle. ComponentPlacement -REXATED) 
103 addComponent (j Button 10 , javax. swing. CroupLayout. PREFMRMZZE, 32, javax 
104 swing. GroupLayout. PREFERRED. SIZE). addGap(27,27,27)) 
ID5 
100 JPanel2 . setBackground 
(now Java. awt. Color (255 , 255,204)); 
107 EngFIoderButton. setText(" 
Select Folder"); 
108 EngFloderButton. add MouseListcner (new Java . awt -event. MouseAdaptero { 
109 public void mouseClicked (Java. awt. event - MouseEvent evt) 
110 EngFIoderButtonMouseClicked (evt ); 
111 1 
112 D; 
113 GetWordsNumberButton. setTcxt ("Get Words Numbers"); 
124 GetWordsNumberButton. add MouseListener (new Java. awt. event - hloweAdaptero f 
115 public void mouse Clicked (j ava . awt. event - MouseEvent evt) 
116 GetWordsNumberButtonMouseClicked (evt ); 
117 
118 D; 
119 GetWordsRootsButton. setText ("Remove Fade Words & Get Roots"); 
120 GetWordsRootsButton. add MouseListe ner (new Java. awt. event. MouseAdapter 
121 public void mouseClicked (Java . awt. event - MouseEvent cvt) ( 
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122 GetWordsRootsButtonMouseClicked (cvt ); 
123 
124 
125 English RemoveHTM LB utto n. setText(,, Remove HIT& Tags"); 
126 EnglishRemoveHTMLButton. add Mo useListener (new Java. awt. event. MouseAdaptero 
127 public void mouseClicked (Java. awt. event. MouscEvent evt) 
128 English Remove HTMLB uttonMouseC I icked 
(evt ); 
129 
130 
131 EnglishFolderLabel. setText(" English Folder"); 
132 EnglishFold erLabel . setBorder 
(i avax swing. BorderFactory. createEtched Border 
133 (new java. awt. Color (0,51,255), new Java. awt. Color (0,0.255))); 
134 javax. swing. GroupLayout jPanel2Layout = new J avax. swing. GroupLayout (j Panel 2 
135 jPanel2 . setLayout (jPanel2Layout 
); 
136 jPanel2Layout . setHorizontalGroup 
( 
137 jPanel2Layout. createParallelGroup 
(javax. swing. GroupLayout. Alignment LEADING) 
138 addGroup (jPanel2 Layout . create Sequential 
Group 
139 . addContainerGap 
() 
140 add Component (EnglishRemoveHTM 
LB utton , Javax. swing. GroupLayout 
141 DEFAULT-SIZE, 193, Short. 
MAX-VALUE). addGap(12,12,12)) 
142 addGroup (jPanel2Layout create 
S equ ent I al Group() 
143 . addContainerGap 
() 
144 addComponent(GetWordsRootsButton, 
javax. igwing. GroupLayout. DEFAULT. SIZE, 
143 Javax. swing. GroupLayout. DEFAULT-SIZE, Short. MAX. VALUE) 
148 addGap(12,12,12)) 
147 addGroup (j avax. swing. GroupLayout. Alignment. TRAILING, JPanel2Layout 
148 createSequentialGroup 
149 addGap(12,12,12) 
150 add Component( GetWordsNu mbcrB utton , javax. swing-GroupLayout 
151 DEFAULT-SIZE, 193, Short. MA)LVALUE) 
152 . addContainerGap 
()) 
153 addGroup (j avax. swing. GroupLayout. Ali gnmen t TRAILING, JPanel2Layout 
154 create SequentiaIG roup () 
155 addGap(12,12,12) 
156 . addGroup 
(j Panel2 Layout. createParallel Group (Javax. swing. GroupLayout 
157 Alignment. TRAILING). addComponent (English Fold erLabel , Javax. swing 
158 GroupLayout - Alignment 
159 LEADING, javax. swing. GroupLayout. DEFAULT. SIZE, 191, Short. MAX. VALUE) 
160 addComponent(EngFIoderButton, Javax. swing. GroupLayout. Alignment 
161 LEADING, javax swing. GroupLayout. DEFAUMSIZE, 191, Short. NIAY. VALUE)) 
162 addGap(12,12,12)) 
163 
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164 jPanel2Layout . setVerticalGroup ( 
165 jPanel2Layout. create P aralleIG roup (javax. swing. GroupLayout. Alignment. LFADLNG) 
166 addGroup (jPanel2Layout. createSequentialGroup 
16T . addContainerGap () 
168 addComponent(EnglishFolderLabeI , Javax. swing. GroupLayout. PREFERRED. SIZE, 28. 
169 javax. swing. GroupL&yout. PREFERRED-SIZE) 
170 addPreferredGap (javax - swing. LayoutStyle. ComponentPlacement. REIA7ED) 
171 addComponent(EngFIoderButton, javax -swing. GroupLayout. PREFERRED. SIZE, 31, 
172 javax. swing. GroupLayout. PREFERRED-SIZE). addGap(14,14,14) 
IT3 add Component (EnglishRemoveHTMLButton , javax. swing. GroupLayout. PREFERRED. SME, 
174 31, javax. swing - GroupL&yout. PRE: FERPXM-SIZE). addCap(15,15,13) 
175 add Component (CetWordsRootsB utton , javax. swing. GroupLayout. PREFERRMSIZE, 
176 31, javax. swing. GroupLayout -PREFERRED. SIZE). addCap(15,15,15) 
177 add Component (GetWordsNumberButton , javax. swing. GroupLayout. DEFAULT. SIZE, 
178 32, Short. MAX-VALUE). addGap(37,37,37)) 
179 
ISO jLabel2. setFont(new java-awt. Font("Tahoma", 2,8)); 
181 j Labe 12. setText ("This Application was Buillding By Abo, Ahmad"), 
182 javax. swing. GroupLayout layout = new javax. swing. CroupLayout(getContentP&neo); 
183 getContentPane (). setLayout ( layout 
184 layout - setHori zontal 
Group ( 
185 layout. create Paralle I Group (javax . swing. GroupLayout. Align rn ent. LEADING) 
186 addGroup (i av ax. swing. GroupLayout. Alignment. TRAILING, layout 
187 createSequentialGroup (). addContainerCap () 
188 addComponent (j Labe 11 , javax. swing -GroupLayout. DEFAULT-SIZE, 455, 
189 Short. MAX-VALUE)) - addGroup ( layout. create SequentialCroup 
190 addContainerGap () 
191 addComponent(jPanel2, javax. swing. GroupLayout. PREFERREDSIZE, 
192 javax. swing. GroupLayout. DEFAULT. SIZE, javax. swing. CroupLayout 
193 PREFERRED-SIZE). addGap(21,21,21) 
194 addComponent (j Panel 1, javax. swing. CroupLayout. PREFERREDSIZE, javax. swing 
195 GroupLayout. DEFAULT-SIZE, javax. swing. GroupLayout. PREFERRED. SIZE) 
Igo addContainerGap ()) 
197 addComponent(jLabel2, javax. swing. GroupLayout. PREFERRED. SIZE, 102, javax 
198 . swing. GroupLayout. 
PREFERRED-SIZE) 
200 layout - setVerticalGroup 
201 layout. create Par al IeI Group (javax. swing. GroupLayout. Alignment. LEADING) 
202 addGroup, (j avax. swing. GroupLayout. Alignment. TRAILING, layout 
203 createSequentialGroup (). addContainerGap () 
204 . addComponent 
(i Labe 11 , javax. swing. GroupLayout. PREFERRED. SIZE, 45, 
205 javax. swing. GroupLayout. PREFERRED-SIZE) 
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200 addGroup( layout. create Par al I elGroup (javax. swing -GroupLayout 
207 AI ignment. TRAILING). addGroup( I ayout . create Sequent iM Group() 
208 addGap(20,20,20) 
209 addComponent(jPanel2, javax. swing. GroupLayout. DEFAULT. SIZE, 
210 javax. swing 
211 Group Layout. DEFAULT-SIZE, Short. MAX-VALUE)) 
212 addGroup( layout. createSequentialGroup () 
213 . addPreferredGap(javax. swing. LayoutStyle. ComponentPlacement 
214 RELATED) 
215 addComponent (j Panel 1, Javax. swing -GroupLayout. PREFERRED. SIZE, 
210 javax. swing 
217 Group Layout. DEFAULT-SIZE, javax, swing. GroupLayout-PREFEPlIED-SIZE))) 
218 addPreferredGap(javax. swing. LayoutStyle. ComponentPlacement. ]RELA7M) 
219 addComponent(jLabel2)) 
220 
221 packo; 
222 </editor-fold> 
223 private void GetWordsNumberButtonMouseClicked (java. awt. event. MouseEvent evt) 
try f 
224 WordsNumbers. readWordsWriteNumbers(" read. txt "); 
225 Icatch (Exception e)f System. out. println (e. toString () ); ) 
220 JOptionPane. showMessageDialog (null, " Ok. <<Sce writeOutl. txt and writcOut2. txt Files>>"); 
227 1 
228 private void GetWordsRootsButtonMouseClicked (Java. &wt. event. MouseEvent evt) 
229 Stcmmer2 -read Folder (EnglishFolderLabel . getText 
230 JOptionPane. showMessageDialog (null, 
232 "Ok. The Files has been stemmered, <<See Read. txt file>>"); 
232 
233 private void EnglishRemoveHTMLButtonMouseClicked (Java. awt. event - MouseEvent evt) 
234 HTMLRemoveTags html--new HTMLRemoveTagso; 
235 try{ 
236 html. HTMLRemovcFolder (English Fold crLabel. getText 
237 )catch (Exception n) {System. out. println (e. toString 
238 JOptionPane . shv-wMessageDialog (null , 
239 "Ok. <<All Files in selected folder has been Parssing>>"); 
240 
241 private void ArbFolderButtonMouseClicked (Java. awt. event. MouscEvent evt) 
242 HileChooser filechooser=new JFIIeChoosero; 
243 f ilechooser . show0penDialog(t 
his); 
244 ArabicFolderLabel. setText(filechooser-getCurrentDirectoryo. getPatho); 
245 
246 private void EngFIoderButtonMouseClicked (Java. awt, event. MouseEvent evt) 
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MleChooser filechooser=ncw JFIIeChoosero; 
fi I cc hooser show0penDialog(this ); 
EnglishFolderLabel setText( fi I cc hooser - getCurrentDircctory getPath 
Opararn args the command line arguments 
public static void main(String argsf]) 
Java. awt. EventQueue. invokeLater (new Runnable() 
public void runo { 
new AppInterface (). setVisible (true); 
Variables declaration - do not modify 
private javax. swing. Mabel Arabic Fold erLabe 1; 
private j avax. swing. J Button ArabicRemoveHTMLButton; 
private javax swing. JButton ArbFolderButton; 
private javax -swing. Mutton EngFloderButton; 
private javax. swing. JLabel EnglishFolderLabel; 
private javax. swing. JButton Engl ishRemoveHTM LBut ton; 
private javax. swing. JButton CetWordsNumberButton; 
private javax. swing. JButton GetWordsRootsButton; 
private javax. swing. JButton jButtonlO; 
private javax swing. JButton jButton8 
private javax swing. JButton jButtong 
private javax. swing. Mabel jLabell; 
private javax swing. JLabel jLabel2; 
private javax. swing. JPanel jPanell; 
private javax. swing. JPanel jPanel2; 
End of variables declara tion 
Listing E. 4: Arabic Stemmer Code 
I package arabicsternmer; 
2 import java . io . *; 
3 import java. util . 
StringTokenizer; 
4 import Java-sql. *; 
5 public class GetEnglishStemmer 
6 public static void main(Stringl] args) throws Exception{ 
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7 File edir =new File(" arabicfiles 
String [] echildren = edir . list 
if (echildren ý null) f 
10 // Either dir does not exist or is not a directory 
11 System. out. println ("Either dir does not exist or Is not a directory"); 
22 else { 
13 for (int i=O; i<cchildren length; I++) 
14 
15 File f= new File(" arabicfiles\\" + echildren [I]); 
16 If (f. isFileo){ 
17 // readFlIcs(new File(" arabicf ilea \\" + echildrcn(i])); 
is System out. println (" arabicflle a\\" + echildren (I I); 
19 )else{ 
20 String [] subFile=f. list 
21 for (int j=O; j<subFile Aength; J++){ 
22 System. out. println(" arabidl Ie a\\" + echildren I i)+"\\"+subFile 
[J D; 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 } 
28 public static void readFiles (File f) throws Exception 
29 GetArabicStemmer wa--new GetArabicStemmer 
30 int arabparagraph=O; 
31 int englishparagraph=o; 
32 String word=""; 
33 File inputFile f; 
34 File outputFile new File(" read. txt"); 
35 FileReader in new FileReader(inputFile); 
36 FileWriter out new FileWriter (outputFile true); 
37 DatalnputStream dis = new DatalnputStream (System, in); 
38 out. write (" *"); 
39 out. write (13); 
40 out. write (10); 
41 int c; 
42 //Store All File In S 
43 word =""; 
44 while ((c - in. read()) 1= -1)1 
45 If (c==13)f 
46 out. write (13); 
47 out . write 
(10); 
48 
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49 If (c==32) { 
so if (1wa. isFadeWord (word)){ 
51 String root---wa. getRoot (word); 
52 If (rootl="") 
53 out. write (root+" 
54 
55 word=""; 
56 }else{ 
57 word=word+(char)c; 
58 
5g 
60 in. close 
61 out. close(); 
62 System -out. printIn 
("OK"); 
63 
64 
65 75Liating D-4: Arbic Stemmer Code\\ 
66 \Hne (I 0){432.0000)\\ 
67 {\scriptsize 
68 \begin{ Istlisting 
69 package arabicstemmer; 
70 import database. DBAccess; 
71 import englishstemmer. *; 
72 import java. sql. *; 
73 public class WordAnalyze 
74 private ResultSet rs=nult; 
75 DBAcccss db = new DBAccess(" jdbc: odbc: Dictionary", " sun. jdbc. odbc. JdbcOdbcDriver"); 
76 public String getRoot(String word) throws Exception{ 
77 String sword=""; 
78 rs=db. runSelect(" select * from Derivation where derivative='" -+-word-+. " on); 
To int n=O; 
so If (rs. nexto){ 
81 n=l; 
82 1 
83 If (n==l){ 
84 Int i=rs. getInt("id"); 
85 rs=db. runSelect (" select * from newtab where id=" +I 
86 rs. nexto; 
87 sword=rs. getString (" Arabic 
88 
89 return sword; 
go 
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91 public boolean isFadeWord (String word){ 
02 int n=O; 
93 boolean test=false 
94 try{ 
95 rs = db. runSelect (" select * from fades where word=" -+-word-+-" 
96 If (rs. nexto) 
97 n 
98 1 
99 }catch (Exception e) {System. out. printIn (e); 
100 1f (n==l){ 
101 test=true; 
102 1 
103 return test 
104 
105 
Listing E. 5: Database Access Code 
I package database ; 
2 import java. sql. *; 
3 public class DBAccess 
4 private String datasourse=""; 
5 private String driver; 
a private ResultSet rs=null; 
7 Statement stmt; 
8 Connection con; 
9 public DBAccess(String db, String driv)f 
10 datasourse=db; 
11 driver=driv 
12 try { 
13 Class. forName(driver 
14 1 catch(Exception ex) ( 
15 System. err print(" Exception: "); 
16 System. err. println(ex. getMessage 
17 
18 
19 public ResultSet runSelect (String sqls)f 
20 try( 
21 String query = sqls; 
22 con = DriverManager-getConnection(datasourse); 
23 stmt = con -createStatement( 
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24 ResuItSet TYPE-SCROLL-SENSITIVE, 
25 ResuItSet CONCURJIEAD-ONLY) 
26 rs = stmt - executeQuery (query 
27 
28 catch(Exception ex) { 
29 System. err print(" Exception: "); 
30 System. err. printin (ex. getMessage 
31 
32 finally 
33 
34 return rs 
33 
36 
37 public void runSQL(String sql){ 
38 tryf 
39 String query = sqI 
40 con = DriverManager - getConnection 
datasourse 
41 stmt = con. createStatement(); 
42 strat. executeUpd ate( query 
43 }catch (Exception e){ 
44 System. out. println (e. toString 
45 
46 
47 public void disConnecto{ 
48 try{ 
49 stmt. close 
50 con. close 
51 
52 catch (Exception e){ 
53 System -out. printIn (e. toString 
54 
55 
56 
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